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PREFACE

The study upon which this volume is based was conducted

under the auspices of The Inquxry, an organization devoted

to the analysis and improvement of conference methods.

The project began as a fact-finding investigation directed

toward newer phases of industrial management, par-

ticularly managerial instruments in which both employees

and employers participated. (Such instruments are

usually called ‘ employee representation ’ or ‘ company

unions.’) We soon realized that significant facts of the

variety which we desired were not readily available and

that ordinary devices of social research were not suitable

for our purposes. Consequently, the study developed in

the direction of exploration with newer research techniques

and it finally became a project in research method rather

than a conventional fact-finding mquiry.

We have chosen to name the published result of our

study Dynamtc Social Research and this title calls for

a brief explanation. Our chief purpose in using the

adjective ‘ dynamic ’ is to indicate our behef that social

research should somehow be usable as an implement of

social change. In the second place we hold the conviction

that social change will in the future be brought about

primarily through the use of collective agencies, and

that an understanding of these functional groups (col-

lective instruments of control) becomes imperative for
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our time. And. in the third place, we believe that social

research may become dynamic only when investigators are

prepared to divest themselves of certain naive precon-

ceptions concerning so-called objectivity, disinterestedness,

and value. Dynamic social research should, therefore,

include that variety of fact-finding which is designed to

implement social change ; which illuminates that area of

social relationships which is involved in the operation

of functional groups ; and which allows for the inter-

pretation of its facts in terms of human purposes, desires,

and values as expressed in the research agents.

We are deeply indebted to The Inquiry for placing at

our disposal its extensive accumulation of data relating

to conference methods, for the collaboration of its workers,

and especially for allowing us to alter the character of

the study from one of fact-finding to methodological

exploration while it remamed imder their supervision.

And, we are also grateful to numerous persons in at least

five important industries who gave freely of their time

and energy on our behalf ; many of these must have

known from the outset that our highly theoretical pre-

occupiations could not be easily transformed into utility

for them but they continued to aid us by contributing to

our co-operative projects.

John J. Hader and

Eduard C. Lindeman.

New York,
March 1933.



Dynamic Social Research

INTRODUCTION
" The time ought to come when no one be judged an educated

man or woman who doea not have insight into the basic forces

of industrial and urban civihzation "

—

Jobm Dbwby.

In one of the less important ofhces of a giant corporation

a meeting is being held. Here are gathered together

mechanics, artisans, and semi-technical craftsmen, and
representatives of the management of the industry. The
former have been elected as representatives by their

fellow-workers and have come to discuss a problem which

affects them. Altogether there axe fourteen persons in

the room, eight employees and six representatives of

management ; these fourteen persons constitute a joint

committee which operates as a part of a general plan of

employee representation. Viewed from above this com-

mittee session might appear thus :

diairman of the rsifwif^ing
Employee Group : Chairman : a representative of Management

[3 a
Employee Representatives ' Bdanagement Representatives :

acsiiaaaaH aaaaa
One of the emplo3rees has expressed a grievance, and

he is attempting to convey to those present something of

the thought and feeling of his fellow-workers. He . . .
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but the reader may as well follow the dialogue as it

actually occurred

:

Employee Representative i (Chairman of the employees’

group) :
“ The employees’ committee understands that

there has been some unwarranted and unofficial pressure

put on some of the newer boys on installation work for

producing quantity.”

Employee Representative 2 :
" When some of the newer

boys get their installer’s kits, they are put under con-

siderable pressure to get quantity and I think that in

these cases quality is being sacrificed for speed. It

seems to me that the boys are started with the wrong

point of view, if they are told that they have to complete

the average installation job in one and a half hours.

Some of us older men feel these boys are not getting

a fair break.”

Management Chairman :
” On the contrary, I think

just the reverse is true. We lay every emphasis on

a good quality construction job and no urge for speed

is made at all. As a matter of fact our last check

inspection for quality showed a falling off. Management

is responsible for the action of the supervisors and I

guess there has been some misunderstanding on the

part of certain foremen as to what we want. I am
certainly glad to get this comment so that we can

correct any misunderstanding. We want quality first

and time as good as we can get it after this.”

Employee Representative 2 :
" Some customers have

said to me ‘ How many jols do you have to do in a

day ? ’ and that looks to me as though installers must
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give the impression that we are after speed. I don’t

think it’s a good impression to leave with the public

and it may lead them to think we are doing a sloppy

]ob.”

Management Chairman (Addressing E. R. 2) : “ Joe,

do you think all the men feel that way about it ?
”

Employee Represeniaitve 2 :
" No—I think the older

men have the correct point of view : it’s just that some

of the newer boys are getting off to a wrong start.”

Management Chairman :

"
Well, I’m glad to get this

information. I’ve already taken it up in some of the

foremen meetings, but I’ll go further into the matter

now.”

Employee Representative 2 :
" Down on that Packard

building job a couple of weeks ago, I had to spend

several hours straightening out another man’s job which

he had done so poorly.”

Management Chairman :
“ I’m glad to see you’ve got

the right point of view.”

Employee Representative i :
" Where do these new

fellows get this idea of speed anyway. It can’t be at

the plant school for they don’t teach it there. I don’t

see where they get it.”

(Note.—No attempt was made to answer this question

specifically.)

Management Chairman :

“ We gam nothing by quick

installation at the sacrifice of maintenance. Each job

we send a maintenance man on afterwards costs us

approximately $1.00 ;
therefore the spending of an

additional $0.50 on producing good-quality installation
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means a net saving. It also has a good effect on cus-

tomers, many of whom would condemn a poor or

hastily done job. Apparently this applies to about

twelve men who were put on since last faU.”

Employee Representative 2 :
“ Yes, those are the men."

Management Chairman :
" I'll clear this up definitely

when I see the district installation foreman. This

situation that you men have presented may be respon-

sible for the faUing off in quality which was mentioned

before. It’s a good idea to bring up the matter and I’ll

see that it is straightened out. Is there any other

business ?
’’

For the moment we may restrain our critical inclinations

with respect to the committee session reported above and

regard it merely as a social phenomenon. What took

place at this meeting may be described as a series of

interactions between persons representing two groups,

two points of view, and two interests, and these inter-

actions may be viewed as lines of communication, each

line indicating an importance of its own, as in the chart

on the following page.

How significant, in reality, is an event of this sort ?

If one knew something more or less fimdamental concerning

this employee’s grievance, the chairman’s method of

dealmg with his request, the conclusion reached, the kinds

of responses exchanged, et cetera, would this be a part of

that industrial " insight ” which Professor Dewey believes

to be the necessary equipment of an educated person ?

How much light, indeed, would such knowledge cast upon

the complicated problem ofmodem business management ?
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We do not know the answers to these queries, but such

clues as we have discovered are to be found in the suc-

ceeding pages of this volume. Our effort has been to

explore beneath the surface of crude facts, to go so far

as our tools would permit into that region of economic

process which is essentially human and social. We
selected the joint committee in employee representation

as our point of departure because we believed that this

phase of industrial management offered possibilities of

analysis which would not have been so readily realized

in other areas. The main business of the world is being

conducted by committees or conference groups of one

sort or another. Wherever size or complexity prevents

a single person from encompassing the total situation

;

wherever responsibility needs to be shared or distributed
;

wherever man comes to recognize the wastefulness of

arbitrary authonty, committees of one sort or another

arise. Consequently, it becomes important to understand

both the potentialities and the limitations of these social

instruments which are steadily encroaching upon the

authority of individuals.

If interest and opportunity had existed, we might as

well have begun to study committees at any point in

industrial management, that is, committees of managers,

of technicians, arbitration boards, union-management

committees, et cetera, et cetera. But, our chief desire

was to investigate industry at that point where the

interests of employers and employees converge, where the

problem of management is primarily the problem of human
relations, and the joint committee appeared to offer

excellent opportumties for study in this area When a
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single unit from the large whole of corporate industry is

selected for observation it is. of course, likely that this

unit will be over-emphasized and its importance exag-

gerated. We cannot presume to have escaped this

likelihood, but it has been our aim throughout to keep in

mind the context of the larger whole. In the backgrounds

of our minds were five per^tent queries which we were

continuously directing toward the joint comrmttee, and

we attempted to see these queries in the light of the total

situation of which joint committees were merely a part.

This total situation may be viewed in terms of the chart

below

:

'a The ]omt committee as
structure (What is it

as sooal form ?)

b The jomt committee as
process. (What is it

as soaal process ?)

c The ]omt comrmttee
as procedure (What
method or procure
does It utihse ?)

d The jomt comrmttee as
furrctron (What prob-
lems does it deal
with ?)

«. The jomt committee as
result IWiat quahty
of results does it

achieve ?)

A. Socio-economic society: the
cultural settmg for modem
industry.

B. Industry and industrial

patterns viewed as organ-
ized forms.

Every science is founded upon hypothesis ; indeed,

there can be no science without hypothetical presup-
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positions concerning both the reality which is to be

investigated and the devices to be utilized for fact-finding

purposes. As a consequence of our study of joint

committees we have formulated an hspothesis for social

research which consists of four major divisions which

now become the main parts of this volume ; the reader

may find it useful to have this hypothesis in mind at the

outset, at least in the form of a total inquiry, and the

ensuing chart should serve this purpose

:

THE TOTAL INQmRY
I 3 3 4

Conlrontme the
Social Problem

:

Evolving a
Social

Clarifying

Social

Experimenting
with Social

Philosophy

:

Methodology Teclmiques

What IS a joint How may the How may the What tech-
committee in problem of

the joint com-
problem of mques and

industry ? social metho- .devicesare ap-
mittee (as an dology be re-

stated m
propriate for

Why do jomt object of re- utihnng the
committees search) be terms of the foregoing hy-
exist ? stated m foregoing

philosophical
pothesis and

terms of soaal method in the
philosophy ? postulates ? discovery of

relevant and
pertment
facts ?

THE TOTAL AFFIRMATION
The Rise of Em- The committee Value and Sub- The available

ployee Repre-
sentation and

process con- jectivity are
Involved m

techniques

Jomt Commit- Impulsion Interviewing,

Indnstry
sear^

Direct

Observing,

The Jomt Com- Circnmjacence. The research Participant
mittee as an
Instrument of
Industrial Interaction

situation IS

modified by
the research

observing.

Case analysis.
Management purpose

Statistics,

Object for

Psycho-sodal
Roeaich.

Emergence Charting.



PART I

CONFRONTING THE SOCIAL PROBLEM

THE RISE AND SIGNIFICANCE OF EMPLOYEE REPRE-

SENTATION IN INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT.

THE JOINT COMMITTEE AS INSTRUMENT OF INDUSTRIAL

MANAGEMENT AND AS OBJECT FOR PSYCHO-SOCIAL

RESEARCH.



PART ONE

CONFRONTING THE SOCIAL PROBLEM

The multiplicity of social researches now in process or projected
by social scientists furnishes cause for Ixith assurance and
misgivmg. Our misgivings are, perhaps, more worthy of

notice at the moment since scientific optimism tends, in spite

of occasional set-backs, to reassert itself ; there lives a persistent

hope that science will somehow measure our social phenomena
and lead us ultimately toward rational control of events.

This is not an unreasonable hope but it is often pursued m
unreasonable fashion. Certainly it is not enough, as some
social scientists appear to believe, merely to accumulate
studies of isolated phenomena ; the sum of parts does not
always make a whole. Nor, does the sum of unimportant
researches constitute a total of importance. Codfronting a
social problem represents an act of wholeness before it can
become significant as detail. The student who does not know
why he has selected thts rather than that problem for his

research may produce results useful to some other scientist

but he cannot himself behave as a scientist. The problem
selected for social research should have relevancy with respect

to present and future social experience ; it sho^d be seen as
history and as dynamics, m its antecedents as well as in its

thrust into the future. Once the problem has been confronted
in this manner of the “ whole,’’ specialized approaches may
proceed so far as the valid tools of research allow.



CHAPTER I

THE RISE AND SIGNIFICANCE OF EMPLOYEE
REPRESENTATION IN INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT

*' There is no reason why . the labour of supplying

society with all the material goods needed for its general

comfort should not become both agreeable and attractive

There would be no necessity of waiting for the slow action

of evolution in transforming human character, as contemplated
by Spencer The result can easily be brought about by the trans-

formation of human institutions *’

—

^Lbster F. Ward, Applied
Sociology, p 336

During and after the War of 1914-18 many thinkers

essayed to reformulate the equation of sociad progress.

As so often happens in crises, the slow method of improving

individuals, with the hope of finally adtering the mass,

was pairtiadly abatndoned for the fast-moving device of

transforming humain institutions At least three structurad

transformations actuadly followed, and upon a grand

scale : the social institutions of Germany, Itady, and

Russia, were, in varying degrees, reconstituted. (The

above order of names represents at least one of these

degrees of change ; Republicanism in Germany, Faiscism

in Italy, and Sovietism in Russia may be regarded as a

graded scade in which the Bolshevist revolution S3mbolizes

the most radical trainsformation of institutions.)

But in Great Britain and the United States there wais

to be, presumably, an overhauling of a less radicad

chairacter ; reconstruction in the Anglo-Saxon nations

was designed primardy ais an increase in liberalization
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rather than as fundamental social change. One heard,

during those hiteful da3rs when disillusionment led to

prophecy and futurism, much about the revamping of our

economic institutions, particularly industry itself. These

prophecies have thus far remained unfulfilled. Industrial

oiganization, in the United States, is basically what it

was before " reconstruction " became a shibboleth. Three

precipitates, though not altogether attributable to the

war smd its ensuing reconstruction, are, however, observ-

able ; (a) Trade unions of the type represented by the

Amalgamated Clothing Workers Union have fortified their

positions, and have proceeded further in the direction of

mdustiial, as distinguished from craft, unionism; (6)

experiments in co-operation, or collaboration, between

organized workers and industrial managers, such as the

Baltimore and Ohio Railroad project, have been under-

taken
;

(c) an increasing number of industries have

adopted various plans providing for " employee repre-

sentation ” in management It is this latter movement

which constitutes the preoccupation of the present

authors.

When employees participate in the management of an

industry it may be said that a partial social transformation

has been achieved. Heretofore, managers of industries

have assumed that their functions and responsibilities

existed as entities wholly different from those of employees.

Consequently, the " form ” of industry, that is, its social

structure, was conceived as, and actually became, a closed

group (or individual) which shared its functions with no

one. (These managerial groups even still contest the

right of government to share in control so long as such
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opposition is fruitful, and only submit to governmental

regulation under compulsion.) Many industries, and

especially larger units, have now reconstituted their social

forms in such manner as to allow for a bipartite structure.

Before proceeding in the direction of analysis of employee

representation as a new social form, however, it seems

advisable to discuss the reasons, rationalizations, and

motivations which may be regarded as the basis of its

existence.

Why were Employees granted Representation ?

Among the varieties of reasons given, either in oral or

written pronouncements, for the rise of employee repre-

sentation in industry the following may be distinguished

;

(1) Employee representation was, and is, regarded by

some industrialists as a panacea for dealing with so-called

" labour problems.” This reason rests upon the general

assumption that discontent among workers may be

channelled off into other forms of activity and need not

necessarily lead to disaffection, irregular attendance at

work, or more violent outbreaks such as strikes. Once

the worker enjo}^ the privil^e of " speaking out ” to

someone, once his grievances cease to be “ bottled up,”

repressed, and once he realizes that management is not

wholly arbitrary he will beccune a more contented, regular,

and loyal employee—so this assumption runs.

(2) Many management groups consider industrial organi-

zation to be a form of benevolent paternalism. The granting

of representation to employees is, obviously, a paternal

act. It is analogous to the extension of suffrage by a

benevolent ruler, not because subjects demand or deserve
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this privilege, but because it is conceived to be “ good

for them,” and because it is likely that their attitude

toward the grantor will in consequence be more favourable.

Employee representation, both in smaller and more

personal companies and in larger, impersonal corporations,

is frequently inaugurated as a gift from the employer to

the employee. (The paternal ingredient can be readily

detected ; wherever paternalism is the chief motivating

factor in employee representation one discovers a lingering

sentimentahty.)

(3) Employee representation plans exist in industries

where trade unions once functioned and in some instances

was initiated as a reaction against trade unionism. There

are critics who insist that the whole of employee repre-

sentation as motivation may be explamed on t^ basis,

but we contend that this represents an oversimplification

of the situation. Certainly, many employers stiU adhere

to the principle that they wiU not tolerate or deal with

trade unions organized independently and utilizing agents

of their own selection in negotiations with management.

The majority of such employers entertain a generalized

antipathy toward collective action, but they would, in

an emergency, accept worker oiganization “ inside ” the

industry if it promised to forestall " outside ” affiliation.

(4) Still other employers, believing in the principle of

collective action, and realizing that some form of inter-

relation between management and employees in problem

solving is essential, have purposefully set up plans of

employee representation as the initial type of association

for their workers. It is entirely probable that many
employee representation plans conceived m this manner
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would never have come into existence if a suitable form

of trade unionism had been available. If one were to

distinguidi the above types of motivation on the basis of

greater or lesser validity, it would seem clear that this

latter incentive is far superior to the others, representing

as it does a realistic approach to modern industry, plus

an experimental attitude.

In addition to the above primary motivations in

establishing forms of employee representation it should

be admitted that many plans rest upon no clear-cut, basic

assumptions; these have come into existence largely

through the mfluence of umtation. Further, no single

source of motivation accounts for any given industry,

since the paternalistic attitude persists side by side with

a genuine desire to find a social form in which employees

may participate with management in directing mdustrial

affairs. In short, precise motivations fitting each case

are not discoverable, but the above classifications may
be taken to represent a rough approximation of casual

factors.

One important situational item has, however, been

omitted in the above analysis, namely, the fact that

orthodox trade unions themselves may have been respon-

sible for the nse of employee representation As industry

becomes more and more mechanized, it becomes apparent

that the meaning of individualized crafts tends to dis-

appear. But, many of the older and well-established

trade unions adhere tenaciously to the craft principle

of organization regardless of transitions in industrial

development. Most employee representation plans allow

for organization accordmg to industries, or departments
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within industries, and this seems to be more in harmony

with the actual need. (In certain cases, however, emplc^ee

representation also provides for recognition of crafts but

this recognition is subordinate to a more inclusive

conception.)

Employee RepresentaUon as a Reflection of Underlying

Industrial Conflict.

It may be assumed at the outset that employee repre-

sentation, no matter what else it includes, constitutes an

attempt to deal with the problems of human relationships

in industry. The significance of the movement as a whole,

therefore, rests upon its capacity to improve these

relations, specifically the relations between workers and

employers. We are here confronted with a problem which

resides primarily in the area of attitude, opinion, phil-

osophy, and social method. If em irrepressible conflict

between workers and employers (or, as usually stated,

between Capital and Labour) exists, and if, therefore, the

relations between these two groups must be conceived as

between parties of opposition, any plan for improving

these relations will be limited, if not in the end, frustrated.

This is not the place for a comprehensive discussion of

the philosophical nature of industrial conflict but enough

must be said to clarify the basic hypothesis of the authors.

If inescapable conflict exists between the two major

parties ^ in industry, workers and employers, the reason

1 To think of mdnstry as constitated of two parties only is, of course,

to oversimplify and falsify the equation. Directiy, or indirectly,

involved m m^em industry are (a) the banks, (b) the stockholders,

(c) the managers, (d) the directors, («) the technolo^ts, (/) the workers,

{g) the law, (A) the politician, (t) and the consumer.
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must be apparent either in the objective situation itself,

or in the minds of those constituting the two groups.

And, so long as conflict is inherent in the thinking
, the

attitudes, and the behaviour of representatives of each

group, it is not important to know whether it inheres in

the situation or not ; conflict exists if the involved persons

believe or think it exists.

Employer, as well as employee, psychology contributes

to the conception of inevitable conflict in industry.

Leaders of both groups disavow the underl5dng separation

at times, but their pronouncements do not often harmonize

with then actions. In crises somethmg approaching

implacable class-consciousness and class-division invariably

appears. The lines of opposition tend to blur when

prosperity seems inclusive, or when an outside danger

threatens both sides, but histoncaUy the conflict, both as

dialectic and as conduct, persists. The Marxian rationale

of class-conflict is, therefore, made plausible by the

ideology of both workers and employers. Employee

representation functions primarily through joint com-

mittees in which representatives of management and of

workers behave as though they each represented something

which is, in its essence and absolutely, divergent, opposed.

It is because of this fact that we feel obliged to preface

our analysis with a brief critique of the absolutist doctrine

of irrepressible conflict. The purpose of this treatment,

if not already foreshadowed, is to lay the foundations for

an hypothesiswhich will allow for employee representation,

or any other form of experimentation, as a means toward

improving human relations in industry.
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Absolutism versus Relativism.

No adequate historical evidence sufficient to refute the

Marxian dogma exists. Certainly, the industrial evolution

of the western world contains nothing to warrant the

contrary conclusion, namely, that no underlying and

fundamental conflict between Capital and Labour is to

be found, or having been observed, is now on the way

toward resolution. And, obviously, if the conflict formula

is believed in sufficiently, it wiU sooner or later be realized.

The result wiU be different for various regions; here

Capital wiU rise supreme and control the chief sources of

power over the total population, and there Labour wiU

play a similar rdle, and a variety of intermediate forms

will also appear. Indeed, it may be said that the United

States and Russia already represent the opposite poles

of this configuration, with Germany, England, Austria,

et cetera, standing between. The hope for the future,

consequently, lies in some lucky accident which wiU

endow whatever holders of power come to the top with

enough humanism to use power wisely. The real problem

which underlies this situation is far more significant than

anything which can be expressed by the symbols Capitalism

and Communism. We are confronted with a world in

which Force leading to Power is the central secret.

Creative human relations, that is, relations in which

differences are assumed to be vital but not absolute, are

denied. " A mass of power-persons cannot integrate, can

form no oigan or true society.” »

* The Seducovery of Amenca, by Waldo Frank, p 79 See Chapters

VII and VIII on " The Reign of Power " and " G^s and Cults of
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The Marxian formula is historically related to Hegelian

absolutism, with, however, a displaced goal. But,

Hegelianism, from one point of view at least, was never

so absolutistic as are our modem communistic Marxists.

Hegel’s sequence, his inclusive explanation of event, ran

from thesis, to antithesis, and then to synthesis. Modem
Marxists, apparently, believe in thesis and antithesis but

they forgo synthesis, unless, perchance, they are so n^ve

as to beheve that he who is overcome or annihilated is

thereby synthesized But, synthesis, difficult though it

may be, is precisely man’s only opportimity for creative

conduct. Antithesis, conflict, cannot be eliminated

without reducing life to helpless monotony, sterility.

But. the function of confdct is to prepare the way for

integration. “ It is provided in the essence of things,”

wrote Walt Whitman, " that from any fruition of success,

no matter what, shall come forth something to make a

greater struggle necessary.” But, struggle for what ?

If merely for the sake of struggle, and, if merely to wrest

power from someone else, where the gain ? Unless, of

course, one may be assured that those who have power

are, as human beings, inferior to those who strive for it ?

But, this is a picture of human nature which cannot

possibly fit the facts, no matter what tests of inferiority

or superiority are employed. On the other hand, if

struggle, conflict, antithesis, is to be utilized for the

gradual improvement of human relations, another im-

portant choice becomes imperative. The absolutist

philosophy of hfe is easy, probably because it is also

simple. One is merely called upon to select a goal

sufficiently far o£[ to be quite unrealizable for immediate
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time, and then adhere religiously to this goal as the

sutnmutn bonutn for all people. Fidelity is measured

thenceforth only by one’s adhesion to or deviation from

the stated dogma. If the goal does not grow nearer and

clearer, this may be attributed to the stupidity or

mendacity of others. A relativistic philosophy of life, on

the contrary, sets up goals which are realizable
;

goals

which one must be prepared to abandon once they have

been reached; goals which are merely parts of some

larger evolving whole. But, those who do not follow the

absolute way are not overmuch concerned about goals

;

their preoccupation is with means, with methods
; they

aim, first of all, to make sure that whatever means they

utilize are not in essence contrary to their tentative goals.

They will not, for example, presume to create a peaceful

world by means of warfare. Nor will they envisage a

co-operative society built with the took of force and

coercion.

Those who laboured on behalf of small improvements

here and there within a society admittedly defective were

formerly labelled " reformers ”
; they are now called

gradualists in order to distinguish them even more sharply

from those who know what the real end-goal is and are

willing to bring it into existence by quick, revolutionary,

and, if necessary, brutal means. Presumably, the opposite

of a " gradualist ” is an " aU-or-none%si‘’ that is, a person

who scorns the small improvement, who regards gradual

change as beneath his dignity, who, in short, can only

play his rdle heroically in a drama where the villain is

unmktakable, and must be annihilated. This state of

mind, more fitting, perhaps, to melodrama than drama.
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is, as the psychologists are now insisting, a near relative

to other and pathologic forms of grandeur or martyrdom-

need. In any case, it is not difficult to prove by simple

observations that no individual human being, to say

nothing of societies, can live a single day by this philosophy.

The principle of growth is not so easily abrogated. We
live as “ gradualists

"

physiologically, mentally, and

socially. Even those social changes, as for example, the

French and Russian revolutions, which seem superficially

to have arisen suddenly, are in reality parts of a chain

in which there has been no break. Change within con-

tinuity is Nature’s way, at least so far as the evidence

of science goes, and we have nothing more rehable to

guide us.

The underlying problems of industrial management are

not fundamentally altered by even revolutionary changes

in political and economic society. The Russian revolution,

for example, has not minimized but rather emphasized the

need for an understanding between workers, technologists,

and managers. There are, without doubt, many more

" joint ” committees of one sort or another in Soviet than

in Czarist Russia. Those who believe that a politico-

economic revolution alters at one stroke the entire nature

of the social process are, obviously, following a naive wish.

The social forms which now exist in industry, whether in

the United States, Germany, or Russia are indicative of

what is potential since these are parts of an evolving

process which is continuous. An analysis and an under-

standing of such forms, as e.g. joint committees of managers

and workers, is essential as background for inteipreting

the present accurately, and for anticipating the future.
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This hypothesis, of course, carries us far beyond the

present study. It implies that the whole of modem
industry, both as structure and as process, needs to be

studied, analysed, and dispassionately interpreted from

the point of view of p^chology and sociology. A pro-

gramme of this sort would include studies of trade unions,

union-management co-operative plans, employee repre-

sentation plans, welfare organizations within and without

industry, chambers of commerce, manufacturers’ associa-

tions, et cetera, et cetera. Numerous contributory studies

which might readily be fitted into this picture have already

been made. Others are now being conducted. But, very

often, in the past, studies of industrial structure and

process have contributed little or nothing to a real

understandmg of the important facts. For example,

studies have been made of employee representation plans,

but usually for the purpose of proclaiming these social

forms as evil or good.* Likewise, studies of trade unions,

conducted for the purpose of revealing " graft,” misuse

of power, et cetera, furnish almost no insights with which

to interpret trade unionism as amodem social phenomenon.

The present study, therefore, is merely a beginning
, an

excursion into an area wh<^ exploration will require

life-time joume}^.

It will be observed, as the following pages are scmtinized,

that the investigators at no time assumed that the objects

of their research were static ; on the contrary, they

assumed from the outset that joint committees in industry

* The Company Vnxon, by Robert Dunn, is an excellent illustration

oi ttua type of study. It probably contains many important facts, but
these were gathered for the purpose of proving the imquity of employee
representation
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are changing, evolving units abstracted from a larger

whole, and that these units might respond to a multitude

of change-inducing stimuli even during the period of

study. It was even assumed that the investigators might

themselves become stimiili leading to change, and that

therefore the committees might not be precisely the

same objects at the close of the study as they appeared

to be at the beginning. These assumptions, clearly, ran

coimter to accepted maxims of research ; it is ordinarily

believed that research is somehow in direct proportion

to its ability to isolate and control the object of study.

But, this is precisely what is impossible in the psycho-social

sphere. What is important as psycho-social process is

exactly that which is ongoing, continuous. Laboratory

experiments may do very well for the piurpose of measuring

the intensity of human reqwnse, the effect of direct

stimuli, et cetera, but no amount of artificial laboratory

experimentation will ever be able to reproduce the warm
realities of actual social situations. It therefore happened

that in the present study the investigators candidly took

into accoimt the possibility that they might themselves

be the instruments of change in the committees under

observation, and that attention given to such changes

would in itself constitute a valid and integral part of the

total project

The above procedure, however, led to numerous

difficulties, some of which were not technical but rather,

ethical. For example, once the investigators realized

that they were, by reason of their observations, changing

the procedure in joint committees, they were obliged to

face the question: To what extent were they, as in-
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vestigators, justified in guiding changes in the direction

of what they feel to be improvement ? This problem

arose early in the study and was met in two ways : first,

occasional suggestions looking toward improvement of

procedures were made to those responsible for the conduct

of these joint committees, but only in response to direct

inquiries ; second, the investigators refrained from making

a definitive criticism and a definitive statement of what

they considered good procedures for joint committees until

all actual observations were at an end. It is presupposed

that the foregoing statement of the industrial problem,

including certain hypothetical inferences regarding psycho-

social research to be found here and also scattered

throughout remaining chapters, constitute a rationale, if

not a logic, for this type of research.



CHAPTER II

THE JOINT COMMITTEE AS INSTRUMENT OF INDUSTRIAL

MANAGEMENT AND AS OBJECT FOR PSYCHO-SOCIAL

RESEARCH

“Whereas, if the institutional fabric, the community’s

scheme of life, changes in such a manner as to throw the work-

day expenence into the foreground of attention and to centre

the habitual interest of the people on the immediate material

relations of men to the brute actuahties, then the interval

between the speculative realm of knowledge, on the one hand,

and the work-day generalizations of fact, on the other hand, is

likely to lessen, and the two ranges of knowledge are likely to

converge more or less effectually upon a common ground

When the growth of culture falls into such lines, these two

methods the norma of theoretical formulation may presently

come to further and fortify one another, and something m tlm

way of science has at least a chance to arise."

—

T)u Place of

Seunct tn Modem CmluoHon, by Tborstbin Vbblbn, p 46.

The bulk of those words and conceptions which are

utilized in discourse concerning industry originated when

functional differentiation was still in its beginnings.

Consequently it is still difficult to discuss the modem
pattern of industrial control without ambiguity, since the

terms used often reflect a situation which was far different

from that of the present. Thus in the early period of

mdustrial expansion there was no distinction between

ownerdiip and management; most industries were, as

a matter of fact, the possesion of famihes, and members

of the family group were also managers. In partnerdiips

it frequently happened that both parties to the company

were skilled in certain aspects of the business; they

*5
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combined ownership with inana|[ership, and often with

craftsmanship.

Modem industrial management, as a differentiated

function, stands somewhere between the owners and the

workers. Its responsibility is to bring about an efihcient

relationship between materials, processes, and workers,

and this responsibility is derived from the owning group.

In corporations with large numbers of stockholders this

responsibility is still further refined and comes more

directly through the chaimel of boards of directors or

trustee who act on behalf of owners. Differentiation of

function is not complete and there exist many confusions

due to the fact that managers frequently act as if they

were owners ; in such instances they direct their attention

toward capital, income, and profits. This mixture of

functions arises from the nature of management's total

responsibility ; in order to achieve an efficient relationship

between materials, processes, and workers they must take

capital into consideration and to be efficient means to so

manage the affairs of the enterprise as to show profits to

investors, stockholders. Any given management group

which fails to show profits over a given period of time will

be replaced by others, since the stockholders are usually

insistent upon dividends. In this respect, industrial

management is in much the same position as the college

football coach ; if he produces a conastently winning

team, his tenure of office is secure, but if his teams become

habitual losers, he is replaced. On the whole, however,

industrial management tends toward more and more

differentiation and specialization. Its functions are

increasinglyderived fromthe migineering, not the financing.
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disciplines, and when the tenn " management ” is used

hereafter it is intended to carry the connotation of a

specialized group of technicians in industry whose primary

task is to direct the actual operation of the industry

efficiently.

Industrial Management becomes Scientific.

Approximately four decades ago, and largely through

the efforts of Frederick W. Taylor, a movement directed

toward the application of scientific principles to industrial

management began. Hitherto, management principles

had been derived primarily from experience , managers

were individuals who possessed knowledge of the practical

aspects of industry and who displayed certain traits of

leadership. Taylor attempted to demonstrate that the

processes and methods by which men manipulated

materials were subject to scientific analysis. His work,

and that of his colleagues, is now well known and needs

no further elaboration except to state that its impact

upon the problem of management was startling. It

brought new enthusiasms to some and despair to others.

On the one hand, it promised new levels of efficiency and

profits, and on the other, it foreshadowed something

ominous for the worker. The stop-watch and its measure-

ment of the worker’s movements, resulting in radical

changes in methods of performing work, precipitated a

negative reaction. 'This, of course, usually happens when

science necessitates a diaxp alteration of habits. The resist-

ance of the workers to scientific management was probably

the chief factor in the rise of two succeeding trends,

namely, industrial psychology and personnel research.
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Scientific management next turned its attention to the

problem of the relation between the individual worker and

his job. In addition to analysis of the worker's bodily

movements attention was now directed toward his per-

sonality, his attitudes, habits, aptitudes, et cetera. Studies

in fatigue, the effect of rest-periods, the effect of change

in occupation, et cetera, were imdertaken, all with the

goal in mind of discovering how the greatest amount of

efficient production could be secured from workers. In

short, scientific management devoted itself almost entirely

to such applications of science as promised to improve

methods of work for utilitarian ends, either by altering

the methods themselves,or byeffecting a better adaptation

of the worker to his job. Institutions, organizations, and

publications of various sorts came into existence for the

purpose of forwarding this idea.^

The Great Gap in Scientific Management.

The psychological trend in industrial management
represented a recognition of the fact that the underlying

problem in relating the worker efficiently and satisfactorily

to his job could not be solved by an attack upon processes

and methods alone. The "
law ” of diminishing returns

had apparently begun to operate. The worker, for a long

time looked upon only as a manipulator of materials and

a necessary link in a chain of processes, was gradually

1 Among the organizations which emerged as a part of the scientific

management movement the foUowmg might be menboned
:

(a) The
Personnel Research Federation, (b) The Amencan Management
Association AJd A., (c) The Institute of Management. (<i) The Taytor
Society, (e) The International Management Institute, and (/) The
International Industrial Relations Association.
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discovered as a physiological organism, and only alter

this advancement proved insufficient was there a recogni-

tion of the worker as a psychic entity.^ But, important

as this move was, it did not reach far enough. It now
becomes increasingly obvious that the most significant

problems of modem industry lie in the sphere of human
relations. Individual psycholt^ aids in an under-

standing of the relation of the worker to his job, but it

omits his relations with other persons. And, the study

of mdividuaJs, no matter how effectively done, will

not furnish adequate information for understanding

social problems. Social, as well as individual, psychology

is needed.*

The great gap, then, in scientific management resides

in the fact that it can say nothing about the relations

of workers to workers, workers to supervisors, workers

to management, management to owners, management to

public, et cetera. That is, no scientific data on problems

in these spheres now exist. The nature of the problem

arising from human relations in industry is not clearly

understood. It happens, for example, that in educational

institutions one finds departments of industrial research

with no psychologists on the staff ; in other institutions

courses in industrial relations are attached to departments

of economics. These confusions indicate that the real

problem of social relationships in industry has not yet

^ The Hawthorne Plant Expenments of the Western Electnc Co.,

The Personnel Journal, Vol VHI, 5. 6 . Vol IX, 1

* Rational Organization and Industrial Relations, papers by
Fledderus and Bums (Pubhcation International Industrial Relations

Association), also The Need for an Applied Psychology of Organization,

H S Dennison (Pubhcation of A.M.A , 1925).
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been defined. In one sense, it may be true that this

clarification awaits more reliable data from the field of

social psychology, that no real advance is possible until

the social psychologists supply facts and methods which

can be put to work on problems as they actually exist in

industrial situations.

The Joint Committee epitomizes the Social Problem in

Industry.

Employee representation, whatever the motives which

brought it into existence in any given industry may have

been, constitutes a substitute for the trade union in some

of its functions Where trade unions exist the social

problem may be described as a set of relationships between

a collective body of workers and a collective body of

managers or owners. These relationships are, for the

most part, regulated by agreements, or contracts. Actual

interaction is confined, ordinarily, to representatives of

each collective umt, or group; such interaction, in

addition, occurs primarily and almost exclusively during

periods of strain or conflict. In mdustries employing

members of organized trade unions provisions are made

for bringing social machinery into play when conflict,

say a strike, is immment or in process, but no social

mechanisms operate prior to conflict, or in the interest

of prevention Employee representation, its advocates

claim, aims to do precisely this, namely, to set in motion

permanent and contmuing groups whose function is to

deal with current problems of relationship, and to

anticijiate problems Ukely to precipitate conflict. These

continuing groups are joint committees constituted of
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workers chosen by their fellow-workers and representatives

of management chosen by management. These com-

mittees become a nexus of relationships between workers

and workers, workers and management, and managers

and managers. As indicated in the previous chapter,

the duahstic structure of these conunittees, consisting

as they do of representatives of two major groups

in industry, implies that the principal relationships

with which they deal are those between workers and

managers.

The joint committee, then, is one of the chief functional

aspects of employee representation, and it becomes very

important, therefore, to understand the nature and the

manner of its operations. Before proceeding in the

direction of this understanding, certain reservations and

complexities need to be explained In the first place, it

should be clearly understood that these joint committees

have been mitiated, m most cases, by management and

not by workers. Employee representation is viewed by

management as an mstrument, a tool which management

utilizes for the purpose of absorbing and solving the

problems of human relationship which arise in industry.

In so far as employee representation reveals or goes in

the direction of umty, it is a unity the need for which is

felt and acted on by management, not by workers. When
workers as workers feel the need for unity they organize

among themselves but do not include in their membership

representatives of employing or managing groups. The

joint committee, then, exists because management either

needs or believes it needs such social machinery. This

fact, while it does not lessen the importance of studying
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the joint conunittee's functioning, does condition the

entire operation in fundamental ways.

SctetUific Management is slow m adopting Psycho-social

Research.

Management has been peculiarly reluctant to make use

of the tools of psycho-social research. The chief reason

for this tardiness is attributable to the nature of the

problem itself. Industry passed from small-sized, per-

sonally owned and directed enterprises to large-sized,

coiporate forms very quickly, indeed, so quickly that

many industrial leaders still speak of the problem of

human relations as though it had not changed at all.

Obviously, new approaches to the understanding of the

problem cannot be made until there comes into being an

objective realization of the altered nature of the problem.

So long as management leaders continue to beheve that

the problem of human relations in industry is exactly

what it has always been, namely the adjustment of

one individual to another, there can be very httle

advance.

In the second place, human relations are exceedingly

abstract in certain respects; what is involved in these

relations is not easily recognized except by consequences,

and there are as yet no adequate tests for measuring

consequences. Those involved in such relationships

do not willingly admit that bad end-results are traceable

to their own conduct ; they usually fix responsibility

elsewhere. Management representatives are themselves

involved in joint committees and they find it difficult,

therefore, to be wholly objective about their social conduct.
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Further, many management representatives and leaders

still look upon empbyee representation in sentimental

terms, and it is always difficult to mix science with senti-

ment. Those who maintain this sentimental attitude are

likely to believe that good-will, friendliness, and qualities

of this sort will suffice to furnish the proper lubricant for

their committees, and this attitude, of course, leads them

away from scientific considerations, and especially from

seeing themselves as part of the problem. Thus the

problems of the joint committee lie very near the total

assortment of administrative problems, most of which

have thus far escaped scientific scrutiny. These and

numerous other factors within the situation of human

relationships in industry suffice to explain why the

scientific approach has been lacking.* But, there is still

another reason, and this idea lies on the obverse side of

the equation.

Psycho-social Research has its own Confusions.

The nature of human relations in industry is not readily

defined, and this because the tools of j^chology and

sociology—the involved sciences—are still inadequate.

The present study is directed toward an anal}rsis of one

feature of these relations, namely the joint committee,

but even this restricted phase of group process in industry

must be approached as hypothesis. It must be candidly

admitted that no tested method for stud3dng groups, with

respect to their functions, now exists.

* Scunttfic Maiuigtmtnt in American Industry, The Taylor Society,

Chapters IV, VIII.
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Confusion of a very disturbing sort inheres in the fact

that social scientists have not as yet decided whether

their methods are to be the same or different than those

of the physical and biological sciences. Two schools of

thought claim the right of way
:

(a) th(»e social scientists

who contend that social phenomena are precisely the

same as all other natural phenomena and that conse-

quently social research differs in no way from all scientific

research, and (b) those who insist that social relationships

involve qualities absent in other natural phenomena and

that therefore research methods must be adapted to this

distinction. The first group may be called " quanti-

tativists ” and the second “ qualitativists.” This is not

the place to elaborate the dispute between these pro-

tagonists, but it should be stated that the study which is

here presented belongs primarily in the latter classification

;

its premises do not deny the ultimate possibility of a

social science based wholly upon naturahstic methods,

but they do imply that no study of this sort is now possible.

In other words, this study proceeds upon the basis that

social scientists must first have more authentic knowledge

about what it is they are observing before quantitative

methods may be vahdly employed. Certainly, the

objective reahty of social relationships is still to be

unravelled. The time may arrive when all aspects of these

subtle relationships may be described in terms of neuronic

functions, sugar-content in the blood-stream, glandular

precipitates, et cetera, but thaie are sufficient reasons for

believing that even these quantitative measurements will

not satisfactorily describe what sort of event is transpiring

when human beings interact with each other.
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Research in that area of phenomena which can now
only be called psycho-social, must operate on the basis

of h3?potheses. These hypotheses are related both to

methods and to the nature of the facts with which

they deal.
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PART TWO

EVOLVING A SOCIAL PHILOSOPHY

Much of the difficulty in scientific reasoning is to be attributed
to the fact that thinkers, especially original thinkers, are

likely to regard their cat^ones as absolutes and ultunates.

Once they ^ve hit upon a term or phrase which is pregnant
with meaning they somehow or other allow their emotions to
become attached to the word ; they become protagonists for

verbal S3nnbo]s. Words are, of course, nothing but symbols,
and concepts are merely tools to be used in reasoning and
in communicating meanings to others. The procedure for

deriving suitable categories for any given scientific context
belonp primarily to philosophy. A " good ” category is

one which stands meaningfully by itself and at the same time
bears an " organic ” relation to the whole, that is, the whole
of any given set of concepts belonging to a selected area of
discourse. Sociologists have experimented with many cate-
gories and each generation appears to attach itself to one
or more which thereafter become “ popularized.” The terms
which we describe in the succeeding four chapters are to
be regarded merely as tools of analysis suitable for the
purposes of this study ; they cairy no other meanmg and we
are fully aware of their deficiencies even for our aims.



CHAPTER III

THE FIRST ANALYTICAL CATEGORY : IMPULSION

" Empirically speaking, the most obvions di&erence between
living and non-livmg things is that the activities of the former
are characterized by needs, by efforts which are active demands
to satisfy needs, and by satisfactions In making this state-

ment, the terms need, effort and satisfaction are pnmanly
employed in a biological sense By need is meant a condition

of tensional distribution of energies such that the body is in

a condition of uneasy or unstable eqmhbnum By demand of

effort IS meant the fact that this state is manifested m move-
ments which modify environmg bodies m ways which react

upon the body, so that the characteristic pattern of active

eqmhbnum is restored By satisfaction is meant this recovery

of equiUbnum pattern, consequent upon the changes of

environment due to mteractions with the active demands of

the organism." —John Dbwsy

Groups exist as social forms ; human energy has either

been appropriated or redirected in order to bring groups

into existence. Absence of social forms might be inter-

preted as social inertia ; likewise decadence of social

forms. But since human life does not appear to exist

an5rwhere without the tendency toward social forms,

this point does not call for emphasis. Social inertia is

not to be interpreted as absence of human energy but

rather lack of purpose or skill. Inertia is, consequently,

a faulty term as here used since it is made to cover energy

displajdng itself in random, undirected movements. New
social forms arise whenever potential human energy is

transposed into kinetic energy as response to a social

motive. (If it may be argued that all motives are at

39
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bottom individual and that socialization is merely a

leqxmse to self-interest, this does not alter the equation ;

the new social form can only arise when more than one

individual is pressed by the same need, and in this sense

the motive becomes social.) This redirection of human
energy into social channels represents the thrust, the

impulse, the dynamics of the social process. By contrast,

all tendency toward disability, ineptitude, and quiescence

may be thought of as aspects of social inertia. What,

then, is the source of this potential human energy which

becomes kinetic as it is caught up in social patterns ?

This phenomenon of redirection of energy represents the

dynamics of social process. By contrast, all tendency

toward disability, ineptitude, quiescence may be thought

of as social inertia. Our initial query then becomes

:

What is the source of human energy ? Or, more particu-

larly in terms of our present preoccupation, what is the

source of that energy which becomes social dynamics ?

Needs, Wants, Desires and Purposes ; the Basic Factors in

Social Dynamics.

The essence of living is function. One need not go

beyond this simple statement to find explanations for the

fact that organisms have needs, wants, and desires which

impel them toward action, and which ultimately get

themselves organized as purposes, or interests. An
organism can never be wholly quiescent. Activity is

always present.^ Beginning at the bottom, activity is a

^ " Since all of the autonomic apparatus is more or less active all the

time, the stream of cravings flovnng from its tensions is more or less

active , that is, all of our viahmg functions, whether we are conscious
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means for satisfying cravings, hungers. But there is a

second principle of the organism, namely, the tendency

to seek an optimum of functioning. The healthy organism

does not stop with the satisfaction of elemental hungers

;

it explores and experiments; it often uses prodigious

energy in activity which serves no utilitarian end, that

is, in play. Consequently, new wants are always on the

horizon ; when one level of want has been satisfied, and

potential energy is stiU present, a new level of want will

automatically come into existence. This is particularly

true of human organisms with highly developed nervous

or projicient s3rstems capable of intellectualizing and

envisaging new satisfactions.

Human Needs as the Basis of Social Forms in

Industry.

Returning now to our task of formulating an hypothesis

for the purpose of analysing joint committees in industry,

we may begin by stating that no necessity appears for

explaining in detail the manner in which individual needs

flow toward social forms. There is no mystery in this

process ; social forms are merely mechanisms designed

to satisfy individual needs. Social organization secures

certain satisfactions, makes room for the emergence of

of them or not, are more or less active all the time Each moment's

behaotour ts the resultant of the manner %n whch the cravings, reinforcing

or tnhtbtitng one another, converge upon the striped muscles . hence, upon
the sequence of acts or stream of activity, and the content of consciousness.”

Psychopathology, by Edward J. Kempf, p 52.

See also Chapter III, " The Motive of Life is to Function,'’ in The
Science of Social Relations, by Homell Hart
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new needs, and consequently becomes an instrument for

enlaiig[ing and enhancing individtial satisfactions. ^

The trade union is a social form in industry which may
be explained in terms of needs, wants, desires, and purposes

articulated by workers. The joint committee, as the

objective functioning element in employee representation,

is i>artially derived from the trade union : it is designed

to allow for the expression of needs, wants, and desires

within a collective pattern. There is, however, a dif-

ference
; the trade umon expresses the needs and wants

of its members through demands which may or may not

be considered negotiable by management ;
in the joint

committee all problems are supposed to arise within a

conference setting, t.e. consistent with and adjustable

within the local industrial group. The committee form

of organization is, no doubt, partially derived from

traditional Anglo-Saxon patterns of social oig;anization.

But this is perhap)s a mmor discrimination. The significant

aspect of the joint committee is that it derives the major

portion of its dynamic from the needs of the employing

or managing group in industiy. (The dynamics of workers'

needs is, of course, felt indirectly in the joint conunittee,

as will be shown later ; one of the aims of management

in initiating plans for employee representation, as was

^ Rigid definitions would, probably, be confusing at this point

Tentatively, it may be said that the authors are using these terms,

descnptive of the impulsive aspect of conduct, in the following manner

;

() Nuds are conceived as physiologically derived cravings or hungers ;

() Wants as consciously expressed or elaborated needs , (e) Destrts

as wants at the point of stnving, that is, activated wishes. Purpose is

a consciously formulated scheme of any or all of the above in terms

of goal or end-result These are, obviously, rough and approximate, as

well as arbitrary, defimtions.
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indicated above, Chapter I, was to canalize the workers’

needs in order to prevent its capitalization and manipula-

tion by " outside agitators.”)

Traditionally, industrial relations have been thought of

as equations with management on one side and employees

on the other. The organization of management in modem
industry is based upon this conception. Labour organiza-

tion, trade umonism, is a response to this separation

;

trade unions did not originate as stimulus in industry, but

rather as response to management’s conception of division

of function and consequent control. Why, then, do we

find in modem industry the trend toward collective forms

in which management’s needs are prommently displayed ?

From the standpoint of those concerned with industrial

relations, management may be said to function under the

pressure of three dominant needs, namely (a) a working

force adequate in quahty, quantity, and stability; (6)

protection from external controls which are antagonistic

to the given economic system within which the industry

has its legal setting
; and (c) a sustained co-ordination of

managerial aims and activities. These needs are, of

course, subsidiary to the general need for efficiency and

economy in a society, that is, which depends upon private

initiative. Given these needs, it seems obvious that

management cannot achieve its purposes without securing

collaboration from workers.^ We shall ^ow later how

^ It should be noted here that the principal incidence of employee

representation plans came dunng the penod of the War of 1914-18

Indeed, the compulsions of the War Labour Board and the War
Industries Board made some form of collaboration between workers

and management mandatory The main need at this time was, of

course, stabihty of the workmg force.
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these management needs intrude themselves upon the

operation of joint committees.

The needs of management coalesce readily into a

generalized purpose, namely, that of conducting the

affairs of an industry with such efficiency as to insure a

maigin of profit above cost of production. Do the workers

have a correspondingly clear and objective purpose ? It

is probable that, in the bulk of American industry, no such

general purpose exists. Workers, of course, desire to

secure for themselves as large a share as possible of the

net mcome from industry, but aside from this highly

variable purpose, their major needs remain specialized ‘

In some employee representation plans provisions are

made for caucusing among the employee representatives

prior to the joint session ; at these caucuses the workers

decide upon the wants and desires which they later put

before the joint group. This scheme allows for the

development of employee purposes, but observation

indicates that the problems presented by employees

remam, for the most part, indicative of individual and

special need. Indeed, many items covering employee

wants and desires are introduced by management

representatives.

Impulsion as the First Category of Analysis.

All of the above interpretations, designed to explain

why joint conunittees exist, how they come to be the

chaimels of energy, may now be subsumed for reasons of

r The American Federation of Labour from time to time attempts

to formnlate the general purposes of the workers but its adherents

constitute only a fraction of the total working force of the nation
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convenience under one category. We select for this use

the term ImptUston. And, also for reasons of convenience,

we define this category in the following manner :

Impulsion: As a psycho-sociological category, im-

pulsion may be taken to denote all of those aspects of

a group (a social form) which combine to constitute its

initial and ongoing dynamic. The principal analytical

terms of which impulsion is inclusive are needs, wants,

desires, and purposes generated by mdividual human

beings but expressing themselves in social, or collective

modes.

Any category of analysis should, presumably, be judged

by its capacity to reveal pertinent and relevant facts when

utilized as an hypothesis of observation. In addition, it

should possess the quality of inclusiveness, should be

usable for a wide number of similar phenomena. Besides,

it should not be susceptible of too much ambiguity.

Impulsion appears to be such a term, and hereafter will

be employed to denote the dynamic aspects of joint

committees.

Wherever there is social impulsion there is also the

possibility, if not the likelihood, of repulsion. Energy

does not get itself released in a vacuum. Action implies

reaction. It is therefore important to add that schemes

for employee representation, that is, the representation of

employees upon joint committees with representatives of

management, have not been projected without opposition.

Organized trade unions, for example, regard employee

representation as one of the most formidable enemies.

In trade union parlance, employee representation plans
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are called " company unions,” a term carrying opprobrium,

implying as it does that the workers are allowing them-

selves to be organized in terms of the " company's,” not

the workers’ initiative. Trade unionists believe that

organizations of workers within a single company and

not according to crafts or industries as a whole might in

the end enslave workers completely; certainly, many
union leaders believe that employee representation is

designed mainly as a weapon for fighting organized

workers. Many, if not most, so-called liberals hold this

same conviction. As a result, there has existed a persistent

campaign directed against employee representation.

A more subtle form of repulsion operates within employee

representation schemes themselves The main causes of

reaction here are : (a) management’s artificial and limited

conception of employee needs
; (6) the method used when

a joint committee is in session
;

(c) over-dominant purposes

of management. Most of these factors of repulsion blend

subtly into the total enviroiunent m which employee

representation plans are obliged to make their way, and

this consideration leads in the direction of our next

category of analysis.



CHAPTER IV

CIRCUMJACENCE

" the environment if properly analysed is more decisive

in determimng growth than was formerly conceived possible

The biophysiast need not. therefore, look upon the organism
exclusively as a self-controlling and self-perpetuating machine
He can view it also as a reaction-system, t e a set of reactions

between one part of the world and the rest . . If we thmk
of growth not as mere unfolding of what is already preformed
but as a process of modification through the interaction of the

organism and the environment, the original relative simphaty
IS not an insuperable objection to subsequent complexity."

—Morris R Cohbn.

" behaviour in the ordinary sense of the orgamsm as

a whole, represents in each particular case a behaviour pattern

potentially present m the organism, but realized only through
the action of an external factor Biologicidly speaJung,

social integration represents for the individual a reaction to a
particular factor in his environment, viz , another mdividual or

group of individuals We must search, therefore, for the

foundations of social integration in the relations of the

individual to his environment and more particularly his hving
environment." —Cbarlxs M Cbiui

Social Forms and the Social Environment.

Social forms, like the individuals whose needs they

express, must of necessity operate within a larger social

milieu. This milieu, conceived as a definite factor of

control, like aU environment, has its specific elements by

which this control is made operative. For present purposes,

then, we need a category which will be useful in describing

the channels in which our isolated joint committees in

industry make their way. Chrr aim is to describe briefly

47
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those selected aspects of the total environment which

seem to condition, or limit, or circumscribe, or canalize

the dynamics of the joint committee. And, whatever these

factors are, we consider them to be interacting elements

which modify the functioning of joint committees, and

are in turn modified by these committees. Considering

the complex interdependence of all factors in the modem
world, and particularly with respect to industry, it seems

both justifiable and helpful to limit the joint committee’s

environment to those elements which represent fairly

obvious interdependence and relationship.

How Management Philosophy Conditions the Joint Com-

mittee.

It was noted above that management purpqses, being

specific and more clearly defined, exercise a direct and

perhaps dominant influence upon the joint committee

and its operations. Business enterprise in general is, of

course, impossible without purposes of various kinds.

These purposes are derived from, or are a part of, a more

general outlook on life which characterizes the man who
directs business enterprises. Although there is a super-

fluity of speculation and opinion with regard to what is

“ in the mind ” of the business man, we have very few

authentic facts.* Delisle Bums, in his chapter entitled,

" The Need for a Psychology of Business Men,” • writes

:

'* It is possible that the chief psychological fact is their

(successful business men) impulse towards realizing their

peculiar form of ability in the manipulation of men.”

* J D. Honser : Wltat tin Employer TInnkt.

Industry and CivtltsoHon, p. 269.
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If this guess should happen to be true, we should be in

possession of a major fact respecting all control aspects

of business and industry.

Using a rough classification derived from Willianri

James’ famous division of the human race, it may be

said that there are : (a) “tough-minded," and (6)
“ tender-

minded ” managers in industry. When the former domi-

nate in any given concern one discovers that joint com-

mittees conform to a rigid mode of operation which, in

many respects, is similar to military method. When,

on the other hand, the latter type, the sentimentalists in

business, are dominant, one witnesses a conunittee pro-

cedure which is almost devoid of conscious methodology

;

in these instances, the appeal is not to method, but to

goodwill.^ Where the sentimaitahsts control, joint com-

mittees exist, usually, within a setting of benevolent

paternalism ; in the operation of these employee repre-

sentation plans one frequently encounters the concept of

democracy. Where the “ tough-minded ” (or, in colloquial

language, the “ hard-boiled ”) control, democracy is

disavowed ; industry is conceived in terms which disqualify

the democratic theory.

Thus it happens that the operation of joint committees

in industry is at the outset conditioned by the point of

view, the psychology, or the philosophy, of those who are

in control. Under the present capitalistically controlled

system of industry this is, perhaps, one, if not the most

^ This simple classification mto two types of business men is, of

course, inadequate. It often happens that a manager who is sentimental
with respect to one feature of life is remarkably “ hard " with respect

to others, and vice versa.
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important item in the total enviromnent which conditions

the joint committee and its functions.

How Employee Psychology CondUions the Joint Committee.

Employees, likewise, bring to the joint committee a

variety of attitudes, conceptions, and points of view which

materially influence the committee’s performance. Many
employees, for example, persist in believing that all

employers are, to say the least, selfidi ; that whatever

they propose is designed primarily to advance their

interests. They hold this view even toward those

employers who appear most benevolent. There are, also,

employees of the submissive type who genuinely believe

that the employer is always right, that he owns and

knows, and is therefore justified in directing without

interference.

Briefly, then, our first sub-category of analysis for

describing what it is that conditions the joint committee

is employer-employee psychologies and philosophies which

determine their points of view regarding industrial control

and employee-employer relationships.

Committee Structure as Conditioning Factor.

It is commonly believed that social structures are

relatively unimportant ; that good results may be attained

even with bad structures, providing the proper spirit

prevails. Exceptions to this theory need, however, to be

made. Structure and functions are interdependent, not

separate. A structure is " a definite arrangement and
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connection of parts with view to a definite function.” ‘

The very fact that joint committees in industry are

constructed according to a dualistic bipartite plan is

significant as testifying to the underl3dng conception of

a division of interests which management felt when it

designed the particular structure. In certain employee

representation schemes provisions are laid down for the

actual seating of the delegates—^workers on one side and

managers on the other. The state of mmd which keeps

these two groups of representatives divided is in itself

a structural fact. Where employees are organized as an

" association/’ and the joint committee becomes only one

of the activities of the group, another structural fact

emerges. In short, all jomt committees exist within a

setting of a company structure, an employee representation

structure, and a constitutional structure, and this com-

bination of structural facts definitely influences the quahty

of functioning.

Whenever an employer and an employee consult with

each other with respect to a mutual problem, a joint

committee may be said to have come into existence.

Also, whenever a representative of a trade union, or a

group of such representatives, negotiate with an employer,

the procedure utilized may be called that of the joint

committee. But these are amorphous and often fortuitous

committee forms. The joint committee as considered in

^ The structure of the United States Government is embedded in

the Constitution , consequently, numerous difficulties arise with
respect to functions ; many of the activities which our Federal Govern-

ment might engage upon are impossible because of certain structural

rigidities, indeed, many of its present functions are the result of a wide
liberty in constitutional interpretation
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this study possesses more specific qualities. A definition

may be useful

:

A joint committee consists ofrepresentatives ofemployees

elected by employees, and representatives of management

chosen by management called into existence as a total

group for the purpose of dealing mth certain problems,

usually prescribed in a written constitution.

Like most definitions, this one is subject to modification.

In scone cases, for example, the kind of problems to be

committed to such committees is not specifically pre-

scribed in a written constitution, but is left to the

evolution of experience. In other cases, no limitations

are placed upon the selection of problems but a very

specific, though informal restriction is practised. Again,

it will be noted tliat the above definition impEes that

employee representatives are elected whereas management

representatives are chosen. The distinction here is borne

out by the facts, but practice is not uniform,

A structural definition should describe " a definite

arrangement and connection of parts, with view to a

definite function,” and the above attempt meets these

conditions in a general manner. It is essential, however,

that this definition should now be given body and content

by way of further and more detailed description.

StructuraEy, the joint committee conforms to the usual

pattern of a bi-cameral legislative body. The initial

presumption is this : employees eind employers represent

divergent interests, differing points of view, and, perhaps,

a conflicting stake in industry as a whole. (In this respect

the two groups of representatives are not unlike the
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representatives of two dominant political parties in a

l^islature.) These divergences are, presumably, to be

somehow ” joined ” by the committee process. Manage-

ment forces in modem industry have come to recognize

the need for inner harmony; they are not prepared to

concede that the interests of employees and those of

management are identical, and consequently, they attempt

some form of " balance of powers.” The joint corrunittee,

therefore, is not expected to unify the industry as a

whole, but it is expected to reach toward unity with respect

to specific issues. In other words, joint committees are to

be engaged in the act of tmifying without achieving unity.

The precise stmctural arrangements and coimections

of various joint committees are not, in themselves,

important. In some cases, scmpulous care is taken to

provide equal representation, that is, an equal number of

employee and managemoit representatives. But this is

a naive conception of representation. Representativeness

is qualitative, not quantitative. One management repre-

sentative with power and authority would be more than

equal to twenty employees lacking in power and authority.

And, indeed, as will be shown later, management parti-

cipation in joint discussions is usually confined to one,

two, or three persons, and for the most part to the

management chairman. Rq>resentation among employees

invariably follows occupational lines. Each occupational

group, department, division, or craft is allotted a specified

number of delegates or representatives on a joint com-

mittee. In some of the larger industries hierarchies of

committees exist and items are referred from “ lower
”

to " higher ” committees.
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The following diagrams illustrate two of the major types

of committee structure found in employee representation

schemes

:

lifanagement
P.>ift.irTnfln

Employee
Oiaii-rngTi

Employee
Representatives

Management
Representatives

Secretary

In this type of com-
mittee structure, the em-
ployee chairman usually
tunctions as presidmg
officer when employee
representatives meet in

caucus prior to a joint
meetmg The manage-
ment chairman invari-
ably presides at all joint
sessions

II

Employee Management
Chainnan Chauman

Employee
Representatives

Management
Representatives

1

Secretary

j

This form is similar to
the above with the ex-
ception that it provides
for dual chairmanship at
jomt sessions The em-
ployee chairman presides
for his group, and the
management chairman
lor his Certam plans of
this type provide that, in
case of disagreement, the
issue 18 to be referred to
an impartial body.

Facts gathered for the present study, except where

noted, relate to committees of Type I. For this reason,

a word or two needs to be said regarding the method of

operating which prevails when this type of structure is

given. Both management and employee representatives,

as separate groups, meet previously to a joint session.

This pre-conference meeting takes on the form of a caucus

;
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representatives, or more often, spokesmen for repre-

sentatives, are instructed with respect to the attitude

which they are expected to assume on questions which it

is known will be discussed. Also, they are furnished with
items to present before the joint meeting. When the two
groups assemble for a joint session a management chairman
presides. Discussion then follows until some disposition

is made of each item of business. Occasionally, the
employee representatives resort to polling among them-
selves, in which case the employee chairmsin returns to
his rdle as presider for a brief space of time.

It will be noted that this form of joint committee allows
for a preponderance of management control and it wiU
be seen later when actual committee process is analysed
that the dxial position of the chairman is of extreme
importance. He possesses at least three major advantages,
all of which tend to throw power toward the management
side, namely

:
(a) the prestige which goes with the

managerial position
;

(b) the inside knowledge regarding

management wishes, and (c) the authoritativeness and
procedural advantage which accompEinies the function of

presiding.

Finally, it should be said that a complete understanding
of joint-committee structure in any given company should
involve an analysis of company structure as well. Joint
committees, no doubt, take on something of the pattern
of the industry as a whole ; at any rate, company structure

obviously reflects itself in joint-committee structure. The
present study, however, is chiefly concerned with function,

and with structure only in so far as it throws light upon
processes.
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Conference Procedure as Conditioning Factor.

Most pexsQDS who reach the status of managerial

responsibility have already fonnulated a conception of

how a committee should be operated. They know " how
to run a committee.” And, wherever this assmance exists

one discovers that the joint committee is by that much
limited. If, for example, a Tnanagpmpnt chairman, and

most joint committees are presided over by representatives

of management, believes that it is his business to see that

the committee reaches a conclusion which he has already

formulated, many aspects of the problem under con-

sideration wiU be neglected
;
participation will be limited

to such comment which suits the chairman’s precon-

ceived conclusion, or comment which does not thus

conform will be negated. The technique, as well as the

validity, of ” putting things over” is, then, a factwhichmust

be considered in our evaluation of joint committees.

Some management representatives, conceiving of the

joint committee as an opportunity for education, or

attitude-changing, will stereotype conference procedure in

another way ; those who look upon the joint committee

as a means for exchanging experiences, expressing

grievances, et cetera, wUl evolve still another scheme of

procedure. In many instances, committee sessions are

almost entirely given over to the dissemination of informa-

tion, and in these cases true conference method, as this

procedure is generally interpreted, is not needed. But

whatever the concq)tion and the pattern of conference

procedure happens to be, it remains as an important

conditioner for the committee's functioning-
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The Personal Equation Conditions the Group’s Functions.

Participants in a joint committee session bring with

them certain fairly well-defined habits. These may not

be “ committee habits ” but merely habits of response

and stimulus in a social situation. One chairman observed

in coimection with the present study, for example, had

developed the habit of Socratic interrogations
;

this habit

accompanied him to every meeting, and as chairman he

exercised a dominant influence upon the total group.

Frequently, committee members are found who habitually

respond to all suggestions with negativism ; others have

cultivated the habit of acceptance and consequently have

lost the habit of criticism. Individual difierences are,

perhaps, nowhere so important as in social situations

where communication proceeds by means of exchange

of language symbols, and each difierence constitutes a

potential limitation to the group’s functioning. (The use

of the term " potential ” in the foregoing sentence is

intentional
; if there were no differences there would be

no need of committees and conferences.)

The two major individual differences which persons

bring to their social relationships are, probably, their

intelligence quotient, and what is as yet undefined, their

emotional quotient. Nearly all human beings have the

same wants and the same sensory needs, but they differ

widely in their capacities to express, to strive for, to

feel deeply about, that is, to satisfy these needs. In

essence, this is what presents us vnth a social problem,

and the committee is a miniature society.^ The social

^ See The Social Basis of Consciousness, by Tngant Burrow.
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problem may be stated as a proposition, namely : Given

a wide range of social relativity, a graded series of indi-

vidual differences, how are we to get on together ? This

is essentially the committee’s problem.

Psychoses may, or may not be of social origin but in

the majority of cases the psychotic person has failed to

objectify a social relation^p. And psychoses are often

found in committees. Because of individual fixations,

or blind-spots, or antagonisms, it frequently happens that

some member of a committee is wholly incapable of

comprehending what another of his colleagues is sa3nng.

The autonomous I ” of which Trigant Burrow > speaks

is conspicuous in committee meetings. It is essentially

the tmconscious wish to dominate all situations. Inter-

pretation of ideas and therefore imderstanding of view-

points and meanings is rendered impossible.

Conclusion : The Second Category of Analysis.

In the previous chapter we considered impulsion as

a category with which to analyse joint comnuttees, from

the point of view of what it is that gives them Ufe. We
are now confronted with the necessity of selecting a term

which will with some degree of accuracy describe the

various conditioning, limiting, channelling factors enu-

merated above. It will be observed that we are not now
dealing with the immediately obvious environment, but

particularly with those elements of the conditioning

environment which seem to us to be most important as

explanation of the joint committee’s performance, its

^ " The Antonomous I m Social Relationahips," by Tngant Barrow,
Psyche, January 1938.
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functioning. Five factors have thus been selected,

namely
:

(a) Management attitude and outlook
;

(b)

Employee attitude and outlook
;

(c) Committee structure

;

(d) Conference procedure as conception; and (e) The

personal equation. These factors do not include a

sufficient amount of the total surroundings of joint

committees to be called environmental in the sense in

which that term is usually employed. Indeed, it is

entirely doubtful whether the last-named factor, namely,

the personal equation, may be properly considered as

environmental at aU. The faulty organization of the

personalities of conferees, tc^ether with their inner

" blocks,” is certainly an element in impulsion. But we

prefer to include certain aspects of the personal equation

here because these manifestations of unintegrated per-

sonality appear before, and after, and outside the com-

mittee setting; they reappear within the committee

process as conditioning factors, as phases of the immediate

context within which the committee process is obliged to

operate. But, it is precisely because of such inconsistencies

associated with the term " environment ” that we have

been led to propose the use of the new category " circum-

jacence,” and we suggest the following definition :

Ctrcumjacence

:

As a category to be used for psycho-

social analysis, drcumjacence is the term selected to

describe those elements in the total situation which

condition, limit, or channel the social group under

observation, but only those elements which are reducible

to psychological or sociological description.



CHAPTER V

INTERACTION

" The notion of interaction is not simple bnt very complex
The notion mvolves not simply the idea of bare collision and
rebound, but somethmg much more profound, namely, the

internal modifiabUity of the colliding agents . . The situa-

tion 18 not thinkable at all if we do not suppose the mternal

modifiabihty of the agents, and this means that these agents

are able somehow to receive internally and to react upon
impulses which are commumcated externally in the form of

motion or activity The simplest form of interaction involves

the supposition, therefore, of mternal subject-points of their

analogues from which impulsions are received and responded

to.”—Alexander T Ormond m FoundtUtons of Know-
ledge

The social process, as thus far described, consists of

impulsions moving within a given configuration of limiting

or circumscnbing factors. In a joint committee in industry

impulsions derive from the needs, wants, desires, and

purposes of participants. If all impulsions arising within

the employee as well as the management group were

moving in the same general direction, a committee session

would consist largely of clarification of needs, under-

standing of individual differences, and establishing joint

means for securing the involved satisfactions. Interaction

between participants would, under such conditions,

resolve itself into person-to-person relationships, and the

quality of such interaction would depend almost wholly

upon the degree and significance of individual differences.

In the joint committee we are dealing, however, with a

fio
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more complex form of interaction involving group-to-

group as well as person-to-person relationships. Moreover,

the two groups cannot be said to be motivated by im-

pulsions going in the same direction. On the contrary,

the chief significance of a joint committee lies in the fact

that impulsions are presumed to be headed toward

difierent, if not opposite, goals. If this were not the case,

there might exist a need for committees but not for joint

committees. We must, then, begin by assuming that

interaction within a joint committee is qualitatively

different on two levels at least.*

Factors in Person-to-Person Interaction.

In one sense it may be said that the social problem arises

from this fact : each individual human being is different

from every other human being ; all individuals are more

alike in their needs and wants than in their capacities.

Accommodation or adjustment between individuals is

difficult m direct proportion to the extent and degree of

individual differences.* Therefore, unless the individual

participants are completely dominated by rule, caucus,

or methods of the political machine, individual differences

become the primary factors in interaction. A committee

session consists of a senes of units of communication

* Whether or not group-to-group and person-to-person interactions

tend to coalesce in joint committees need not be considered here

,

hjrpothetically, we must assume that the two levels of interaction

represent two distmct categones Thus, strictly speaking, there can

be no interaction between groups as such Interaction is always v%a

the person, smd the quality varies as he represents self (person) or other

selves (group as in caucus).
* For a thorougbgomg treatment of the soual significance of indi-

vidual difierence see Social Psychology, by Kmght Dunlap, Chapters I
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between individual persons, and between an individual

and the total group. Each individual communicates in

a mode which is distinct for him; his mode of com-

munication becomes the social stimulus, the initiating

element in interaction. An individual’s communicating

mode is always a combination of ideological and emotional

factors which may be represented thus :

Ideas :

Concepts

W^'s.
Pictures.

EmohoHs
Facial expressions.
Tone and volume of voice.

Posture.
Gestures.

The formula for interaction may also be presented as

consisting of three kinds of activity expressed by the

interacting personahty, namely, sounds, symbols, and

movements. The formula might then appear as follows

:

Sounds

;

i

Vocalizations I

I
Conditioned by and vary-

Fersonabty—expressmg Symbols •
I mg with respect to

itself by means of Ideas.
j

Emotional States and t^
I Group Process.

Movements. I

Gestures )

For most practical purposes it may be assumed that

interaction within a committee session is to be observed

as a series of stimuh and responses consisting mainly of

ideas expressed in an affirmative or interrogative manner

and conditioned by variables to be found within the

individual personality and the group.

Ideas and emotions are always conjugated, fused and
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must be considered jointly as each participant’s mode of

communication. The quality of interaction is determined,

no doubt, by a host of variables all of which go toward

making up that entity known as the personality. But

whatever this " personality ” may be for general psycho-

logical pmposes, our concern is with the individual as a

participant in committee process. Considered specifically,

these variants seem to be

:

1. The individual’s relatton to the problem presented. If

his '' stake ” in the issue is personal and important,

his participation may be expected to be of a

distinct quality. Likewise if his relation is one

of responsibility as a representative only, or if,

for example, he may be involved in the carrying

out of the conclusion reached, his participation

win vary with respect to the kind of responsibility

which he feels.

2. The individual's knowledge concerning the item

presented. The total group will, obviously, repre-

sent zones of knowledge with respect to each given

item of business. Other things being equal, it

may be expected that participation will be of one

kind when knowledge is high, and of another when

knowledge is low.

3. The individual’s experience with resjiect to this or

similar problems. Although it might be assumed

that the zone of experience might influence par-

ticipation directly, the rule does not alwa}^ follow.

In general, however, the quality of participation

does vary with experience content.
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4. The individual’s emotional set. This may, of course,

be specifically related to the given item, or to a

personality involved, or to some factor wholly

unrelated to the present discussion.

5. The individual's attitude pattern. This may, again, be

specific or general It may be derived from a

generalized attitude toward the company as a

whole, toward the particular chairman who is

presiding, toward the initiator of the item, or

toward the utility of committees, et cetera.

6. The individual’s status as worker, as representative,

or as committee member. Those whose status

is relatively high do not invariably have a low

threshold of response, but their participation,

nevertheless, carries a specific quality.

7. The individual’s All human relations

are, presumably, tinged with pathological poten-

tialities. As sophistication increases, pathological

probabilities tend also to increase. Certainly most

organized groups, such as committees, are con-

ditioned by psycho-pathologies. Especially to be

noted is the tendency toward individual autonomy ^

in which the self remains encased and does not

achieve that fiexibility of attitude and idea which

is needed to raise group process above the super-

ficial into the area of interpenetration.

* We ore indebted to Dr Tngant Burrow for this concept, as well

as for other insights into group process , his point of view may be
reviewed by reference to an essay entitled " The Autonomy of the ‘ I

'

from the Standpomt of Group Analysis," Psyche, Vol VIII, No. 3,

January 1938
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The quality of participation for each individual is thus

derived from a configuration of these conditioning factors.

This may be portrayed in graphic form as follows :

Confignration " A " " B " " C ’’

Relation to Problem

|

Rel toProb
|

Rel to Prob.

Reeponaibility Reap.

1

Reap

Knowledge
|

Know.
1

Know.
1

Experience Exp
1

Exp.

1

Emotional set Em set Em set

Attitude pattern
|

At pat At pat

Status

1

Status Status

Psychic Gradient P»y gr

j

Psy. gr

Direction oi Response.

While graphic representations are inadequate for purposes

of revealing gradations of qualitative responses, the above

configurations will, at least, aid in clarifying our meaning.

It will be observed that Configuration " B,” for example,

portrays what might be called “ thin " response ; there

is no single factor which predominates sufficiently to

produce an asymmetrical response. Configuration " A,”

on the other hand, shows a distinct emotional set ; in

this instance the response will be only slightly influenced
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by the zone of knowledge in which the problem falls for

this participant, but emotional bias will be a dominating

element. Configuration *' C ” reveals a response potentially

in favour of reasoned, rational, and impersonal participa-

tion. The committee proce^, considered as a total web

of partiapations, is then a blending of all involved

individual configurations.

We do not, of course, insist that the above variants as

depicted constitute the only factors conditioning the total

interaction within the group. Obviously, such factors as

sex, age, intelligence, and perhaps racial traits need to be

considered as general conditioners, but to disentangle

these is a task of considerable proportions and does not

seem necessary for our purposes, particularly at this

juncture. In a later chapter where we attempt to present

the flow of interaction as it actually occurs in a copimittee

session we shall also take steps toward further simplifi-

cation of the interaction formula.

Factors in Group-to-Group Interadton.

Objectively, interaction can only take place between in-

dividual organisms, between persons, or between organisms

(persons) and their stimulating environment. If we

persist in believing that interaction implies modifiability

in both agents, and it is difficult to see how a simple,

one-way conception of interaction can be validated, it

then becomes logical to include whatever may be regarded

as environmental within the equation of interaction. (In

Chapter III we have mcluded some of these environing

factors under the category of drcumjacence, but these, and
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additional factors, are conditioning with respect to

interaction as well as impulsion.)

In joint committees each participant responds to and

acts upon groups ‘ as well as individuals. It is to be noted,

for example, that dissension almost never appiears within

the management group, whereas it frequently charac-

terizes the employee group. Employee representatives,

having come to recognize unity in the management group,

respond to this unity or solidarity as well as to the

individuals constituting the group. There is, then, a

groupness in a joint committee in terms of which interaction

between individuals takes place. Participants for the

most part engage in discussions as spokesmen for one or

the other group, and often individual desires and ideas

are submerged in this interplay of groupness to groupness

In other words, the individuals responding to each other

caimot be considered merely as individuals but also as

units withm a larger social whole. Self-expression in a

jomt committee is never of the self alone, but always of

the self-of-a-group.*

1 For purposes of psycho-social research a " group " must be
considered as a psychic entity The use of the term thereby becomes

fictional since the collective symbol can only be regarded as a con-

venience, if not a necessity for individual thinking It is mdispensablc

as a generahzed term However, it must be kept m mind that the

essential reality is the mdividual’s response to this fiction—and not

the existence of the entity as such

Purpose (as clarified expression of the total needs, wants, and
desires) must be seen as an important factor in group-to-group response

If, as it sometimes happens, one or both of the groups come mto the

meeting with a purpose which they do not intend to modify, all the

varieties of mteraction takmg place within that committee must be
seen as functions of spoken or unspoken purposes
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The Elements of Interaction.

Adhering to the kinds of joint committees in industry

which we have observed, and restricting our hypothesis

to this specification for the present, it appears that

interaction comprises the following elements

:

Individual peraonahtiea (as

conceived above) who com-
municate with other personah-,

ties by means of ideological

signs or S}rmbols, and their

emohonal concomitants

' This commumcation vanes accoidmg
to the individual's fluctuating iden^-
cation with " groups " m which for the
tune bemg they find a common purpose
or for which they act as representatives

receiving ideas and attitudes en bloc

This includes the total set of con-
ditioning factors as outlined m the
chapters on Impulsion and Circum-

Assuming, then, that primary interaction consists

of stimuli and responses passing between individual

participants, the equation of mteraction may be thus

presented

:

InDIVIDUAI, < -» iNDIVIDUAl.

His relation to problem , His relation to problem

,

His knowledge ,
His knowledge

,

His expenence , His experience

;

et cetera. et cetera.

Group Denvatcs

Total Impulsion

Cucnmjacence

The above depicts what happens in an actual committee

session : one individual communicates with another in

terms of his capacities, his group purpose as involved in

the total impulsion, his status as relatively distingmshable
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between employees and managers, and in terms of the

entire channel (circumjacence) within which committee

activities flow. But this picture of interaction does not

portray elements sufficiently reduced ; anal}^ should go

at least one step further.

The Analysis of Interaction.

Scientific analysis begins by asking what is the unit to

be observed ? What are its properties ? How does it

behave ? On first consideration one is apt to be misled

by considering the total group, that is, in our case the

committee as a whole as the entity for analysis. Any
analysis of interaction must be based upon assumptions

concerning structure, that is, the properties of the “ group
”

within which it takes place. Physical proximity makes a

group in a physical sense only, and since group process or

interaction is essentially psycholc^cal, the mere aggrega-

tion of individuals within a certain space can never

constitute a group. Thus, on re-examining the data the

hypothesis was formed that analysis must proceed on the

basis of the interests represented, and it follows from

this that there are as many " groups ” as there are

interests represented in the total psychic configuration

which goes by the name of the joint committee. From

this point of view, then, it is apparent that there are

generally four major kinds of interest represented ;

1. The interest of management as a cohesive group in

presenting to the total group some subject related

to its purpose.

2. The interest of employees (sometimes as a caucus)

who use the joint committee
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3. There are occasional individual interests (which may
or may not become items of group importance).

4. There are also common interests upon which the total

group can act as a unit.

It appears, then, that since there are as many groups as

there are interests, no single set of descriptive categories

will be suitable. Thus abstract categories are necessary.

Individual personalities Reacting upon each other in a

committee session do so in terms of specific situations

,

the total group is presented with a problem, confronts a

situation, and thereupon engages in discussion. This

procedure of communication may be analysed as a series

of stimuli and responses. This step brings us nearer

categories which are usable in measurement. Total

personalities interacting may be used to designate the

social process, but for anal}d:ical purposes these per-

sonalities, plus their impact upon each other, need to be

reduced to terms which are more behaviouristic. Our

search for such categories has led through a veritable

maze of trial and error hypotheses which need not be

retraced now.

Interaction, so far as it can be objectively observed,

begins with presentation, with oral communication
,

the

individual who makes the presentation may now be

regarded as the agent who releases a social stimulus

;

what he is as an individual is still important but only

from the point of view of the influence which his personality

exercises upon his stimulus. The same is true of response.

But, here we confront an added difficulty which renders

simple stimulus-response inadequate ; the response which
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any individual in the group makes to a social stimulus

may partake either of that tj^ of reaction known as

reflex or of that which is known as reflection. Between

these two terms stand many others which represent the

total range of varieties of response. In a joint committee,

for example, the individual does not respond simply and

nsdvely as an individual ; his response includes some

aspects of his rdle as representative, the purposes of his

group, his status, et cetera. In short, before he responds

overtly, he engages upon a procedure which may be named

organizing his response. The middle term between stimulus

" S ” and response " R,” namely " O,” is peculiarly

significant for the social sciences. * Stimulus, that is, the

manner in which an individual initiates communication

with another, may be thought of as being more distmctively

a personal and not a social trait. But organization of

response may be considered as being primarily a social

datum since it is at this point that purely personal

ingredients are reinforced by social considerations. When
" S ” is considered as a constellation rather than as a

single stimulus ; when " O ” is considered as the social

mode of organization, and finally, “ R ” as the total

collective response or conclusion to the problem stated in

" S,” the applicability of the formula S - O - R is evident.

A Final Formula.

As a final formula to be used for purposes of analysis,

we have consequently adopted Stimulus-Organization-

^ For further elaboration of the interaction formula see Tit* Freudian

Wish, by E B Holt, and Chapter XI of Social Psychology Interpreted,

by J W Sprowls . also Gestalt Psychology, by Wolfgang Kfibler,

especially for an mterpretation of the middle term, namely, orgamzation
of response.
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Response, or S -O - R. Each separate item of business

transacted by a committee may thus be analysed in terms

of its meaning as stimulus, its meaning as organization or

social consideration, and finally its meaning as response

or conclusion resulting from this organization.

As a cat^oiy of anal3rsis we may now define ItOeradion

as that aspect of Mol social process which includes social

sHmuli, orgamzattons of response to social stimuli, and overt

responses together teith the various relations revealed between

the three terms. Since stimuli, organizations of response,

and overt responses are not simple forms of interaction,

further expression of the formula is necessary. The more

precise formula should be S* — O — R, in which S" indicates

a complex stimulus, O the organization preceding response,

and R the overt response, and in expanded form this

would appear as follows

:

S' > o > R

(a) Specific reason or
purpose for presenting
the item

;

(b) The snfaject-

matter represented

;

(c) The method of
mtrodncmg the snb-
ject;

(d) The language
mode used

.

aspects

() Imphat mdiv}-
dual consideiabon, cn-

() Exphat indi-

vidual omaideration

(c) Exphat social

consideration by means
of discussion . (also by
means of employee or
management caucus.)

() Imphat, non-
overt, or taat con-
clusion ,

() Exphat, overt
conclusion

For a detailed treatment of the content and use of this formula,
the reader is referred to Chapter XIV on Statistical Techmques.
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Equipped with three major categories of analysis, namely,

Impulsion, Circumjacence, and Interaction, we are in

position to describe what impels the joint committee in

industry, what canalizes this impulsion as immediate

environment, and what form of movement (action and
reaction) is thereby set going. These are presumed to be

categories suitable for analysing the dynamics of social

phenomena. The consequences of any specific impulsion

operating within a given circumjacence and by means of

a specially conditioned form of interaction need now to

be considered.

The Concept of Social Change.

The term “ social change ” as popularly used in the

social sciences usually carries one or the other of two
meanings, namely

:
(a) alterations in culture, or civilization,

compared with some more constant factor, such as man’s

biological evolution,* or, (p) statistical measurement of

the growth of populations, institutions, social events,

* See Social Change, byW F Ogbum
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et cetera.* In the first instance change is interpreted in

value-terms, its exposition is interfused with judgments.

In the second case, changes are merely enumerated. Each

science, presumably, must select its own concept of change

as well as its own methods of measurement. Ultimately,

the aim of all science is to measure change, but this very

aim introduces a most subtle element into scientific

thought. " There is alwa3re something that the human

being wants to know,” says Ogbum,* and it is precisely

because he " wants to know ” that his emotional prejudices

and biases invade his scientific procedures.

What, then, do social scientists wish to know ?

Obviously, they wish to discover which aspects of social

phenomena remain relatively constant and which are

relatively flexible, at what rate change takes place, and

what causes the change. If the social sciences were to

restrict themselves to this list of objectives, they might

secure status in the family of the sciences by producing

an adequate body of descriptions and statistical analyses.

It would then be left to others, moralists and philosophers,

perhaps, to discriminate between " good ” and “ bad ”

change, between progress and retrogression. We do not

believe that social scientists, nor any other scientists for

that matter, are capable of restricting themselves in this

fashion. The functioning of the human mind is not so

simple as this separation implies; we are not able to

abstract our judgment from the rest of reasoning at will

;

nor does our desire for knowledge, that part of us that

“ wants to know,” confine itself wholly to the quantitative.

* See Recent Social Changes, edited by W F. Ogbum
* Ilnd

,

p VI
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It is our contention that what people really want to know
is always at some point qualitative and specific

; they

desire to know what drSerence diange makes to them and

to their lives. Change in time and space is an essential

concept and probably underlies all other conceptions of

change, but ultimately we all wish to know the meaning

of change in relation to our activities and our sense of

values

Charge and Emergence.

The term “ change ” is, perhaps, inadequate for ex-

pressmg qualitative movement. (Change is, of course, a

more general term than movement, since the latter term

connotes merely alteration of position in space.)* Our

specific need is a category which will denote, or at least

be inclusive of, the qualitative consequences of interaction.

Interaction between non-mechanical entities implies a

modifiability on the part of the entities themselves and

upon the circumjacent factors. An adequate term for

our present purposes would be one which gave meaning

to the modifications observable in the interacting par-

ticipants of joint committees, in their activities as

committee members, and in their relation to the groups

of which they are functioning parts, namely, the com-

mittees themselves. Emergence appears to us to be such

a term, and we propose to use it hereafter as a category

of analysis for purposes of denoting changes in the

interacting process as a total situation and as a set of

relations.

The search for emergent qualities resulting from social

* See Scientxfic Thought, by C D. Broad, p 406
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interaction becomes at one stage or another a selective,

valuing procedure. Such search will be pointed toward

significant change and wherever significance is ascribed

valuation has b^;un. At this point values as resident in

the situation and values as inhering in the personality of

the research agent converge, but a fuller discussion of

this feature of research is reserved for the two succeeding

chapters.

Emergence as Related to Previous Categories of Analysis.

Perhaps the most practical method for giving meaning

to the term “ emergence ” as a psycho-social category is

to indicate its relation to the three foregoing categories

of anal}^.

(a) Impulsion deals with the energies utilized by, joint

committees in industry. As a term of analysis,

impulsion implies queries concerning the nature

of the needs, wants, and desires of both employees

and managers
;
queries concerning the purpose of

each party, and the purposes of both parties

considered as a whole.

(b) Circumjacence deals with the forms which limit or

canalize this energy. Are these forms fixed or

flexible ? Are the attitudes and conceptions of

management subject to influences exerted by

employees, and vice versa? What variations

occur in company organization, employee repre-

sentation plans, joint committee structure, com-

mittee chairmanship, committee procedure, com-

mittee habits, et cetera ?
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(c) Interaction deals with the quantity and quality of

participation in the committee process. Does the

quality of participation change ? Do committees

advance from simple to complex problems? Is

learning to be observed in the reqwnses made ?

Are the more subtle forms of relationship within

the group recognized ? Does the flow of interaction

lead to changing modes of committee procedure ?

(d) Finally, it must be asked : Does interaction lead to

committee decisions which may be qualitatively

tested ? It will be seen at this point that a quali-

tative inteipretation of interaction at once leads

to the problem of consequences, or emeigents. In

addition to the quality of committee decisions,

one sees at once the necessity of asking such

questions as the following: Does the process

increase or diminish the separateness of the two

collaborating groups, employees and managers ?

Is unity or disunitythe chief qualitative distinction

of emergence ? If unity in anything like a pure

sense is not observable, do these joint committees

reveal, as a consequence of their interactions, new

qualities of relationship ?

Summarizing, then, it appears that changes or emer-

gences may be discovered in impulsion, in circumjacence

and in interaction. (Other types of change are present

but these three areas appear to be appropriate for a study

such as we have conducted.) We may now name these

emeigents in accordance with their relation to the previous

categories, namely, Impulsion-Emeigents, Circumjacence-
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Emeigents, and Interaction-Emergents. An illustration

in each area may suffice to make the meaning clear

.

() Impulston-Emergent

:

A more or less informal joint

committee discussion led to the mention of waste in

the plant ; this in turn led to a joint investigation

of managers and employees of the waste situation

and its relation to the welfare of each. Since this

consequence involved needs, wants, and desires,

it may be said to have had the effect of altering

the impulsion connected with joint committees.

In another company the management was so slow

in makiig certain changes requested by the

employees that the employees lost interest in the

jomt committees and meetings lagged. Here,

then, is an illustration of negative unpulsion.

() Ctrcumjacence-Emergeni

:

In one company a pi^tice

has arisen which leads to a periodic revision of

the book of rules guiding the work methods of

the plant, and it was discovered that this practice

arose from discussions in joint committee meetings.

The environmental aspects of the total situation

were, that is, altered through the activities of

joint committee interactions.

(c) Interaciton-Emergent : Perhaps the most significant

type of emergence is that which may be observed

as flowing directly from the interactive process

itself. Under this caption we may distinguish

roughly the following tjTpes :

(i) Emerging quality ot participation ; recognition

of personality differences , level of attention
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and interest, problem - solving capacity, et

cetera.

(2) Changing recognition of inter-relationships
; em-

ployees as a group with managers as a group.

(3) Changing quality of decisions ; increasing or

diminishing jomtness in the decisions; level

of attention with respect to the “ best ” as dis-

tinguished from the “ easiest ” solution of a

problem.

(4) Changing character of committee procedure
; less

or more arbitrary.

(5) Changing character of committee procedure as

dommated by the chairman, et cetera.

(6) Changing attitudes toward industrial management;

on the part of employees or managers, et cetera.

(7) Changing conceptions of the nature of unity or

disunity within industry ; unity as possible, or

unity as becoming but never arriving, et cetera.

An illustration of at least one of the above emergents

may be found in the fact that many management officials

and technologists interested in industrial management are

now directing their attention to the problem of committee

procedure ; this concern has grown directly from con-

siderations involvmg joint committees. Since this current

interest comes directly within the scope of the present

study, we may include further comment. There are, it

appears, three schools of thought among industrialists

with respect to committee procedure ; and these may be

designated in the following manner

:

(a) Those who adhere to a modified Socratic Method.
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Through the use of this type of committee pro-

cedure the chairman trains himself in question-

asking ; be seldom makes affirmative statements

but gradually reveals the attitudes, opinions, and

experiences of the members of the group by means

of advancing interrogations. Under guidance of

this sort from the chairman agreement usually

arrives as common assent.

(6) Those who adhere to the so-called DevdopmetUal

Method. This type of committee procedure is, no

doubt, an outgrowth of Socratic techniques. It

operates as development of any given problem

by a mixture of questions and affirmations put

by the chairman. He decides in advance what

the proper solution to the problem is, and then

guides the group by skilful manoeuvres’ to this

conclusion.

(c) Those who adhere to the so-called Discussion Method.

This newer type of committee procedure should,

perhaps, be called the “ educational method,”

since it is based upon a pedagogical principle,

namely, the notion that interest in a learning

experience can only be maintained at a fruitful

level when the participants are dealing with a

true problem and when they approach it in the

mood of discovery. This principle of so-called

" progressive education ” includes far-reaching

corollaries of both a philosophical and a methodo-

logical character. The use of discussion as the

instrument for actually discovering solutions in
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committees implies a kind of faith in human
natiure which is absent in the two above methods

;

the chainnan becomes the teacher who guides the

procedure but not with respect to the end, or

solution ; he stands prepared to abide by the

consequences of the conclusion which represents

the group, its knowledge and its purpose; his

attention is focused upon method, upon the means

which the group utilizes in reaching its decisions.

This is not the place, obviously, to discuss fully these

various schools of thought, each of which has its devotees

in industry. Very few joint committees utilize the last-

named method. Discussion is still regarded as a procedure

of questions and answers in which the chainnan does the

answering. 1 The Developmental Method, on the other

hand, is widely used in joint committees and many
chairmen have reached a high degree of skill m its

apphcation. The reader will have become aware that the

kinds of consequences, emergents, which may be expected

from a joint committee are in large measure dependent

upon the type of procedure utilized in the committee’s

deliberations.

Are Committee Emergences Measurable ?

The committee as an instrument of social control is of

such importance that it seems necessary to approach the

task of measuring its consequences. Certainly, industrial

leaders will sooner or later be brought to this realization

* For elaborations of the Discussion Method, see Trmntng for Group
EKptrxenco, Creative Discussion, and other Inquiry pubhx»tions , see

all Tile Teckni^ of Group Discussion, by Harnson Elhott.
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by reasons of economy. The discussion of comniittee

emeigents is futile unless accompeinied by further con-

sideration of how these end-results may be reduced to

terms of comparability. In the present study considerable

time and eflort was directed toward this problem, and

although we are not prepared to make specific proposals

we diall include several suggestions which may prove

useful to other investigators and experimenters.

No universal measurement for committee output is now
available, nor are we able to propose one. Our measure-

ment experiments have merely been carried to the point

where it seems feasible to compare committees within

the same company. Our S-O-R formula for anal3^sing

the dynamics of committee process may be universally

used but something needs to be added to make emeigents

comparable as between different industrial units. This

situation arises because of the divergences in imderlying

philosophies of industrial management ; each company

acts in relation to a given, and in most instances a

traditionally derived, conception of control ; consequently,

each company expects varying degrees of participation

from its managers, technologists, and workers. This

quality of expectation reaches all the way down to joint

committees and modifies both the procedures for each

committee in each separate company and also the emergent

potentialities.

Within a given company, however, standards of various

sorts may be arbitrarily agreed upon and committees of

all grades may be tested with respect to their output as

measured by such standards. Agreement may be reached,

for example, with respect to what constitutes higher and
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lower types of problems; eaxdi type of problem coming

before a committee would then be weighted and a com-

mittee would be rated according to the amount of its tune

spent upon problems presumed to have greater or lesser

importance to this particular industry. A tentative

classification of this sort is placed in the footnote below. ^

^ The vanous items of business conducted by a jomt committee

may be classified as follows .

(1) GraluxKms, Expository Fact—Consistmg of expressions of an
individual directed to the group but without attention to the group’s

mterests ; there is no response, the committee members act as

listeners to information which is unsohcited (This type of item

occurs usually at the beginnmg or near the close of session, or when
no active discussion is under way

)

(2) Routine Committee Procedure—Consisting of the readmg of

minutes of precedmg meetmgs, reference to previously considered

items, or announcements , interest centres primarily about the

accuracy of the record, but overt response is not usually forthcommg

(3) Focused Conversation—Unpremeditated interaction, but focused

upon a smgle subject , this may consist merely of questions and
answers, no important problem is under consideration, and the

procedure is informal

(4) Requested Information—Consistmg of actual and formal com-
mittee business imtiated in the form of a question asked by one
person , the answers may be furnished by one or more participants ,

attention is directed to a smgle problem and mterests of participants

are revealed

{5) Sympathetics—Consistmg of either diffuse or specific expressions

of sympathy by the group on behalf of some person or persons ,

expressions of goodwill, gratitude, condolence, or commendation
usually presented without much consideration and involving no
elements of conflict

(6) Anticipatory Information—Information furnished (usually by
a management representative) in anticipation of a latent misgiving

or conflict
,

this type of information often leads to the discussion

of a real problem, but the imphcation is that the situation involved

may be clarified by an understandmg of facts

(7) Direct Requests—Consistmg of requests (made usually by
employees) concermng things, services, convemences, et cetera , the
expected conclusion is forecast m the statement of the request

(8) Explicit Complaints—Expressed dissatisfactions but not neces-

sarily implying or forecastmg the solution ; the committee is utilized.
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Another scale of measurement might be based upon an

arbitrary set of values ascribed in advance to the quality

of decision reached by the committee with respect to

true problems, that is. problems for which the committee

is exp)ected to find solutions and for which it exercises

acknowledged responsibility. But, what values may be

appropriately utilized for such a purpose ? Some have

proposed and indeed studies have been premised upon

a single value, namely Democracy. This is, of course,

a blanket term and may indicate a variety of meanings ;

usually, however, the term “ Democracy ” serves as a

rough test of the committee’s procedure. If the workers

are actually allowed to participate candidly, if their

opimons are taken into account, and if in the end the

solution arrived at by the committee belongs as much to

when confronted with items of this sort, for purposes of finding or

of sanctioning a solution

(9) Proposals—Consisting of propositions laid before the com-
mittee m which probable solutions have been devised in advance

;

proposals do not ordinarily grow out of current requests or complamts
but come in anticipation of desired action , a specific solution is not
alwa}rs expected but the committee is given the task of devebpmg
the underlying and relevant ideas

(10) Pohcy-maktng, Problems—Consisting of negotiations designed

to lay the basis for future relationships ; this type of item may grow
out of 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8, or may be mitiated as the search for a prmciple

when no specific situation is mvolved

Examination of the above items indicates that Numbers i to 6, inclu-

sive, are of one general type, whereas Numbers 7 to 10 represent another

In ordinary committee procedure items of the kind described under
categories r to 6 do not evoke discussion because they are not mdicative

of conflict or difference , these are the types of items which occur in

committees simply because there exists a delegate body, primarily as

a matter of routine Obviously, the consummations, or emergent
results derived from the introduction of such items are not of the same
importance as those imphcit in items of the types described m Numbers

7 to 10
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employees as to managers, all of this is regarded as a

democratic procedure. The t^t is also applied to methods

of electing employee representatives, the degree of freedom

granted employees in making complaints, et cetera But,

it seems to us that Democracy is much too ambiguous

a term to be used as a part of research. Its overtones and

undertones call forth too many notionswhich are embedded

in emotional biases.

Underneath the term " Democracy," and probably

as a more refined conception, may be found a wider

range of values which describe more accurately the

quahtative possibilities of social action. For example,

where one person stands to another in the relation of

subordinate, the process of interaction according to

which they arrive at conclusions may consist of commands

and obediences So far as external observation goes,

this form of interaction represents a one-way process

;

the subordinate person exercise no influence upon the

decision, and his personality, his desires, wishes, interests,

purposes, are not taken into consideration. The person

in authority, in cases of this type, directs an external

stimulus toward the subordinate, and he expects the

subordinate to acquiesce. If, stepping to a slightly higher

plane, the person in authority makes his suggested decision

in the presence of the subordinate and at the same time

allows for comment, the resultant conclusion may be

termed assent. The former quality, acquiescence, is

usually found in military oiiganizations and in the relations

between parents and young children. In the case of

children it invariably happais that growth itself, that is,

the evolution of the child’s personality, makes it necessary
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for parents to step from acquiescence to assent. When
real differences begin to appear in social relationships,

differences founded upon divergent interests, it usually

appears that one side or the other is prepared to accept

less than it demanded at the outset, providing the other

side is in turn prepared to make a similar sacrifice. This

type of conclusion may be called a compromise. Before

a compromise may be reached, a two-way process of

interaction must have transpired, differences must have

been at least partially explored, and it must have been

assumed that authority to decide was in some measure

joint and not vested wholly in one or the other of the

engaged parties. When the same two-way process of

interaction culminates in a conclusion in which no sacrifices

have been made, in which both groups have attained what

they really wanted, the result may be called 'consent

And, when the consenting mode is carried so far as to

lead the participants to invent a new conclusion not

hitherto proposed by separate individuals, the result may
be called integration.

The above terms furnish us with a graded system of

values, and although considerable subjectivity clings to

these concepts, they may be utilized with more accuracy

than a blanket term such as " Democracy." To ask if a

social form or a social process is democratic is too much
like asking an individual if he is good or bad. And,

perhaps, this is the place to state that we are not here

proposing an ultimate scheme of values. Indeed, it is

not congenial to our way of thinking to assume that values

can ever be final and ultimate. The above rdativistic

values are based upon the assumption that acquiescence.
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assent, compromise, consent, and integration bear some

direct relation to the total configuration of values in

contemporary life and culture. We have, in other words,

merely added a semi-functional content to a graded system

of values which, in a somewhat unrecognized form, already

exists. Historically, the American political experiment was

designed, partly at least, to allow for consent, and perhaps

in no other country of the modem world is there so much
theoretical discussion of the means for eliminating arbitrary

authority. We are not blind to the fact that in actual

practice arbitrary authorities may be found in abundance ;

but a value always partakes somewhat of an ideal, repre-

senting as it does a judgment between the less-good and the

better. But, in so far as we apply these criteria of value

to items dealt with by joint committees in industry we

presume merely to indicate a trend, a gradient
; we do not

presume to state that every item presented to a committee

is susceptible of, let us say, an integrative conclusion.

A Proposal for Discovering Emergence.

Granted that the above set of values as attached

to the concluding stage of committee process is valid

for its cultural setting, how may it be utilized for

purposes of testing emergence? These imputed values

are, of course, pertinent only for committee items repre-

senting actual or potential adjustment between individuals,

between departments, between employees and manag^
ment, et cetera. Obvioudy, the first correlation to be

made is that between the kind of situation and the quality

of conclusion. £>o committees find it posdble to deal

more creatively with certain items than others ? In the
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second place, the quality of conclusions reached by any

given committee must be referred to the background of

employee representation in the company ; some manage-

ment groups, for example, specifically disavow any

intention to develop inventiveness and cieativeness

through committees. And, in the third place, the qualities

of conclusions must be related in each instance to the

specified function of the particular committee in question

;

if, for example, the committee is instructed to serve only

in an advisory capacity, its decisions will not be the same

as they might be if the committee were actually instructed

to legislate. In view of the above variables, our scheme

of values becomes still more relativistic, but we present

it, nevertheless, as h3qx>the^. The diagram below may
serve to further clarify this conception of graded values as

attached to committee conclusions

;

Cornmanding Telling Debating Developing Exploring

Ob^ing Acceding Sacrificing AgrMing Inventing

The above diagram indicates three aspects of committee

process, each representing a phase of quality, or value

;

the two heavy diagonal lines, one going to the left and the
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other to the right, indicate, respectively, direction toward

arbitrary authority and toward group effectiveness ; the

horizontal lines pointing upward indicate types of con-

clusions possible arranged in a graded scale reaching from

acquiescence to integration ; and pointing downward, these

same lines indicate the kind of activity which engages the

committee when it arrives at each type of conclusion.

All decisions reached by a joint committee are important,

provided they emerge as action. In Chapter II we insisted

that the only objective point of view from which joint

committees might be considered was that of their rdle

as mstruments of management. Therefore, a precise

measurement of the results of committee action would

trace these beyond the committee session to discover

how they finally emanated as action. If, for example,

a management representative submits to the employee

representatives a series of possible solutions for a situation,

and asks them to discuss these in the light of relative

choices, the advice which he secures may be a very small

part of the actual conclusion, but it, nevertheless, gets

itself incorporated in action, and is, therefore, significant.

In the diagram below it will be seen how even advisory

functions of joint committees become a part of the total

management in industry

;

Joint Act of decision

Committee (Giving of order, etc.)
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Still another proposal for analysing the output of joint

conunittees might be devised by establishing correlated

weightings, that is, by bringing each type of subject-

matter or committee business confronted by the committee

as a true problem into relation with the above value scale.

If, for example, the higher types of conclusiou are reached

only with respect to the less-valued types of problems,

the committee would be regarded as functioning at a low

level of efficiency, and vice v«^.
As a category of analysis we may define emergence

in the following language :

Emergence represents any evolutionary change in

the quality of the consequences of joint committee

action observable in the committee's impulsion, cir-

cumjacence, and interaction.
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PART THREE

CLARIFYING SOCIAL METHODOLOGY
The path from philosophy to scientific method is filled with
hazards. Most thinkers prefer to travel in the opposite
direction ; they place their feet firmly on the assumed facts

of science and construct therefrom whatever general prmciples
and philosophical concepts appear as warranted. But, to see
one’s philosophy as involved in, and not separate from, as
precedent to one's science, reverses the procedure and multi-
plies the difficulties. Now and then such a reversal becomes
an essential part of thought, both for the individual and for

the thinkers of a given period of time. It represents a sort
of intellectual renovation, and at the same time allows one to
bnng the two essential strands of thought Into a relationship

of renewed harmony.
The transition from philosophy to science involves at least

two stages, namely, a clarification of the problem of epis-

temology and a rationalization of the place of the observer,
the percipient, in the fact-finding process. It was thought
for a time that the so-called “ New Realists " had somehow
settled the epistemological problem in so far as scientific

thought was concerned ; we now see, however, that their
pronouncements were both premature and over-affirmative
And this is encouraging, smce it may aid us to see also the
fallacy in hoping for final solutions of philosophical problems ;

there are no such solutions, and each age of cultural distmction
must find si^p<%ts of its own. And on all sides we begin to
note the inmcations of disintegration of the naive philosophy
of an independent fact-finder standing somehow pure and
purposeless aside from the facts with which he deals. Hence
the philosophical task confronting scientists becomes pertinent
and imperative.



CHAPTER VH

VALUES AND SUBJECTIVITY IN SOCIAL RESEARCH

(An Epistemological Note)

" A crude fact is not scientific." —Claodb Bbrhard
" If the student means to try the experiment of framing a

dynamic law, he must assign values. " —Hsnrv Adams
" Similarly, and in a more general way, we cannot conceive

of a scientific fact without an observer to express it Equations
do not exist in nature any more than colours or sounds There
18 something, unknown to ourselves, which our ears translate

into sound, our eyes into colour, our mmd mto equations
Had our rational ego been difierent, the scientific image of the
world would have been difierent. just as visual images for the
colour-bhnd are." —^jAcguBS Rubff

The foregoing categories

—

Impulsion, Cxrcumjacence, Inter-

action, and Emergence—are representative of social

hypothesis. These are the postulates which we propose

to utilize as symbols for the dynamics of social process.

Our problem by way of recapitulation is the joint

committee in industry ; our aim is to describe the

functiom’ng, the dynamics, of these committees ; our

hypothesis may be said to consist of the notion that

dynamics proceeds from some source, is the result of

social factors, which we call Impulsion ; but social forces

do not operate in a vacuum ; they are circumscribed and

conditioned by various environments, several of which we
have selected for our purposes and named Cxrcumjacence ;

social impulsions as conditioned by their environments

reveal themselves in the form of stimuli and responses,

93
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actions and reactions, between human beings ; these we

have called Inieracttons

;

interactions, in turn, produce

certain changes all along the line, changes in the interaction

process itself, changes in drcumjacence, and in impulsion ;

these emanating changes we have named Emergences.

How may these categories of hypothesis be utilized as

categories of methodology ?

A sound hypothesis will give forth trustworthy facts

only when put into use through a valid method. But

what constitutes valid method for the social sciences ?

Although it may appear as tautology, a valid method for

any science is one which reveals vahd knowledge with

respect to the appropriate problems of that science. This

more or less obvious statement does not, however, com-

pletely clarify our situation. What is needed is a clearer

notion of the concept of vdUdtty, and this carries us

directly into the area of epistemology.

Josiah Royce was in the habit of saying that “ the

epistemological problem ... is the question as to how
we transcend the subjective in our knowledge.” The

assumption here is that valid knowledge is that from which

all subjectivity has been eluninated. But where is such

knowledge to be found ? Theoretically, it must be granted

that " two hemispheres of reality ” exist, namely objective

and subjective, but by what empirical process may these

be separated ? How does the scientist divorce his thought

from his object ? How, indeed, can there be an object

for him if he does not perceive (think about) it ? That

objects do exist without his thought must be triken for

granted, but such existence has no importance, is purely

theoretical. The existence of an object becomes important
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when recognized either as perception or conception.

Cognition is the beginning of significance. But cognition

is a psychic act ; its impulse comes, not from purified

reason, but rather from will and wish. " It must be

remembered," writes Hans Vaihinger, " that the object

of the world of ideas as a whole is not the portrayal of

reality

—

this would be an utterly impossible task—^but

rather to provide us with an instrument for finding our

way about more easily in this world. Subjective processes

of thou^t inhere in the entire structure of cosmic

phenomena," ^ The real problem of epistemology, then,

is not to find wa)rs of transcending the subjective but

rather of including it as a necessary concomitant of what

is commonly designated as objective knowledge. Social

scientists have not found it easy to accept this point of

view. They have, for the most part, attempted to imitate

the methods of the ph5rsical sciences in which the subjective

element appears, superficially at least, to have been

conquered. This “ wish " for " pure " objectivity • still

dominates most of what goes by the name of social science.

It should not be necessary to recapitulate the complete

argument for the subjective-objective view of reahty, but

enough must be said to make our position clear.*

^ Tht Phtlosophy of As Jf, p 15
* " To know facts solely for the sake of knowing them, out of pure

cnnosity, is an obsession that haunts Europeans only ; it is this obsession

which causes us to suppose a manner of being for phenomena m them-
selves as phenomena—what we call Objectivity "—^Masson-Onrsel m
Comparahvs Philosophy, p. 190

* For those who may desire to reformulate the argument for them-
selves we make the following references (a) The Philosophy of As If,

by Hans Vaihinger ; (b) Pragmatism, by Wilham James ;
(c) The

Techniqiie of Controversy, by B B Bogoslovsky , (d) The Qnest for

Certainty, by John Dewey, (*) The Freudian Wish, by E Holt;
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In the first place, the social sciences are peculiarly

susceptible to subjectivism, and for this reason these

disciplines cannot wholly divorce themselves from control-

ideas. The term " social *' is in and of itself a value-

concept ; all efforts directed toward an analysis of what

is social, and how the social in existence operates, are

either candidly or by implication motivated by the

underl3dng desire for controL And, as Bogoslovsky

insists, " as far as we axe interested in control, we must

be relativists.'' The wish for control-knowledge inevitably

injects a subjective element into social research. (We

are here emphasizing the social sciences but, as Hans

Vaihinger and Bertrand Russell point out, the same

relativism holds true in varying degrees for aU the

sciences.) The cult of “ knowledge for its own sake " is

accepted because it feeds a certain human vanity based

as it is upon a wish, the desire to be accredited with

disinterested fact-finding, this search for the purely

objective, the non-psychic reality, leads scientists to

decorate themselves with false haloes. But the simplest

of epistemological exercises quickly reveals the fictional

character of this wish. When, for example, a scientist

utilizes a word, a term of language, to convey his meaning,

he is already engaged in a subjective process. He some-

times misleads himself and others by counting these

language symbols (statistics), but this in no manner

(/) Sonal Discovery, by £. C Lindeman ; (g) The Social Basis of Con-
sciousness, by Tngant Buirow

,
(A) Meaning of Meaning, by Ogden

and Richards , (») Substance and Function and the Einstein Theory of
Relativity, by Cassirer

; (j) Emergent Evolution, by Lloyd hlargan

;

(h) The History of Materialism, by F. A. Lange
, (/) Science and the

Modem World, by Whitehead.
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relieves him from the obligation of dealing with relative,

subjective symbols which cannot convey accurate, precise

and constant meanings.

In the second place, the social sciences deal with

phenomena of experience. Whatever these sciences may
formulate as law or principle must first have passed

through an experimental stage. And, all experience is

imbued with subjectivism. There is, first of all, my
experience, about which I cannot possibly be completely

objective, impersonal ; there is, second, your experience,

which I can only know at one stage removed ; and there

is, thirdly, our or iheir experience, which is likely to be

still another step away from “ pure " objectivity. The

wish to know this experience which is social is in itself

derived from subjective sources, and he who pursues the

wish and actually attempts to fathom the nature of social

experience must again submit to a subjective procedure

;

he must, that is, construct certain hypotheses which seem

to him to denote what is involved in social phenomena.

His hypotheses, in turn, are formulated in terms of

relative symbols, concepts, which he arbitrarily emplo5rs

for purposes of revealing the sort of reality which he has,

a prtort, envisaged. In this study, for example, we have

hypothecated the concept " impulsion ” which, for us, is

a generalization, an abstraction to denote that particular

social thrust arising from human needs, desires arid

purposes responsible for generating employee representa-

tion and, in turn, joint committees. Other terms would,

no doubt, do as well, but this one seems to suit our purposes

and represents as much verbal accuracy as we are capable

of utilizing. Our procedure at this stage was, of course,

G
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logical, not epistemological. But, even at this point, our

logic is relativistic ; we suggest merely that there are

probable causes for social phenomena and that these,

whatever they are, may be subsumed under a single

category provided it is sufficiently abstract, generalized.

If the social sciences were capable of employing a purely

objective method of research, all that would be needed

for purposes of validity would be de-subjectivized, de-

personalized “ spectators ” who could dispassionately

observe events, analyse their various aspects, and reduce

their findings to statistical forms. But it is precisely this

“ spectator ” knowledge * which is to be mistrusted. The
" scientist ” who is capable of so much delusion, so much
Actionizing, will most certainly allow his unconscious

purposes and wishes to intrude. He will, of course,

vehemently deny that this is true, but his denial is part

of his romantic wish. To admit that his psyche has been

involved m his research is tantamount to ruling him out

as scientist. The social scientist who utilizes the spectator

method becomes a sort of “ detective ” who spies upon

furtive events but keeps himself aloof, free from con-

tamination. It is our contention that m so far as his

“ detective ” methods succeed he will, in the same

proportion, separate himself from that reality which is

significant.

Most of what has been written above may appear to

be negative in purport. Because of the persistency with

which nsdve objectivity continues to influence social

research this course seems necessary. If our position

regarding subjective-objective research could be made

1 The Quest for CerUunfy, by John Dewey.
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clear in a single paragraph, we should be happy to employ

such brevity. But, unhappily, the preponderant emphasis

in the field of social science is stiU in the opposite direction.

Wemust, however, proceed to the formulation ofour positive

argument.

If the subjective element is to be inclusive in social

research, the first compulsion of the scientific observer is

self-awareness. (Although subjectivism may be attributed

to physical, ph3^ological, and psychological spheres, we

are here primarily concerned with psychological sub-

jectivity.) 1

Perhaps the most direct way to approach the analj^

of the subjective is through an exammation of the various

kmds of conditionings to which any one individual has

been inured throughout his life. That is, his " self-

awareness” cannot be a mere getting into the proper

mood of repose, there to await those reflections which

pour in upon him. But rather it must be dynamic in

terms of the wish or purpose of the individual and the

kind of value-sets he has acquired. If these conditionings

are examined they will be found abstractly to be of two

kinds ; first, personal, in terms of himself as a psychic

entity, why he is in many respects unique as an individual,

and how he, as distinguished from others, happened to be

what he is. This is largely a matter for determination

1 " It 13 then found that subjectivity is of three kmds, physical,

physiological, and psychical The first of these is satisfactorily dealt

with by the theory of relativity • the method of tensors is its complete

theoretical solution The second and third ate perhaps not really

distmct ; they can be dealt with in so far as one man's perceptions

differ from another's, but it is difficult to see any method of ehminatmg
subjective elements in which all men are ahke "—Bertrand Russell's

Int to l.ange History of Maienaltsm, p xviu.
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through the concepts and methods of individual and

abnormal psychology.

His conditionings are secondly social in terms of the

particular milieu in which his personal conditionings have

been effected. These are what make him behave like, for

instance, a European, a Frenchman, a Parisian, as distin-

guished, say, from an American, an Easterner, a New
Yorker. It is these social conditionings which make him

a man of his day and time.

For general purposes, a discussion of the conditionings

of the individual would end here, but in terms of research

we have one other class, namely, scientific conditionings

which make him a member of this or that school of

thought ; an adept in this or that technique of research.

Thus our conception of self-awarenessmust alwaysbe con-

sidered in relation to psycho-social researchand the research

agent is obliged to ask himself questions such as these :

1. What are the probable factors in my behaviour which

make me different from other individuals and

inclined to bias my judgments along a predeter-

mined hne of purpose and according to a private

set of values ?

2. What are the social factors general to my time which

I am probably not aware of and which need to

be made specific in order that this research may
not be warped by a purpose and value peailiar

to this immediate instant of timp. ?

3. What are the specific scientific purposes and values

according to whidi this research is to be con-

ducted ?
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4. How can I be aware of changes in purpose and value

in any and aU of the above areas during the

period of the research ? *

The Place of Values in Psycho-social Research.

Values are implicit in method. They come to the fore

in every research situation, and the failure to consider

them fully has led to much sterility in past research

where a clinging belief in naive objectivity has allowed all

sorts of subjective bias to creep in. But the matter goes

further than this, since psycho-sodal research of what-

ever kind is inevitably telic, hence purpose likewise must

be considered.

Research which has reform in mind, and allows purpose

and concomitant values to ronain unstated, merely leaves

the social situation where it was before, since it is

primarily in the interplay of values and purposes that

qualitative change is emergent. Thus an objective

statement of research pruposes* and values dismisses at

once the possibility of " scientific disinterestedness ” and
“ idle curiosity ” in psycho-social research.

If the research agent makes an explicit statement of

the scientific purposes and values held in the research and

makes an equal endeavour to become aware of the forms

of social and personal conditionings to which he is subject,

and attempts to keep aware of these during the research,

it is probable that he is doing all he can to bring to the

^ In the above discnssion it has been assnmed that the reader is

famihar with the main points of the dynamic psychologies called
" Behaviontlsm," " Fsycho-aiial3rsis," and that branch of Social

Psychology dealing with attitudes and prejudices

• To be considered m following chapter
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fore the subjective elements liable to affect his research

judgment.*

But a statement of values, held consciously or uncon-

sciously, is not alone sufficient ; consideration must also

be given to the values inherent in the situation being

studied.

Values, considered as judgments placed upon one’s own

or others' activities, are derived from needs, wants, and

desires—the d)mamic forces in behaviour. When needs,

wants, and desires reach the level of release, that is,

become the motivating components in actual conduct,

values have already become intertwined. He who wants

something, wants it because he believes the object of his

want will be of value to him. At this point, no con-

sideration needs to be directed toward intrinsic values

;

it is important to note merely that valuing of some sort

has already taken place. (Considerable difficulty in

reasoning about values might be averted if the verb

form " to value ” were used mstead of the noun “ value.”)

Since needs, wants, desires, and purposes as repre-

sentative goals of human conduct are conditioned by

jihysical, social, and psychological environments, as well

as by the biological individual, it happens that natural

groupings tend to arise. Using descriptive terms for the

varieties of human experience, we may then formulate,

for purposes of convenience, categories of value. Thus,

for committees consisting of employees and employers in

a given industry, we may say that the values to be

* This treatment slarts around the probable need for a psycho-

analytical interpretation of all people engaged in psycho-social research

as a digression too lengthy for present consideration
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discovered are those emanating from the various interests

involved. The employer, let us say, has an interest in

making his business show profits. Employees have an

interest in securing the highest possible wage. Is there

to be found a way in which a jomt committee, in which

both interests are represented, may deal with values which

are, in this case, economic ? If, for example, joint com-

mittees become so expensive in terms of time lost from

employment, and do not compensate for this apparent

loss by some other econoimc contribution, is it not fair

to state that the net result, from the point of view of

economic value, is negative ? Merely to raise this question

signifies the complexity of the problem of values, since it

becomes patent at once that some industries might be

prepared to absorb the economic loss involved in joint

committees, providing other values are conserved. For

example, the management might recognize joint com-

mittees as costly, and still continue their use on the ground

that the committees prevented frictions latent with far

greater, although potential, economic loss. In a situation

such as this, however, the time might come when the

economic cost of committees woiild endanger net profits,

and at this point a choice would need to be made between

immediate profit and probable instability of the working

force.

For any given situation there is, then, a cluster of

values the various items of which must somehow represent

consistency, if not unity. Before proceeding with our

argument, it may, therefore, be advisable to propose an

arbitrary set of values appropriate for joint committees

in industry.
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Economic values arismg from the interest of the employer

to maintain a profitable business, and from the

employee’s interest in securing the hij^est possible

wage.

Technical values arising from the interest of the employer

to make the most efficient use of materials, and

from the employee’s interest in workmanship.

Social values arising from the employer’s interest in

sustaining a stable, co-operative working force, and

from the employee’s interest in status, prestige,

and self-respect through group representation.

Control valttes arising from the employer’s interest in

r^[ulating work with a minimum of friction, and

from the employee’s interest in self-direction, self-

fulfilment, autonomy.

Responsibility values arising from the employer’s interest

in dispersing a sense of accountableness for quality

of work, quantity of output, and from employee’s

interest in promotion.

Educative values (this term is added because of the fact

that committee procedure may, in itself, be con-

sidered as a form of learning), arising from the

employer’s interest in knowledge as an asset to

the worker and the company, and from the

employee’s interest in self-development.

Some such array of values, then, is inherent in the

industrial relations as existing, and to which the research

agent makes his approach. The values are there to be

discovered and to be brought to the foreground, and this

is accomplished by means of techniques interfused with
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the Personal, Social, and Scientific values of the research

agent. An abstract, categorical statement of values is of

little importance. These must be stated in terms of

method ; that is, wherever there is research, values come

to the fore. A discussion of values in this particular

research will therefore be distributed throughout the

section on Technique. What is important, what we wish

to emphasize, is that no statement of epistemology and

method in social science can be complete, or even valid,

without treating of purpose and value.

Following upon self-awareness comes the necessity for

the scientific observer to " live into ” his situation. From

the moment he begins observing a social situation, he

exerts an influence upon the participants, and in turn

upon the situation itself. Disavowal of such influence

leads merely to misinterpretatious and false constructions.

If, as Dewey appears to insist,* truth about phenomena

consists of what intelligence does to the phenomena, then

the closer the observer can come to his situations, the

more troth will be revealed. This assumption, simple

as it may sound, leads to important methodological

considerations. If the observer comes candidly so near

his situation as to exert an influence upon it, he can no

longer presume to be studying a static situation ; he is

then driven to the utilization of instruments which are

capable of perceiving an evolving situution ; his method

becomes, not photographic, but cinematographic. To

perceive one’s self as moving along with a situation, and

at the same time as observer of its significant events, is

* The Quest for Certainty, chapter on the " Naturalization of In-

telligence
"
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not a simple task ; it creates a sound demand for new
sensibilities, as well as new techniques. At this point,

the " detective ” method reveals its disutility ; to " live

into ” (Spengler’s term, " erjohlen’’ * or the alternate

German word, " einfUkUn," are more expressive), a social

situation contradicts the assumption that an observer may
discover the important facts concerning social processes

by remaining detached, externalized.

^ Decline of Ike West, p 105



CHAPTER VIII

THE RESEAHCH SITUATION AND THE RESEARCH

PURPOSE

" Consciousness is not a substance but a relation—the
relation between the living organism and the environment
to which it specifically responds . of which its behaviour is

found to be this or that constant function . or, m other words,
to which ifr purposes refer . In short, those objects or
aspects toward which we respond, of which our purposes are
functions—^these are the contents of consciousness."

—Edwin Holt in The Freudian Wish

In the foregoing chapter we have been particuJarly

concerned with the epistemological problem of social

research. Social reality, we have said, consists of an

admixture of both objective and subjective elements.

Our chief aim has been to point out how the subjective

elements intrude themselves into the research situation.

It was our contention that values, which are subjective

interpretations of events and qualities, cannot be eli-

minated from the social research equation and that

therefore it becomes necessary, not merely to take these

into account, but in some manner to include them candidly

as significant aspects of social reality. We suggested that

this might be done by certain intentional conditionings

on the part of the research agent, espiecially in the

cultivation of certain varieties of self-awareness, and in

acquiring the capacity to " live into " social situations.

It now becomes our task to explain how the research

purpose, that is, the complex of motivations and incentives

107
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which activate the research agent, affects the research

situation.

Perhaps a smmnary statement of comparison between

the older conception of social research and the one which

we are here setting forth may be useful as an introductory

explanation of our argument

:

OUJXR COWCBPnOK

1 Research agent must be free

from social and personal purpose :

2 Research agent should culti-

vate the habit of detachment and
dismteicstedness

;

3 Research a^t should, in so
far as possible, keep himself ex-
ternal to the research situation

,

4 Research agent should, in so
far as possible, exclude his sense
of values

Nbwbs CoxcBPnox

1 Research agent must accept
the fact of his purposes and pro-
ceed to their clanncation ,

2 Research agent should culti-

vate those qnahties of self-

awareness which wiU allow him
to take his interests into account

,

3, Research agent should ac-

quire the capaaty to " live into
’*

the research situation ,

4 Research agent should can-
didly include his values, as well

as values as found in the research
situation.

It should be remarked that the above comparison

points toward social research and not toward all varieties

of investigation. Certainly, there are varieties of physical

and biological research in which the qualities of dis-

interestedness and extemalization are essentially more

realizable. But our reiterated contention is that these

various ways of remaining " outside " the situation are

not in any sense possible in social research. Before

proceeding in our analysis of the r61e of purpose in social

research we shall, therefore, and perhaps at the expense

of repetition, summarize our objections to the older, naive

positivism in the social sciences

;

(a) The presumed disinterestedness which is claimed for

the physical and biological sciences is utterly
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impossible when one human being studies other

human beings and their interrelationships.

(6) The varieties of social facts which can be observed

and correlated by methods adapted from the

phyrical and biological sciences are relatively

crude and for the most part unimportant.

(c) Thtis far, social scientists have made more valuable

contributions to the understanding of human

interrelationships by means of deductive and

intuitive insights than through quantitative

measurements.*

(d) All sciences (as well as all phenomena) are in one

sense natural, but human beings bear a relation-

ship to nature which difiers in significant ways

from that of other objects and organisms, and it

* Thia statement is not to be nnderstood as an argnment for the

contmuation of tmst m insight and mtmtion, bnt merely to mdicate
that whatever is bvely and stimulatiag in the social sciences has thus

far resulted from individual reflectionB and not from saentific method.
Auguste Comte, the so-called " father ’’ of modem sociology, is, of

course, pmnanly responsible for the positivist emphasis He beheved
in the possibihty of a Social Physics His colleague, Saint-Simon,

beheved, on the other hand, m Social Dynamics. The estrangement

which separated them as friends and thinkers folkiwed upon this

divergence. Comte wanted to build a new society by the slow methods
of scientific analysis whereas Saint-Simon wished to proceed directly

toward reconstruction relyong upon his intuitions and ideals We do
not suggest in the above statement that Saint-Simon was right and
Comte wrong

; on the contrary, it appears to us that the mam con-

tention of Comte was correct, but that both he and his followers have

been naive and superficial in its mterpretation and apphcation; and
because of this, more vitahty still resides m those who, hke Samt-
Simon, have reasoned from mtnition and m terms of rough approxima-

tions to underlymg human purposes. We do not, however, beheva

that the Samt-Simons will ever be wholly superseded m the social

sciences. Our aim is to find a validifying corrective for intmtive social

dynamics m the form of a method which is in itself so far social as to

include the intuitive and the subjective elements m social relationships.
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is this qualitative difierence which creates the

necessity for a methodology which is more than

naively “ natural.”

(c) One of the significant differences in man’s relation

to nature emanates from his psychic and social

dynamic ; this, the telic aspect of man’s conduct,

proceeds from subjective sources ;
individual

behaviour and collective direction are both

dominated by wishes, values, drives, desires, and

purposes ; any scientific method, therefore, which

aims to reveal significant facts concerning social

phenomena must be one which is inclusive of

these subjective elements.*

'The research experiment upon which this volume is

based was an attempt to cany the positive asp^t of the

above assumptions into practice. We assumed, for

example, that two persons who had both been related to

economic and industrial studies, and who had been

involved in prolonged discussions of their implications,

could not suddenly divest themselves of their interests,

values, and purposes Consequently, we began by viewing

the total research situation in this manner

:

KEBEAllCn HgPlOP BBSEAKCn SOIJHCE

Research purpose in the a^^ent furnishes the setting

within which the total research situation evolves. For
* Psychology and physiology may, of course, reduce all of these

psychic and social elements m subjectivity to objective entities and
processes, but this goal is still far off, and there are good reasons for

beheving that it may never be a wholly realizable consummation
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each type of research situation there arises a quaJitative

relatedness between the research agent and each of the

elements in the total situation. It is this qualitative

relatedness, dominated by purpose, which makes of the

research situation an affair of such delicate and subtle

proportions. The above diagram, consequently, becomes

an over-simplification of the total research situation
;

it

appears as if purpose were restncted to an attribute of

the research agent, whereas it is our contention that

purpose modifies the research method, the quality of

relatedness between the agent and his fact-sources, and

is indeed the controlling factor in the total situation.

Ordinarily, research method is regarded as an independent

constant within the research situation ; most theorists

contend that the subject in research may vary and that

the object of research is also a variable, but they maintain

that method remains constant no matter who uses it or

upon whatever objects it is focused. But it is precisely

this dogma of research whidx we aim to criticize by

pointing out that purpose is an all-pervading influence in

every ongoing research situation considered as a whole.

In terms of the above modifications it is, perhaps, most

logical from our point of view to depict the total research

situation as follows

;

Research Agent : UtiUimg techniques . In Relation to Fact-source

With Research Purpose os the Pervasive Source of Vanabihty through-
out the total situation.

This equation, allowing for the element of purpose, and

consequent variability throughout the research situation,

may appear to make of research method nothing more

than the by-product of an individual research agent’s
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personality. If research method does not constitute a

constant, where is one to look for reliability of facts ?

The appropriate reply to this query is : How does one at

present discriminate between degrees of reliability of

facts? If, for example, as it sometimes happens, two

research agents, each presuming to have eliminated his

purposes, and each using standard methods of research,

arrive at conclusions which are diametrically opposed, is

it not true that observers impute the difference to purpose

or bias? Our contention is that reliability of fact will

increase in proportion to the inclusion of purpose, not its

fictitious exclusion.

With the above modifications of our equation in mmd,
it may now forward our discussion if we propose that all

sodal research situations normally fall into one of the

three following major patterns, namely

:

(1) Situations in which the chief quality of relatedness

is that which exists between a research agent and

another person, or other persons ; such situations

may be called person-to-person relationships.

(2) Situations in which the chief quality of relatedness

is that which exists between a research agent and

ongoing events; such situations may be called

personrio-event relationships.

(3) Situations in which the chief quality of relatedness

is that which exists between a research agent and

recorded data; such situations may be called

person-ichrecord relationships.

Research purpose enters into all of these situational

patterns but becomes peculiarly important with respect
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to Number 1, namely, in person-to-person equations.

The person who is being used as a fact-source, unfortunately

for so-called pure research, also brings his purposes into the

situation. In the case of management representatives in

industry, for example, it was soon found that these

persons were invaluable as fact-sources, but it was also

discovered that they were, for the most part, devoid of

research purpose. Indeed, whatever purposes theybrought

into the situation were of the operative-efficiency type

and were hence likely to run counter to the research

purposes. These men were accustomed to executive-

situations, that is, situations in which facts are either

taken for granted or referred to technolc^ts. Their chief

impulse was “ to get things done ” and. obviously, time

spent on meticulous considerations of committee details

did not appear to them as particularly helpful. In general,

it may be said that the two sets of purposes as revealed

in this study appeared as follows :

RsSBARCH PxniFOSB .

To discover how joint com-
mittees m employee representa-
tion operate ,

To learn the extent to which
joint committees served educa-
tional ends

,

To discover the nature of com-
mittee process, or conference pro-
cedure employed in jomt com-
mittees ,

To compare employee represen-
tation wiu trade nmonism ;

To experiment with varieties of
techmques of research.

H

II&NAOBIIBNT PURPOSB I

To know how to “ run " jomt
committees;

To know how to operate em-
ployee representation m such
manner as to tnaTre trade umon-
ism unnecessary

;

To learn how to utihze jomt
committees as means for dis-

semmatmg company information;

To discover methods for keep-
ing mterest in jomt committed
ahve

;

To acquire methods of con-

pemut mana^ment representa-
tives, espeaaUy chairmen, to keep
ahead of employees with respect

to needs, requests, et cetera.
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It will be seen at once that the above purposes are

not merely different but are actually divergent ; the

two main concerns of the research agents, namely, con-

ference method as an educational procedure, and research

technolc^, were not shared by management repre-

sentatives ; on the oth^ hand, some of the purposes

found in management representatives were, in reality,

headed in a direction opposite to the purposes of the

research agents. This is not an unusual situation in social

research; wherever the facts are less than obvious it

often occurs that unrevealed and divergent purposes are

the factors which tend to conceal reality.

»

What is to be done in view of divergent purposes?

Denial and escape is an easy way of dismissing a problem

of this nature, but it is also a way which falsifies facts.

Our procedure led in the oppoate direction : we frankly

admitted the existence of divergent purposes and then

proceeded toward corrective formulae. The clue to these

formulae is this : Any procedure which will tend to render

purposes less static, more flexible, will also tend to lessen

divergence. With this clue in mind, we approached the

problem of divergent purposes by instigating exchanges

which would

:

(«) Clarify the purposes of management and of the

research agents.

1 Occasionally one hears of social research onginating in the desire of

a group, organisation, or institution to be investigated ; in such instances

it would seem that divergent purposes (as between the research agent

and the research source) could not exist. But, familiarity with a number
of such " requested " studies leads to the conclusion that even under
these curcnmstances divergent purposes emerge , Indeed, there is at least

one record of research of this type which failed completely because of

the inabihty of participants to reconcile their divergent purposes
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(6) Indicate ways in which even preliminary research

resiilts might impinge upon and reinforce manage-

ment’s operative-efficiency purposes.

(c) Challenge management purposes by critical examina-

tions of their preconceived values.

Each of these procedures, when appropriately utilized,

accomplished two results, namely : (a) it reduced purposes

to more flexible terms, and (6) it revealed convergent

elements m purposes which were initially conceived as

divergent. Wherever convergence of purposes took place

the research went beyond superficial levels, and con-

versely, where purposes remained divergent and inflexible

the facts discovered were relatively of Uttle importance.

The Quality of Relatedness influences the Quality of Result.

Relatedness, being the quahtative position of the

research agent in a total research situation, vanes with

each pattern-type of situation. In the above three type-

patterns of situation it will be observed that the research

agent m each case comes into contact with a research

source
; his motive in establishing contact is to elicit

information. But a different kind or mode of contact

appears for each type. The manner in which these

differences occur may be illustrated by indicating what

actually happens in each instance, for example

:

(i) When the research agent confronts another person

(fact-source) the mode of contact is that of

communication or interaction ; the media of

communication are words, sentences, gestures,

grimaces, moods of attentiveness or inattentive-
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ness, et cetera. In short, communication is

conditioned by both persons as phj^ological

oi:ganisms who see, heair, smeU, touch, hold

opinions, are motivated by attitudes, use language

symbols for expressing ideas, et cetera.

Thus, in person-to-person situations the quality of

relatedness depends primarily upon progressive inter-

actions between research agent and another person

(fact-source) unimpeded by blockings, misconceptions,

suspicions, and otherforms offrustration.

(2) When the research agent confronts an event the

mode of contact is that of observation. The

research agent’s observations are then conditioned

by the acuteness of his sense perceptions, his ideal

conceptions, his past experience, £md whatever

recording devices he may utilize.

Thus, in person-to-event situations the quality of

relatedness depends primarily upon the observer’s

perceptive capacities, plus hts ability to remain apart

from communication as an influence in the event.

(3) When the research agent confronts a record of past

events the mode of contact is that of inference

;

whatever the observer infers from the record is

conditioned by his first-hand acquaintance with

similar events gained through situations 1 and 2,

his reading habits, his ability to make dis-

criminations, his insight with respect to meanings,

and the adequacy of the record.

Thus, in person-to-record situations the quality of

relatedness depends primarily upon the research
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agent’s capacity to reconstruct past events through

interpretation of derivative descriptions.

The research agent and the research source are not

separate and independent variables; on the contrary.

they are interdependent variables, interacting -units

constituting, together with method, the total research

situation. When research techniques are still further

refined it will become possible to view these units as

consisting of still smaller parts
;

it will then be seen that

interaction between a research agent and each of the three
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t}rpes of research source proceeds according to certain

gradients ; in the person-to-person relationship, for

example, each individual's physical traits and capacities

will condition the interacting process, whereas in person-

to-record situations conceptual procedures will become

more important. Research has not, obviously, reached

this degree of refinem6nt, but it may be appropriate to

point out how these gradients appear to operate. The

diagram below may serve this end.

The quality of the research agent’s cognition will vary

with respect to the dominant gradient in each research

situation. Likewise, the subjective probabilities in each

situation wiU vary with respect to the quality of cognition

as conditioned by one or another gradient in the interacting

process. Illustrations of such subjective probabilities,

'ken from experience in the present study, will serve to

dicate how subjective elements enter each of the three

-jqjes of research situation :

Response in Relation
to Purpose •

Subjective
Probabihties

.

I In the Response may be to The irrelevant response

Person-to-Person some item m the of the interviews
Situation situation extraneous

to the research pur-
pose :— to the interviewer’s
bodily form

;

— to the interviewer's
language, or termm-
ology

;

— to some item m his
own assimilated back-
ground called forth
by the mterviewer,
et cetera.

may be due to ;— a wish for delay ,— lack of comprehen-
sion ;—feehng of insecurity ,— resistances caused by
lack of faith in re-

search ;— resistances caused by
real lack of desire
(motivation) to com-
prehend, et cetera
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3 In the Person-
to-Peraon Event

Situation :

Observer is likely to

'

— respond to some
gradient in the event
because of emotional
identification with
that fraction

Participants in the
event (m the case of

a committee, e g

)

are likely to •

— respond to the ob-
server instead of to
the dynamics of the
event

;

— engage in " playing
to the galleries re-

sponses, thns falsi-

fying the situation,

etcetera

The research agent

:

— is apt to impute so
much importwce to
a gradient as to miss
or warp the total
situation ;— is apt to develop
" bhnd-spots " for all

items which do not
correspond with his
emotional identifica-

tions ,— is apt to mterpret a
" playmg - to - the -

gshenes " response
on the part of parti-

cipants in such man-
ner as to misconstrue
the total situation,

et cetera

3 In the
Person-to-Record

Situation

Observer responds to •

— data already con-
densed and refined ,— verbal symbols de-
tached from bebav-
lounstic situations

;

— observation of re-

corded data is usually
accompanied by
lowerra attention,
fractional response,
and selectivity domi-
nated by the research
purpose

The research agent

.

— snpphes meanmgs of
his own when record
IS incomplete

,

— assumes that reli-

ability attaches to
wntten documents
and proceeds with
unwarranted assur-

— IS likely to regard his

own interpolations
of records as bavmg
vahdity, whereas
each step away
from raw data in-

creases falhbility, et
cetera.

A Corrective Formula for Error.

Our main thesis in Chapters VII and VIII consists of

various vfays of stating the problem of social relativity.

The facts which social scientists presume to discover and

announce are, from our point of view, relative to such a

degree and in such nmnerable ways as to make the
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application of naive scientific method unsuitable. In the

combination of techniques of research which we have

utilized and which are described in the concluding section

of this volume will be found our formula for correcting

error. We do not assume that absoluteness of fact is

possible but rather that relative knowledge may be made

more reliable if certain refinements of research methodology

are utilized. Reliabihty, however, does not reside in any

one technique ;
on the contrary, facts discovered by a

single technique are especially to be mistrusted. Social

statistics, for example, are not trustworthy unless the

facts enumerated and collated have been examined by

some other technique which is qualitatively distinguished

from mathematics.

The techniques which we have employed m the present

study, together with our fact-expectations for each, are

:

TBCHNIQUB EXFECTAnON

1 Interviewing
(Informal conversation or for-

malixed interview conducted by
the outside observer consistmg
of verbal interactions).

2 Fartaapant observation of an
event

:

(Observations made by a mem-
ber of the committee and checked
later by ontside observers)

3 Direct observation of an

(An observer present at a com-
mittee meeting)

4 Case Study Aiudysis

:

(Analysis of an ongoingsequence
of committee events r^t^ to a
ain{^ problem)

tions, phUosophies, opimons, etc ,

of those engaged in and respon-
sible for committee operations

May reveal underlyinginterests,
conflicts, motivations, etc , which
an outside observer could not
detect

Biay reveal the committee as a
moving reality frac-

tional information regarding com-
nuttse processes, personahtymter-

y reveal mote detailed know-
ledge of committee processes than
is possible when an isolated com-
mittee session is observed ;

may
also present facta concerning the
" whole ”, facts which are likely

to be lost in isolated observations
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Tbchniqub

j Charting

:

(Graphic presentation of certain

aspects ofcommittee processes).

6. Quantitative Analysis •

Selection of some item in the
whole which is pertinent and
relevant and wmch may be
correlated with some other item
or items m the total problem).

ExraCTATlON

May reveal analytical features

of the flow of interaction m such
manner as to illumine some of

the quantitative and qualitative

features of partiapation.

May constitute a quantitative
check on quahtative interpreta-

tions derived from one or more
of the other techmques

These six ways of discovering social facts constitute

for us the technology of research method and are conse-

quently called techniques. It is our belief that com-

binations of these six tedmiques will give assnrance of

greater reliability than might be expected from any one

by itself. The ideal procedure would be, obviously, a

composite use of all six techniques.

Wherever the research agrait looks and whatever

information he tabulates, the result is certain to be a

mixture of subjective and objective elements. The

reliability of his data will increase in proportion to his

admission and utilization of the subjective elements in

each research situation. He can eliminate the subjective

only by denials of purpose, arbitrary selections of facts,

and the employment of techniques so naive in conception

as to make final results both untrustworthy and unusable.
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PART FOUR
EXPERIMENTING WITH SOCIAL TECHNIQUES

AND DEVICES

Most treatises dealing with the problems of social research

appear to make the assumption that social reality may be
revealed by any one of a number of fact-finding techniques.
We postulate the opposite assumption, namely, that all varieties

of techmque, in so far as they reveal difierent aspects of

reality, are necessary for any given research project. The
technology of research is a compoate of all available fact-

finding devices utilized in co^unction with each other and
as checks upon each other. The research situation consists

of the research agent, his techniques, and the research source.

Stated as a relationship between the research agent and the
research source the research situation presents three basic

forms, namely

:

Person (research agent) to Person (as involved in the
phenomena to be investi-

gated).

Person (research agent) to Event (as immediately ob-
served).

Person (research agent) to Record (the event as history).

Each basic form of the research situation represents
potentialities of fact-finding not to be found in any one or
both of the other two. The ensuing chart (to be found on
pages iz6 and 127) will indicate how the se^xirate techniques
and devices for fact-finding are related to the basic research
forms and also what kinds of knowledge each may be expected
to reveal.



CHAPTER IX

INTERVIEWING AS A TECHNIQUE FOR PSYCHO-SOCIAL

RESEARCH

{Baste Form : The Person-to-Person Relaitonshtp)

The first of the following series of techniques aims to

show how the discourse on method in the precedmg

chapters may be applied in that most pertment form of

person-to-person relation^p, namely, the interview.

Conversation, as a peison-to-person relation, also has its

place in research, but the chief distinction between an

interview and conversation lies in this : the purpose, even

if unexpressed and unfelt, in conversation is primarily

better acquamtance or mere exchange of experience, while

in the interview, a more specific objective is essential,

and in order to maintain a valid relation between inter-

viewer and interviewee, this objective must be known, ex-

pressed. But these two forms of person-to-person response

are both used in the sort of collaborative research which

this report describes. For example, in the initial or

preliminary interview it often becomes necessary in view

of certain resistances, to keep the specific objectives in

the background until conversation can pave the way for

better acquaintance.

Fact-finding, Fact-^iciting, and Fad-discovertng.

The process of " finding ” facts involves a naive pre-

supposition, namely, that the facts are there, that they

las
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SOCIAL RESEARCH VIEWED AS A SET OF
AGENT AND THE

Tht Ptrson-io-PtrsoH RelaltOHshtp Tks Ptnon-Io-Ev0ni
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RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE RESEARCH
RESEARCH SOURCE

Relattonskip The Person-lo-Eecord Rtlahonshtp

Casb Amalysh CEABTlKa STATisncs

I. Chronology of signi-

ficant events

:

(0) Within a conference

setting

,

(&) Ontside conference

setting.

a. Interpretation of sig-

nificant events considers
in sequences

3 Interpretation of

evolution of case in terms
of

.

(a) The nature of the
problem

,

(h) Interest-distance on
the mam issue ,

(c) Use of facts ,

(d) Treatment of differ-

(<) Blockings other than
differences and m-
terest-distance ,

( / ] Kinds of conference
procedure nsed at
different stages

;

(g) Conclusions reached

t Detailed analysis of

verbal parhcipabonB m
terms of langnage forms

a Person-to-person in-

teractions denote as units

of participation

3 Conference phases as

detennmed by nodal
p^ta in conference pro-

4 Ma)or characteristics

of chairman and repre-

sentatives’ behaviour

5 Range of participa-

6 Quality of participa-

7 Inference of attitude

patterns in chairman and
representatives.

1 Record of verbal
stimuli indicating

:

() Source of imbation ,

() Subject

,

(c) Manner of intro-

duemg subject

;

(d) Language mode used
in imbabng sub-

ject

2 Record of organisa-
bon preparatory to re-

sponse as indicated by

:

(a) Implicit individual

considerabon

,

(b) Exphcit individual
considerabon

,

(c) Exphcit coUecbve
considerabon

3 Record of responses
as indicated by ;

(0) Impliat, non-overt,

tacit conclusion

,

(6) Explicit, overt con-
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exist in objective form, or within a set of relations, and

that what is needed is an observer sufficiently disinterested

to allow his perceptual capacities to function without

emotional interference. However true this conception of

scientific method may be for the physical sciences, it

certainly does not apply to social phenomena. Of course,

certain facts are there to be observed, and a degree of

disinterestedness will aid in seeing those facts more

clearly. But, the facts which may be thus observed are,

m most cases, insignificant, or so clearly obvious as to

throw no light upon fundamental processes. For example,

it is clear, if one is studxdng a committee as a social

phenomenon, that an out^de observer could, with only

the use of the senses of hearing and sight, find a number

of facts ;
he would know that there were a certain number

of individual human beings participating , that one of

these was acting as leader or chairman ; that some talked

a great deal while others remained silent ; that the kind

and quality of the talking varied with subjects, et cetera,

et cetera. But how significant are such facts for an

understanding of the real process going on within the

committee ?

Fact-diciting implies that the pertinent facts are not

lying about ready for the observer to record, but, on the

contrary, that the most important facts are buried within

a social complex ; further, that such facts can only be

revealed by a method which is in itself thoroughly social.

Only when the interviewer and the interviewee are

responding in the interest of a siniilar, if not an identical,

goal can there be an eliciting of facts which is self-

validifying. Indeed, it may be said that when those
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engaged in the social process and those engaged in social

investigation have putposes which are confluent, the

result of study is not fact-finding, nor alone fact-eliciting,

but rather fact-discovery. The detective finds facts by

methods of external observation, the news reporter elicits

facts, the social scientist may find and elicit facts, but if

he is to pu^ his inquiries beneath the top layers of social

phenomena, he will need to be a fact-discoverer. Fact-

finding is in itself a naive proceeding and nearly all social

studies, which are not merely statistical enumerations of

facts presumed by others, or of relations between facts

subsumed by the investigator, utilize some method of

fact-eliciting. The two most generally employed methods

are the questionnaire and the interview. The former was

not used in this study but the latter was given considerable

emphasis.

Interviewing consists of dialogue, verbal responses

between two persons or between several persons. These

refuses, while verbal in an objective sense, are con-

ditioned by a number of other factors, some of which

are subjective and some objective. For example, the

physical surroundings in which an interview takes place

influence the procedure significantly. In some of the

older texts on applied psychology one may find references

indicating methods for controlling these enviromnental

factors ; some of these writers gave directions for seating,

flow of light, et cetera, with a view of placiiig one party,

to an interview at a disadvantage. Such procedures are,

obviously, unjustified. But if the interview is to be used

as a specialized tool on psycho-social research, attention

must be directed toward even such seemingly unimportant
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elements as are involved in seating arrangements, comfort,

light, et cetera.

The initial objective of the investigators, in this case,

was to secure permission from officials of various industrial

enterprises to study the processes of their joint employee-

management committees. But this objective included two

additional goals ; it was desired to secure this permission

() in such manner as to include the officials as interested

observers of the investigation, if not as collaborators, and

() in such manner as to make a continuation of the study

possible for those within the organization. The major

objective is not unlike that of most interviews in which

the interviewer uses the interview as a method for securmg

something, either as a privilege, or concession from

someone else. The associated objectives, however, con-

stitute a new hypothesis for intei^dewmg, and in one

sense become more important than the major objective.

If, for example, the interview is so conducted as to gam
permission for study but at the same time isolates those

concerned with the industry from those conducting the

investigation, research at once slips back mto its old

groove ; it becomes a method of external abstraction.

The triple aspect of the imtial interview’s objective may
be portrayed as follows •

Masoi Obiective Assoctaied Objecttves

To

I

<
(»)

(b>

enlist coUaboraiton

provide basis for con-
tinuing self-study

Before proceeding to devise an interview technique

using these objectives, the prospective interviewer will
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be obliged to anticipate, in so far as possible, the general

mind-set of management ofiScials when confronted with

a request of this sort. The responsible official will, in all

likelihood, enter the situation with both positive and

negative attitudes and opinions, and the interviewer, if

he is committed to a co-operative principle, will take both

what IS favourable and what is unfavourable into account.

In the present study it was found that the negative and

positive attitudes encountered were approximately the

following

:

PosinvB Attitudes

() Concern for committee soc-
cess

() Generalized interest in re-

search

(c) Generalized need for mdices
of measurements

(i) Receptivity due to former
contact with persons known to
the investigators.

(z) Committee studies already
undertaken by members of per-
sonnel stafi

Negativb Attitudes

() General suspicion toward
the outsider

() Sccptiasm regarding the
possibihty of measunng com-
mittee functionmg

(c) Normal resistance to self-

smmysis

(d) Rehance upon company
morale rather than technic^
committee process

(«) Reluctance to engage upon
an mvestigation the results of
which promise to increase one's

Obviously, success m the investigation varied with respect

to the force of the negative attitudes, and with respect

to the ability of the investigators to overcome negativism,

or to transmute negativism into positivism. The degree

of success covered a span beginning with complete and

thorough-going mutuality to complete and ultimate failure.

It is safe to say that some of the negative attitudes in

even the two most favourable rximpanies were not entirely

dispelled until the study was far advanced, and only in
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one company was there a final assurance that all negativism

had disappeared. This fact elevates interviewing to the

plane of primary importance, since every step in the

progress of the study was interpreted to company officials

by means of interviews. Even when the investigators

were displaying practical results, results which obviously

aided in weakening resistance, the method of presentation

utilized was the interview.

Types of Interviews.

Since each interview is preconceived in terms of a

specific objective, it follows that interviews tend to fall

into classes, with purpose as the chief factor of definition.

Analysis of the interview records resulting from the

present study reveals at least four types :

(i) The initial, preliminary, or approach interview.

As stated above, this initial interview, while conceived

in simple terms as an attempt to secure permission to

conduct a study, includes also the other two objectives,

namely, that of continuing collaboration, and possible

self-study in the future. But still further removed from

these objectives is the more general one of creating

favourable attitudes. It is at this point that the

interviewer needs to be constantly aware of the

potentially unfavourable attitudes which may motivate

the interviewee. Three general rules may be adduced

for this initial step in interviewing

:

(a) Only a few relevant facts need to be elicited ; too

many would tend to confuse both the interviewer

and the person being interviewed.
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(b) Main attention should be placed upon understanding,

that is, upon the efiort to make sure that possible

misconceptions are eliminated.

(c) Emphasis should be placed upon the request being

made, but in such manner as to enable the inter-

viewee to see its significance in a number of

directions.

The difference between success and failure in the

initial interview is often determined by previous con-

tacts. For example, if the interviewer comes with an

introduction, or with sponsordiip, the way is cleared

for a quick approach to the main request ; on the other

hand, if the interviewer labours under the necessity of

going through the various stages of acquaintance, much
more time will be required, and the initial interview

may in fact be stretched out over a large number of

individual sessions. This happened to be the case in

the present study with all save one company. And, as

indicated above, in at leeist one company the interviewers

failed to complete even the purpose of the imtial

interview, although in this case separate sessions were

held up to the number of eight.

(2) T/t€ enlisting, informii%g, reciprocating %nterview.

Once the initial stage is past and favourable attitudes

exist in sufficient degree to warrant advance, the

interviewer finds himself vmder obligations to explain

his project. Difficulties of many varieties enter at this

point : the investigator, for example, is likely to

interpret his research in technical, academic language

;
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the practical-minded executive in industry is not merely

unfamiliar with this terminology, but he has definite

misgivings concerning those who employ it. Abstract

concepts are likely to enter these early discussions, or

what is even more damaging, terms may be used in

two or more difierent ways. One rule may be accepted,

namely, that the interviewee is not likely to proceed

much further with the study if he finds that he does

not rmderstand the language of the investigators On
the other hand, new concepts need to be introduced,

and it is the investigator's function to allow these to

enter the discussion without formality ; also it is his

function to see that these new terms are interpreted in

the light of experience-patterns likely to be found m
industrial executives. In short, enough information

concerning the nature of the project should be intro-

duced to enlist interest and curiosity, but not enough

to induce feelings of bewilderment or inferiority.

One general deduction made by the investigators as

a result of their experience may be stated as follows

:

In so far as this phase of interviewing is intended to

enhst the interviewee’s interest and curiosity, and at

the same time lead him forward in an understandmg of

the project, it must be so conducted as to allow for

reciprocal information-giving. If the interviewer begins

with a rigid plan to which he adheres without modifica-

tion, he may secure assent for his project but he will

not carry the interviewee along in succeeding steps.

In short, the interviewer must be prepared to change

his postulates in terms of the kinds of facts which the

interviewee announces and in which he has faith. In
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the present study, for example, it was soon learned that

certain industrial executives were opposed to direct

observations of committees while in session. Their

reasons for this position turned out to be sound, but

if insistence at this point had been expressed by the

investigators, no further progress could have been

expected. What actually happened was this : the

investigators revamped their hypotheses and then-

methods to allow for this reservation.

(3) The " check-up " or collaborating interview.

After interview stages i and 2 had been consummated,

it was found necessary to conduct a continuing series

of interviews over a long period of time for the express

purpose of keeping the officials of the company in a

collaborating mood. It is at this point that the

investigators begin to bring back facts which they

believe to have been discovered. The purpose here

is to test these facts, to secine corroboration or correction,

but also to give the co-operators an opportunity to

share in the project. Check-up interviews were some-

times held with individuals, and at other times with

groups. Whenever feasible, co-operators were asked

to perform some fimction allied with the project as

a whole. If such a function could be related in a

constructive sense to the ongoing tasks of the person,

this opportunity was grasped. In several instances

employees actually changed their methods of work in

the light of facts revealed by the study. In other words,

these interviews were conducted in an atmosphere of

" working together,” as distinguished from the more
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orthodox method of research in which the investigator’s

facts were withheld until the time of a final report.

Interviemng Rationale.

In order to simplify and condense our rationalistic

premises for the technique of co-operative interviewing

we shall present our arguments in the form of direct pro-

positions :

(1) The interviewer needs to be aware at all times of

his dual goal, namely, to secure facts, and to keep

the fact-giver vitally interested in the procedure.

(2) Co-operative interviewing represents an equation in

which a personalized relationship exists between

the research agent and the person collaborating

in the discovery of facts. (The usual equation-

impersonal fact-finder interrogating an impersonal

fact-source is frankly discarded.)

(3) Co-operative interviewing requires of the interviewer

a capacity for shifting his base without losing

sight of his research purpose ; he must take the

fact-source (person) wherever he finds him, and

proceed from this point to fuller elaboration of

the research puqx)se by means of educational

processes.

(4) Co-operative interviewing is based upon the assump-

tion that the results are combinations of objective-

subjective facts.*

* The questiomiaue as instrumeDt foi fact-finding may be utilized

at this pomt for comparative purposes The research agent who fills

in the answers to his questions refrains from making subjective

judgments , he merely tabulates without mterpretmg meamngs and
IS particnlarly happy when his answers appear m " yes ” or " no ”
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(5) The co-operative interview allows for a total view

since it includes dues furnished by those who
actually " live in ” the situation under observation,

clues which the outside observer might miss.

(6) Co-operative intendewing goes deeper as well as

further because it reveals underlying conditioning

factors in social situations, such as feelings,

attitudes, opinions, et cetera.

(7) The results of co-operative interviewing present

themselves as valid, not merely to the research

agent, but also to the research source ; when the

interviewee is subjected to a one-way type of

interview he is alwasre left free to challenge the

research agent’s interpretation.

From the point of view of the interviewer, whatever

techniques and skills are utilized, their primary aim is to

release the interviewee, to create for him an atmosphere

in which he may talk freely and without constraint. In

order to achieve this, the interviewer must put the notion

of automatic response out of mind. The interviewer is

not merely a recorder of responses ; he is the guide for

a process
; his task, once release has been accomplished,

is to guide the sequence of response, to hold it in the

direction of the project’s main objective. The more

formal, technical, and sdentific the interview appears on

the surface, the less release will be secured. The chief

art of the interview is to steer a course without awareness

form. What he overlooks, of course, is that his subjective judgments
have entered mto his questions and consequently are reflected in the

answers. He allows subjectivity to enter tna the back door whereas

co.operative interviewing admits subjective elements by the front door
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of maps, compasses, and sextants. The methodological

framework must be there, and must function, but it should

not be seen. Hence, it may be correct to speak of the

" technique ” of interviewing, but in a very real sense

interviewing which is highly successful has already passed

its technical phase and has become an art.

An initial interview will now be tested according to all

three of the objectives mentioned earlier in the chapter.

By condensing the material of an actual interview of this

type we may now proceed to conduct such a test.

CONDENSED RECORD OF AN INITIAL INTERVIEW (COMPANY "C”)

Sequence of Subjects

Introduced
(" X " and " y " designate
the two interviewers)

Responses of

Two Interviewees
A " and " B ”

Interviewer’s Inter-

pretations in terms
of categories of

analysis

Queries by " x "
re-

garding structure of

employee representation
plan in this industry

Rephes readily given and
elaborated, consisting of de-

scnptions of Division Com-
mittees, Executive Council,

and Joint Employee-Manage-
ment Works Committee

Ctrcumjacence Mgt 's

conception of emp rep

as structure

Quenes by ” x " and
" y " regarding the

kmds of problems dis-

cussed in these various
conference groups

Response indicated that

they all discussed the same
sorts of problems , divisional

committees appear most im-
portant since ttey deal with
first-hand situations ansmg
in the shops The other two
committees are sources of

appeal The chief subject

commg before all committees
IS wage adjustment

Interacttan Mgt ’s

interpretation of prob-

lems discussed by com-

Ctrcumjacence Mgt.’s

conception of impor-
tance as between two
committees

Quenes by " x " and
" y " directed toward
the underlying confer-

ence conceptions of "A”
and ' B ”

-A" behaves that voting

IS not necessary
' B " speaks of the possi-

bUity of reachmg mtegrative
conciusioiis m comnuttees
"A” believes that that plan

IS best m which the fewest
number of cases reach con-

ference level.

Inttraclum Mgt 's

attitude toward voting,

toward levels of adjust-

ment, traming, etc
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Composite Interpretation : Analysis of the interviewer’s

interpretations in the right-hand column in terms of the

three objectives of the initial interview reveals : that

the major objective (to secure information to conduct

study) was only partially realized
;

(a) that considerable

resistance toward collaboration existed
; (6) that the

interviewees were not sufficiently motivated to respond

with complete favour to the notion of continuing study

within the industry; (c) that the interviewees were

prepared to furnish nnrefined information concerning joint

committees in their industry.

Interviewing and the Categories of Psycho-social Research.

Interviewing is the primary technique for revealing

attitudes, opinions, preconceptions, and values. These, as

has already been indicated, play an important r61e in the

inteimixtme of all social facts and social situations ; if

left entirely in their subjective setting, these psychic

attributes wiU influence final results in a most invidious

maimer. And it is these very psychic determinants of

social situations which are never revealed in records or

in the “ outsider’s ” survey of events. One recognizes

these more subtle factors in interviewing, and in the give

and take of responses one is able to test and recheck at

once
; a request for restatements, repetitions, or re-

phrasings often furnishes the clarified meaning. Thus,

one executive in an early interview dropped a casual

remark concerning the futihty of democracy ; he was

obviously revealing his sense of values, and although the

remark was not wholly relevant at the moment, it served

to refashion succeeding interviews until his meaning.
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in so far as related to joint conunittees. was entirely

clear.

The first of oiir four categories of research, namely,

Impulsion (Chapter III) includes the notion of purpose.

Our desire was to learn as much as possible concerning the

piuposes which employers had in mind when imtiating

their employee representation plans, together with their

purposes as evolved during experience. At this point the

interviewer was obliged to sustain a sensitive mood with

respect to such items as (a) the quality of enthusiasm, or

lack of enthusiasm, as expressed by the interviewee

;

(6) the amount of time, and degree of patience, the

interviewee was willing to devote to a difficult question

related to purposes
;

(c) the kind of initiative, or lack of

initiative, which this company has exercised in refining

its plan (as distinguished from mere imitativeness).

Purpose, in employee representation, is however, twofold,

of the employer and the employee. Interviewmg was also

utilized as the means of discovering how far the employers

were including employee purpose in their reflections about

joint conunittees. How, in fact, does management

conceive of the worker’s purpose? Do they actually

desire to know what lies at the bottom of the employee's

wishes and wants, or are they primarily interested in

cultivating his loyalty to the company ? Does manage-

ment aim at continuance of the duality between employers

and employees, or do they conceive of the joint conunittee

as a means for promoting a unifying purpose ?

Circumjacence, as defined in Chapter IV, includes those

conditioning factors which to a greater or lesser degree

influence the quality of work which joint committees are
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capable of performing. Chief among these factors is, of

course, employer psychology. What does management

want these committees to do ? How far does management

conceive of the joint committee as structurally flexible

or fixed ? Does management view such factors as com-

mittee methods, voting procedures, caucuses, rules of

order, et cetera, as guides to a dynamic process of

human relations, or as static controls ? These are,

obviously, subtle elements in the total outlook of

management representatives and cannot be revealed by

mere guessmg. Interviewing was at this point our main

resource.

From the beginning to the end of this study our main

objective may be said to have been to discover the nature

of the actual process or Interaction (Chapter V) which

goes on in the meetings of joint committees. At this point

our main resource for research purposes was the study of

records and the observation of committee sessions We
did, however, mdirectly, discover other items related to

interaction by means of interviewing For example, we

learned indirectly that certam management representatives

maintained an attitude toward the so-called " loud-

speaker,” the employee who talked easily and loudly in

committee meetmgs, and likewise toward the grievance-

bearing " crank,” and toward other types of employee

representatives. These attitudes influenced interaction

because they tended to place such type-persons into fixed

categories ; the " loud-speaker ” and the " crank ” were

often considered to be nuisances and their contributions

might therefore be disregarded by management.

In OUT attempt to discover the nature of the end-results
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of joint committee processes we relied mainly upon records

and observations, but we also discovered through inter-

vievnng what the principal management attitudes were

and how far these conditioned emergence (see Chapter VI).

Some management representatives, for example, are

satisfied if the joint committee deals with expository,

informative items in which employers have arrived at a

decision which is in turn conveyed to employees through

the instrumentality of the joint committee. Others

seemed to be eager for committee busmess which would

involve real differences, and which would consequently

lead to lively interaction and important decisions. Both

attitudes, apparently, tend to influence the quality of end-

results possible for jomt committees

From the above it will be seen that interviewing repre-

sented an important technique for this study inasmuch as

it was utihzed in relabon to all categories of research.

Many of the pertinent facts concerning impulsion, circum-

jacence, interaction and emergence were revealed through

direct person-to-person interviews. But interviewmg is

not wholly adequate for social research ; other supple-

mentEtry techniques are needed, first to act as checks upon

facts secured through interviewing, and second, in order

to reveal other facts which are of the social process itself,

and for which interviewing serves as a secondary fact-

source. Before proceeding to the description of these

remaining techniques it should be added that mterviewing

as a tool for social research may be made more reliable

if certain procedures are employed. Below will be found

an outhne depicting a procedure for interview reporting

and recording.
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The Interview Report.

order to maintain order within a technique which

flexible as interviewing, we have prepared a chart

used by the interviewer, this to be filled in as quickly

as possible following the actual interview. This chart

consists of five main categories and appears as follows :

A. Setting.

Names of Participants

Physical conditions.

Weather.

Lig^iting.

Heating.

Ventilation.

What evidence of special plantdng for the occasion ?

B. Preliminaries.

Social atmosphere at beginning.

Kind of greeting. Any formahty ?

Did interviewer appear welcome ?

Time limit—^was it announced at beginning ?

Was it adhered to ?

What preliminary conversations took place ?

Was the purpose revealed or obscured—^preliminary

conversations ?

Was there any apparent evasion ?

Action—Interaction in the beginning of the inter-

view.

Initiative by whom ? Responses.

Date.

Place.

Time of day.
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C. Recording the Intermeu).

InUnnewer IntemtoM Inferences

Contnbution Purpose Facts OpinioDs Overt
Behaviour

D. Conclusion.

Social atmosphere at conclusion.

Kind of departure.

Factors influencing the actual conclusion of the

interview.

Relations between original purpose of interviewer

and actual development and conclusion of the

interview.

1. At what point was original purpose side-

tracked ?

2. Did interviewee perceive purpose of inter-

viewer ?

(1) Informed by letter.

(2) Direct statement at beginning.

E. Comments.

Did the interviewee talk freely? (Tempo of the

process.)

Other comments.
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Research students appear to be unanimous in the

opinion that the procedure of taking direct notes during

the interview is a questionable practice. In a preliminary

interview and where both parties are known to each other

it is probably advisable to take no notes but to rely upon

one’s memory for the notation of facts. If key-words can

be fixed in mind at the time, it becomes a simple matter

to recall series and sequences of subjects later. In the

preliminary interview it becomes exceedingly important

to observe the interviewee's overt behaviour as well as

his verbal responses. His gestures, physical signs, tone

of voice, et cetera, furnish a background for the inter-

viewer's questions. Above all, it must be made clear at

this juncture that the interviewee fully understands the

purpose of the interview; his emotional and physical

responses are as valuable here as his oral statements.

When research has reached the stage of utilization of the

third type of interview it becomes necessary to record

direct quotations and to make immediate notations of

responses. At this stage, however, it often happens that

formal interviewing technics have been replaced by more

informal conversations and discussions.



CHAPTER X

PARTICIPANT OBSERVING AS A TECHNIQUE FOR
PSYCHO-SOCIAL RESEARCH

{Basic Form : The Person-to-Person Relationship)

Direct observation of a social event involves at least

three specific limitations
:

(a) the external observer may
become a stimulus to the event

; (6) his descriptions of

objective factors need to be couched in the simplest

of behaviouristic terms (the subjective elements in the

interaction, which we believe to be highly important, will

be lost to such an observer ; if he attempts to introduce

these subjective elements later, he will be forced to

utilize a method of general abstraction) ; (c) the

conclusions reached by the external observer may be

challenged by the participants in an event, and in that

circumstance the observer has but one recourse ; he must
rest his case upon his reliability as a person, or upon

the rehability of his perceiving capacities. He may, of

course, attempt verification by allowing other observers

to observe similar events (since no two events are

identical) and then rest bis case upon the collaborated

result.

With these limitations in mind we have attempted to

find correctives for direct observation.* The principal

corrective employed in this study is given the name

* See Social Discovery, by £ C. Lmdeman, for an initial inter-

pretation of this technique.

*47
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PartinparU Observation, a techniquewhich maybe described

in the following terms ;

Participant Observation is based on the theory that

an interpretation of an event can only be approxi-

mately correct when it is a composite of two points of

view, the outside and the inside. Thus the view of

the person who was a participant in the event, whose

wishes and interests were in some way involved, and

the view of the person who was not a participant

but only an observer, or analyst, coalesce in one final

synthesis.

Participant Observation as utilized in this study proceeded

as follows ’

1. A series of interviews was held to ?wquaint the

interested parties with the idea ; to get their

permission and finally to sensitize two particular

persons who were to be the observers. These two

were members of the management group and had

been attending the meetings in the past as part

of their regular duties.

2. The committee meeting was held ; the participant

observers attended, verbatim minutes were kept

and a copy sent to the research agents.

3. The research agents prepared an anal)rsis of the

meeting with detailed questions to be asked the

participant observers.

4. Finally a group interview was held at which the

participant observers, as well as several other

participants, were present.
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The final interpretation of the event is then a composite

result of (a) direct observation by the participant observer

;

(6) interpretations by the research agents; (c) reinter-

pretations of the event following upon reference to the

participant observer and other participants. It will be

seen that a technique of this sort can only be utilized in

social situations where suspicions as between research

eigents and participants have been dissipated. So long

as the gathering and interpretation of social facts is not

viewed with sympathy by the participants, the research

agent, if he is to proceed at all, must perforce secure

his information by whatever external techniques are

available.

Participant Observing Illustrated.

In the following cases the participant observer was

asked to give special attention to two factors in a coming

joint committee session, namely
:

(a) the chairman's

conduct, and (6) conference procedmes. Inclusion of the

complete data in this case would probably be inadvisable,

and consequently we furnish the following

:

I. Some general facts concerning this particular joint

committee

:

— the committee consisted of five representatives of

Management, and nine representatives of the

Employees

;

— the meeting wras called as a response to a request

coming from the employees who wished to present

a specific problem

;
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— the chairman of the committee, a Management

representative, holds a high position in the

company

;

— the Employee chairman held a clerical position,

slightly higher in rank than that of the other

representatives

;

— the meeting began at 12:06 pm. and adjourned at

5 • 00 pjn,

;

— two visitors attended this meeting, both belonging

to the technical or managerial staff ; they were

invited because of their special knowledge per-

taining to one of the problems to be discussed at

this session

;

11 . Sequence and Interpretation of the committee meeting,

plus certain questions on conference procedure

presented to the participant and the participant

observer.
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a b c

Sequtnct of menti tn /it

ComtMtttt stss%on, as de-

rived from the record.

Tie Ciatrmem's conduct as
derived from interpreta-

tfOHi oftie record

Confrrtnce procedure ques-

tions to be used by re-

search agents in a group
interview with tie chair-

man of tie committee,
tie participant observer,

and several other Man-
agement officials involved
in committee operations

I Statement ot the
^tobl^^y the Employee

1. Employee request
for additional holidays
Lmcoln's Birthday, Good
Friday, Columbus Day,
Armistice Day

2. Arguments In sup-
port :

(a) Other departments
already enjoy these
hohdays

,

(i) Service now depend-
able

,

(c) Other companies'
employees now have
thoW days off

,

(d) Conditions here not
matenally different,

equally capable

3 E C asks that the
start be made by grantmg
time off for empls on the
coming Good Fnday

been discuM^ in all dis-

trict meetings From this

point of view, did the
E C make the best use
of the opinion generated

m these prior meetings ?

2 The employee reps

met in caucus before the
joint session , obviously,

they were agreed to make
this request Should the
E C have mentioned at

the outsetwhat happened
in this previous meetmg?

3 M^t was involvM
in the E C ‘s reference to

equal capaaty of mgt in

Pa , New York and New
Jersey ?

4 Were the EC's
ar^ments convinang,
logically sound ?

II Rejomder by the
management r-hairman .

rDoes not disagree
with some of fundamental
statements of E C.

2 But problem must
be consider in terms of

all its factors.

3 Changmg working
conditions because an-
other company does is

not good practice.

4 Problem must be
considered m terms of

I The M.C was ap-
parently perfonmng the
following functions •

(a) Factoring out the
problem;

(b) Refining the prob-
lem ,

(c) Reducmg the prob-
lem to specific local

(d) Rebntbng certain

arguments of the

(«) Justifying mgt.

,

t Would it have been
advisable at this pomt to:

(0) Test the opinion of

the group f

(h) To inquire how gen-

eral the demand is ?

(c) To sharpen the
problem without
answenng argu-

(d) To respond in such

his opinion nnre-

vealedl
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a b c

S$au»nce of $vents tn the

Commtttet sesnon, as de-

nvtd from the record

The Chmrmttn's conduct as

derived from mierpreta-
tioHs of the record

Conference procedure ques-

ftoiM to be used by re-

search agents tn a group
interview with the chair-

man of the committee,

the participant observer,

and several other Man-
agement officialsinvolved

1* committee operations.

II—coHhnued
our local aituation

, taxea,
revenues, service con-

5 Our average wage
sbghtly higher than other
industnes in environment,
we must not be too far

ahead or behind.
6 Some of our forces

may be off on certain
hohdays without impair-
ing service

7 Holidays are privi-

leges, not rights

8 Main question is

;

What can we do in view
of OUT responaibihty to

the pnbhc ?

9 Practices with re-

spect to holidays differ

widely throughout the
country.
lo. Ebcplanation of New

Jersey situation.

(a) To ask for further
arguments ?

2 How many negatives
and bow many positives

were included in the

M C 's rejomder ?

3 Were bis arguments
logically sound ?

4 From the pomt of

view of getting the best
possible committee pro-
cess, should the M C
have^ voiced the mgts
position in this maimer
Rather should not some
ot^rmgt rep have done

III. At this pomt the
M C asked if anyone
wished to express dis-

agreement with any of his

statements. No responses
were forthcomixig.

I. The MC was here
“ potting it up to the
group "

2 His purpose seemed
tn be to discover whether
or not his points were

accepted or re-

3. This was a pause,
apparently not for the
purpose of prempitatmg
general disrasston, but
rather for thejmrpoee of
testing the oOmA of his
rejoinder.

1 Would It have been
advisable at this pomt to
ask for agreement rather

really

wanted to reveal differ-

ences of attitude and
opmion, did he use a
iTiftfhrMi likely to elicit

responses ?

3 Smce no spontaneous
responses were made,
would it have been advis-

able to call on specific

persons for expressums
of opmion ?
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• b c

Stguence ef events tn the

Commttee session, as

derived from the record

The Chasmum's conduct as

derived from interpreta-

tions of the record

Conference procedure ques-

tions to be used by re-

search agents in a group
interview with the chair-

the participant observer,

and several other Man-
agement officials involved

in committee operations

IV, The M C resumes
hisremarka

:

I The problem must
be discussed in terms of

Philadelphia

a Better and better

service is expected of ns
3. Certain employees in

other areas must work on
special holidays

4, Trouble reports are
proportional to usage,

and we have as many on
these days as usual

5 Other pubhc utilities

maintain their services

6 In N J about 75 per
cent of the maintenance
force works on these hoh-
days but receives over-

7 Some other ubUties
are more rapid than we
are at installatioiis

8 In view of public
demand, we do not have
the right to extend our
hohdays.

9. Mgt IS anxious to
give emps all they can
10. We were among first

to give Saturday after-

II So far as evidence
goes we beheve pubhc
wants sennoe on these
days
13. The cost to the Co.

would smprox. $100,000

if emps hul to work and
receive extra pay on these

I. For the most part,

theUC was here making
his case against the ex-

tension of holidays
2 He seemed to be

attempting to weight the
factor of the company’s
responsibihty to the

pubhc

3 He added new facts

4 He made new com-
parisons.

3 He continued to

justify management
6. He introduced an

entirely new component
of the problem, namely,
extra pay for work on
these hohdays

1 Were the arguments
of the MC maishalled

m good order ?

2 Did it appear that

be was prepared ?

3. What was his pur-

pose in introducing item

14 ?

4, Was he giving emps.
an alternative ?

5 Was this a good
time to suggest alter-

natives ?

6. Was It sound pro-

cedure to weight the
" responsibihty to the

pubhc ” armments ?

7 Were his arguments
of the kind likely to open
or close discussion ?

8 Were his arguments
logically sound ?
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a b c

Sequence of events tu the

Commttlee session as de-

rived from the record.

The Chairman's conduct as

derived from interpreta-

tions of the record.

Conferenceprocedure ques-

tions to be used fry re-

search agents in a group
interview with the chair-

man of the committee,

the participant observer,

and several other Man-
agement officials involved

i» committee operations.

rv—continued

13. But it IS understood
that you are not interested

in this phase of the prob-
lem, but merely in getting

the holidays

14 We want uniformity
as far as It is possible

.

we do not wish to play

favountes

15 But, so long as the
traffic force is on the ]ob,

the major part of our in-

stallabon and practically

all of our maintenance
forces must be on duty.

16 Therefore we feel we
have no good grounds to

ask for tiie extension of

hohdays pnvileges

V At this pomt the

HC asked
1 If there were remain-

ing points not covered

;

a If the group wished
to express it^lf.

I He was again " put-

ting it up to the group "

1 He appeared to wish
to include all possible

I. Were the questions

of the M C put for the

purpose of

() Rounding out the
arguments ?

() Securing assent to
his position ?

(e) Precipitating dis-

cussion ?

The above illustrativematenal, if carried out completely,

would obviously be too bulky for publication and, further-

more, nothing new as illustration of the technique under

discussion would be added. Consequently it is terminated

at this point.
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III. Corrective points ofreference derivedfrom the participant

observers and other participants in the meeting.

With the presentation of the above analysis and inter-

pretation of the research agents to the group a discussion

followed based upon the questions contained therein.

The chairman was asked if he thought that the real issue

was the question of holidays. He thought that it was,

but added that he expected the case to be reopened as a

wage issue some time later, that is, in the form of a request

for overtime pay on holidays. Since the employees had

presented a request to a management chairman in advance

of the meetmg, he, as representative of the management,

was prepared with an answer. It appeared then that

from the standpoint of the research agent’s analysis of

the meeting the management chairman was lumted as to

what he could do since the management had decided not

to comply with the request for additional holidays. His

function then was to defend management, and he therefore

could not allow the issue to be opened.

In explaining his preliminary remarks to the group,

the management chairman said that he considered the

employee chairman’s statanent of the case as a cnticism

of management policy. Consequently he felt obliged to

defend and justify management.

It appeared further that when at point V (in preceding

analysis) he, as chairman, put the matter up to the group,

he was not opening up the question of holidays, but rather

he was asking for a consensus on his statement of manage-

ment’s position.

In this manner the research agents gained an insight
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into some of the motives underlying the strictly verbal

report of the account which they had received.

According to the participant observer’s accoimt of the

meeting, he said that aU the employee representatives

had taken part in the discussion, but that only the manage-

ment chairman and one other management representative

had taken part. The participant observer thought that

the mood and tempo of this discussion were even and

regular throughout. No anger or intense feeling had been

observable. Apparently the chairman, in officiating, had

performed the following functions

:

() He supplied facts.

() He inteipreted policies and principles.

(c) He justified management by meeting criticism.

(d) He refined, delimited and localized the issue.

{e) He made various discriminations.

Participant Observing as a Specialized Tool.

Analysis of the above record and inteipretation of

participant observation indicates that this technique

reveals many general facts concerning committees and

their process. As used in this study, participant observing

was directed, however, toward two special aspects, namely,

the chairman’s conduct and conference procedure. The

record provides a clear picture of the chairman’s role and

the manner in which this influences the total committee

process. It will be seen, for example, how the chairman's

early announcement of his attitude toward the solution

of the problem set the tone for ensuing discussion ; once

the participants were aware that the chairman had " made

up his mind ” they realized that the remainder of the
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discussion would be one in which “ side-taking ” and

matching of force would be the pnncipal elements. Con-

sequently, the tone of the conference was one of " bloc
"

and " defeat ”, with a remote opportunity for compromise.

With this sort of picture of committee process available,

the research agents, and readers as well, may construct a

fairly accurate interpretation of thechairman’spersonality,

his conception of his r61e as chairman, and the quality of

conference procedure which these factors would allow.

The theory of participant observing is relatively simple

and in unorganized form is in general use, especially by

those who wish to control social processes. Its application

is, however, exceedingly difl&cult and complex. The

above presentation omits more than it includes, and in

the mterest of those who may wish to experiment further

with this technique we suggest a sample list of questions

asked of a participant observer.

Types of Questions Asked of the Participant Observer by the

Research Agents :

A. The given situation

:

() Is there anything significant about this par-

ticular conference ?

() What has happened in previous meetings of

this group which may have some bearing

upon the present session ?

(c) Are there any new elements present ?

B. The r6le of the chairman

:

() Does the chairman use an agenda ?

() Does the agenda appear to pattemize the

group’s response ?
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(c) Does the chainnan act as though he were

fuUy aware of the specialized function he

performs ?

{d) Does he keep before the group a total view

of the problem imder discussion ?

(e) Does he defend or espouse his or someone

else’s views ?

(/) Does he put questions in such form as to

elicit prompt and willing responses ?

(g) Does he at times appear to dominate the

group ?

(A) Does he appear to place a different weight

upon the contnbutions of different members

of the group ’

(t) Does he ever close discussion arbitrarily ?

ij) Is he skilful m revealmg the " hot Spots ” in

the discussion ?

(k) Does he make sure that all views and interests

are expressed ?

(l) Does he clarify issues m his re-statements

and summaries ?

(m) Does he seem to be aware of certain tensions

between members ?

(ft) Is he skilful at drawing out the backward

members ?

C. Personality differences

:

() Are the management representatives uniform

in t5q)e
^

() Are the employee representatives uniform in

type?
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(c) What are the chief traits of each group ?

(d) Are there any outstanding personalities in

either group ?

(c) Do the employees generally depend upon one

or two persons to represent theu- views ?

Who are these persons ?

(/) Does the management group likewise depend

upon one or two to represent its views, and

who ?

(g) Are there any sharp personality differences

which lead to tensions, mhibitions, mis-

imderstandmgs ?

D Quantity and quality of participation :

(a) Is participation general ?

(b) Who does most talking ’

(c) Does amount of participation vary with the

subject ?

(d) Does imtiator talk more when his subject is

under discussion ?

(e) What proportion of the total participation

is made by

i. the management chairman ,

ii the employee chairman ?

(f) Is there a tendency to particip>ate in general

or in specific terms ?

(e) Are facts contributed ’

(A) Experience ?

(t) At what points does participation seem to

lag?
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E. The rSle of the representative

:

{a) Do representatives speak as if they were

representing ?

{b) Are there spokesmen for each side who seem

to do most of the representing ?

(c) Does the group look to certain representatives

for specialized contributions ?

(<f) Are there any “ loud-speaker ” representatives ?

(«) By what signs is it known that the represen-

tative speaks for his group, or for himself ?

(f) What fraction of the worker’s personality gets

represented predominantly ?

F. Characteristic reactions and interactions

:

{a) Do various representatives appear to react to

each other positively ? Negatively ?

(b) Is there a marked difierence between the

interactions between representatives, and

between representatives and the chairman ?

(c) Are there any members of the group toward

whom the reactions of representatives are

habitually in terms of authority ?

(d) Are there interactions in which the habitual

mood is one of humour, or fun-making ?

(e) What interactions appear to lead the group

forward toward constructive action ?

(/) What interactions appear to impede the group’s

progress ?

(g) Do interactions change when the matter under

discussion obviously revealsinterest-distance ?
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G. Cycles of tempo and tone :

() Does discussion proceed slowly and haltingly

at first ?

() Is good-fellowship manifest at the beginning ?

(c) Is there presentan obviousmood of expectancy ?

(d) Is there present an obvious mood of non-

expectancy ?

(e) At what pomts do moods change ?

(/) Is participation more general and lively at

given points ?

(g) Is indifference apparent at given points ?

(A) At what pomts does attention rise and fall ?

(i) Are there obvious resistances and tensions ?

(f) Is it apparent that there are present certain

overtones or undertones which prevent

frankness and impede discussion ?

(A) Does the mood of attention and interest

heighten when a given case comes to the

stage of conclusion ?

(1)

When voting is utilized, b the response

animated or listless ?

(m) Do participants approach problems by round-

about, or direct paths ? Does this vary ?

(n) What mood is evident when long speeches

are made ?

(o) Is it ever appiarent that the conclusion reached

is disapproved although not openly ?

(p) What happens when the meeting is over ?

Do participants appear to be eager to go

on discussing certain questions ? Has good

fellowship increased or diminished ?



CHAPTER XI

THE TECHNIQUE OF DIRECT OBSERVATION

{Basic Form : The Persori-to-Eveni Relationship)

" The definition of an event by assignment of demarca-

tions," states Whitehead,* " is an arbitrary act of thought

corresponding to no perceptual experience. Thus it is a

basal assumption essential for ratiocination relating to

perceptual experience that there are definite entities

which are events.” Professor Whitehead appears to

make three affirmations in the above statement, namely

(a) that the flow of experience does not of itself reveal

definite demarcations which may be called events
; (5)

that this assignment of demarcations is an arbitrary

act of thought, and {c) that such an arbitrary assignment

of demarcations, denoting entities, is essential as an

assumption if events are to become a peirt of perceptual

experience Simple as these statements may appear, they

constitute one of the most critical problems for scientific

method. Each separate science must continue to ask :

What is an event? In the physical sciences events are

assumed to be forces as related to objects ; thus a change

in the position of an object constitutes an event The
physicist may assign demarcations to an event of this

sort by measurements of mass, density, volume, motion,

acceleration, expansion, direction, et cetera. In the process

of measuring, his basic assumptions concerning the event

and his perceptual experience as related to the event,

* A. N. Whitehead The Pnneiple of Natural Knowledge.

162
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appear to drop from the equation. In the socicil sciences

arbitrariness of demarcation is greater and measuring

techniques are less developed ; consequently, social events

are usually described in such naive terms as to make the

description valueless, or are merely the personal imposi-

tion of an individual observer.

Our present concern is with a limited class of events,

those which go by the name of “ events of human associa-

tion, communication and participation,’’ to use the

language of Professor Dewey. ' Such events are essentially

psychic and cannot, therefore, be adequately described

until more reliable psychological tools of analysis are

available. Lacking some of these tools, social research

is obliged to make even more bold and arbitrary demar-

cations of events than is true of some of the other sciences.

From a psycho-sociological point of view an event may
be thought of as a change in the relational aspects of

social units. The event itself is an mterxuption of habit-

experience, consciously recognized as such by the partici-

pants, or arbitrarily demarcated as such by an observer.

Thus, social expenence may be said to flow as a line more

or less straight, without ^«nffulness.

(a)

or, it may be said to flow in undulations with nodes and

intemodes

;

(&)

1 Expenence and Nature, Cliapter VII In this volume Professor

Dewey suggests a classification of events consistmg of physical, psycho-

physical, and mental
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The vertical lines in the above graph of experience repre-

sent arbitrary demarcations of events ; the social scientist,

then, observes particularly what transpires within the

margins of two arbitrary lines inserted by himself at

given points in the flow of experience.

Experience within an industry consists of continuing

communications and participations, and the entire flow

of this experience may be thought of as a sequence of

events. A formal meeting of employees and managers

constitutes an event which may be more readily demar-

cated, set ofl from the general flow of experience because

the participants themselves regard such a meeting as

something diflerent from the usual flow of experience.

As research agents our task with respect to events of this

character was to conduct such experiments as might

reveal to the observer something of the quality of com-

munication and participation within the setting of a

joint committee session. The major event, therefore,

is the total committee session ; withm this event are

subsidiary events which, if susceptible of observation,

should reveal knowledge with respect to the quality of

interaction which characterizes the behaviour of employees

aud managers when acting as members of a joint com-

mittee.

At flrst glance it might appear that such observation

could be accomplished most efiectively if verbatim

records of the proceedings were taken, either by a steno-

grapher or a dictaphone. Each item of participation

in the total flow of communication would thus be made
available to the observers. But, communication is not

simply a process of verbalization. Indeed, the spoken
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word is frequently unimportant in communication, save

as related with tone, gesture, bodily position, et cetera.

The observer will, obviously, pay special attention to

verbal communications since these will constitute his

main resource for deriving logical meanings, but he will

also attend to the non-verbal accompaniments of com-

munication, its undertones and overtones, which in the

end will make his meanings psychological as well as

logical. Civilized people do, of course, tend to become

word-conscious; they attempt to express all meanings

in terms of words. But, to neglect the physiological

substratum is to make of communication a wholly rational

affair, a procedure which in the end falsifies our inter-

pretations of behaviour.^

Technical methods for observing communication as

verbal (symbolical), and as non-verbal (physiological),

are still wanting. The chief difficulty hes in the fact that

communication itself proceeds in wholes, not parts

:

the spoken word and the lifted arm, the threatening

gesture, or the increased volume of tone happen as one,

not two umts of behaviour. When the observer separates

the word from the gesture he is simply being arbitrary

in analysis. The second difficulty resides in the fact that

the observer, whether he wishes it or not, will “ see what

he is looking for.” Observation is not a direct resjxmse

of the eye, or ear, or hand, but is based upon the response

of a great mass of previous habits, bodily responses,

movements, et cetera. " We observe with our whole past

^ Dr Tiigant Burrow, a psychoanalyst, appears to beheve that this

separation of the symbolical from the biological represents an actual

danger to mental health See " Social Images versus Reahty,” The

Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, 1934, XIX, 230
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of psychological experience.”* Observation, implicitly, is

a selective procedure ; what appears to be meaningful toany

given observer is so because of his past experience, plus his

perceptual capacities.* Naiveobservation caimot, patently,

be accepted as a trustworthy technique for social research.

With these two major difficulties in mind, we may now

proceed to describe the techniques of observation which

have been utilized in this study. Our aim was to reveal

the dsmamics of committee process, utilizing direct

observation of events as a technique which might illu-

minate certain aspects of process more fully than other

techniques. Before direct observations b^an we had

already familiarized ourselves with such general informa-

tion as the range of subjects dealt with by such committees,

the general conceptions of conference method in vogue,

et cetera, and consequently, it was possible to minimize

certain items, or at least, to reduce them to lower levels

of attention. In terms of committee d)mamics we aimed

particularly to secure information of the following vanety :

(1) Time

:

() Time consumed by the total meeting

;

() Time consumed in discussing specific items.

(2) Subject-matter

:

(a) Simple denotation of the subject or subjects

dealt with at a given committee session.

(3) Participation :

(a) Range of participation ; ( See Chapter

(fi) The mode of participation. \ on Charting.

* J F Markey, Chapter III, Trends tn American Sociology

1 See Chapter 111, Gestalt Psychology, by W Kfibler
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(4) Overt, nonverbal behaviour

:

(a) Tone of voice, gestures, facial expressions,

et cetera, accompanying communication.

(5) Conference procedure

:

(a) The generalized framework of conference with-

in which the communication and participa-

tion takes place. (See Chapter V.)

(6) Chairman’s conduct

:

(a) Range of his participation ;

(&) Impositions of procedure emanating from him

;

(c) His special objects of attention.

(7) Tempo of Interaction

:

(a) Speed of communication.

(8) Treatment of Difference :

(a) Differences on points of fact

;

(
5
)
On points of opinion ;

(c) Differences apparent but unexpressed.

(9) Conclusions reached

:

(a) How items of business are disposed of

;

(6) General tone of group at the point of decision.

Utilizing the above suggrated points of observation,

the following chart gives a tabular arrangement of the

facts in a particular meeting showing the distribution

of time, the subjects discussed, the procedure of the

meeting from the point of view of the chairman and the

representatives. The third column gives the observer's

interpretative comment based upon the particularized
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points of reference discussed above. The last colunm

shows how the committee procedure and the interpretative

analysis throw light upon the categories. Impulsion, Cir-

cumjacence, Interaction and Emergence.

OBSERVATION OF COMMITTEE

Procedure
Interpretative

Comment
Reference to

Categones
Management
Chairman Group

II ;o3 MC introduces
visitor.

M C tells of his

ezpenence renom-
ination of two
employees who
wished later to
withdraw

Dialogue and
exchange of in-

formation with
MC

The chair-

man’s manner is

informal

Ctrcumjacence :

Mgt and
E^^ttitndes

The minutes of

the previous meet-
ing are distnbnted
and read

There is ex-
change of com-
ment bet MC
and E Reps

The subject-

matter seems
secondary to the
reassunng tone
of discourse

Ctrtumjacenet *

Mgt and
Emp attitudes

revealed

II. 17 MC opens dis-

cussion by asking
“ What have you
on your minds ?

"

MC restates

case for clarifica-

tion and this is

followed by ex-
change bet £ R 's

andMC.

MC. puts mat-
ter on personal

basis of confidence

and agrees to take

up problem at

Superintendent's

meeting

E R responds
by statmg diffi-

culty in arrange-
ments for punch-
ing time-clock

Tone of meet-
mg 18 that of

frank and open
discussion, very
informal and
fnendly
The MC IS

skilful in draw-
ing out the em-

Ctrcumjacenee

:

Mgt pattern
of dealing with
cases 18suggested
by chairman's
disposition

InteraettOH :

Emp response
toMC indicates

lack of inhibiting

factor.
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OBSERVATION OF COMMITTEE—eoMhnwrf

ProceduFe
Interpretative Reference to

Categories
Management

Group

11.38

M C is concilia-

tor . he draws out
E.R on basis oi

complaint by using
speafic question

MC. agrees to

take np matter.

E R. com-
plains about the
houseman of a
company offiaal

and his inter-

ference with the

E R. reiterates

This complamt
IS probably semi-
personal, but It

seems to come
outbecause there

IS no pressure for

time or action

Ctfcumjacenu

:

Informal na-
ture of proce-

dure mduces men
to speak out.

11:48 H C initiates

discussion amount
of full-time work
during the past

year. He explains

new policy of Co
in working out
programme in ad-

vance to smooth
out worlong curve

MC talksper;

sonally and dir-

ectly to the men
His manner is

persuasive and
convincing as he
assures employ-
ees of company ’s

motives

Impulsion
Met 's purpose

to Wp emps
aware of Mgt
pohcy

« 50

1

MC. gives fig-

ures and data on
pohcy of mainten-
ance dept.

ER com-

piovement m
workmg time ar-

rangement He
asks questions
about a certain

roof Would re-

placement sooner
be better than
constant repair?

The meeting
IS unwinding as

timefor adjourn-
ment approaches

1
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The Observation Sheet.

For extensive observation using the maximum number

of points of reference the research agent must have an

unobstructed view of the meeting place and of all the

participants. This latter is only possible when the group

is limited in number, that is, preferably not more than

fifteen. A columnal arrangement of the categones of

observation will facilitate speed in recording and symbols

for the units of participation may be used as suggested

in the chapter on charting. In this way, the purpose

of the observation chart, to show a summarized picture

of important aspects of committee process is achieved.

In circumstances where extensive note-taking is not

advisable, the observer can record three important

aspects of the conference in the following way

;

Time
Event

Progress of discussion CommEnt

By the aid of his wrist-watch the observer can at

frequent intervals note the time. This will give a distribu-

tion of the subject or subjects discussed throughout the

meeting. Under the heading Event, he can note the

subject-matter suid its ramifications, and in the last

column his value comments.



CHAPTER XII

THE TECHNIQtTE OF CASE ANALYSIS

(Basie Form : The Person-to-Record Relaiionship)

Most of the stereotyped bvisiness of joint committees is

unimportant, being nothing more than the routine charac-

teristic of any organized group. These ordinary and
routinized affairs of committees are, however, worth

noting since they furnish indices of habits and customs.

But, what an investigator really wishes to know about

an organized group is the manner of its functioning

when confronted with situations which call fpr choices,

decisions. Events of this nature tend to become the

nodal points by which the activities of the group are

recollected and recorded ; such records attain increasing

importance since they become incorporated in the control

tradition of the group It is these events which describe

the quality of the social process, and when they leave

their traces in permanent records they constitute one of

the major data-sources for research.

>

A record is " a mark or trace that serves as a memorial

giving enduring attestation of an event or fact,”* and
certain historical sciences, notably anthropology, archae-

ology and palaeontology utilize such sources almost

^ Certain so-called " objectivlsts " confine themselves entirely to
such sources of fact, beheving that persons and events themselves are

unreliable for research purposes See Methods and Status of Sctenttfic

Research, by Spahr and Swenson
* Standard Dictionary.

17a
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exclusively. The social sciences (sociology, economics,

political science, and history), being primarily con-

cerned with events occurring in the more recent past,

or contemporaneously, have occasion to use the more

common form of record, namely, the written word. There

is still considerable dispute with respect to the highest

scientific use which may be made of written accounts of

events. The historians, for example, continue their

perennial debate concerning which events should be

included and which excluded, and more important still,

the manner of selecting, interpreting and vahdifying the

written records upon which their researches are based.

There are at least two technical approaches to written

records used as social data, namely
:

(a) Selection of

separate categories within the records and reduction of

these to statistical terms; (6) isolation of given con-

textual sequences in events for purpose of detailed analysis

according to the technique which is usually called " case

study.” We have experimented with both of the fore-

going techniques m the present study, and this chapter

is concerned with the latter.

Defining Case Analysis.

The following terms frequently are used mdiscrimmately

and must therefore be distinguished : case study, case

method, case record, case history. Approximate definitions

will suffice for present purposes ;

Case Study

:

The analysis of an abstracted phase of

experience, usually performed in the interest of

describing some quality in the experiential whole.
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Case Method

:

A term utilized primarily in applied

sociology and impl}dng that diagnostic and thera-

peutic approaches to the solution of a problem

may be made by considering the involved situation

as unique and discrete. Case method is also used

in connection with teaching, e.g., the case method

of teaching law and social work, the conno-

tation being that the student learns facts and

principles through the analysis of relevant case

histones.

Case Record

:

The formal or informal statement of

a case set forth verbally or S5unbohcally.

Case Htstory: A case record arranged in chronological

sequence.

The process, then, of abstracting some phase of ex-

perience is one which has been found useful in social

diagnostics, therapeutics, teaching, and history. In what

sense is such a procedure useful also to social research ?

" Case study method,” wntes Shaw, " emphasizes the

total situation or combmation of factors, the description

of the process or sequence of events in which behaviour

occurs, the study of individual behaviour in its total

setting, and the analysis and comparison of cases leading

to formulation of hypotheses Case studies, then, are

to furnish a total view, " to take into account the richness

of fact
” • concerning human events. We now see why

the case study method (technique) has become so populeir

1 " Case study Method,” by C R Shaw Pubhcations of the Amencan
Soctologtcal Society, Vol 21, p Z49

* ” The Contnbutions of Case Studies to Sociology,” by W. Healy,

Pubhcatiom of the Amencan Sociological Society, Vol 18, p 154.
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diiring the past two or three decades : Scientists and

philosophers have during this period criticized the so-

called " atomistic ” conception of research ; they, the

critics, have insisted that the reduction of reality to

smaller and smaller units would not in the end lead to

more important fact or truth. On the contrary, so the

critics contended, " atomism ” represents a limited point

of view, both for science and philosophy. What is needed

in order to give these ever-smaller units of reality meaning

is a view of the total situation within which they operate.

Gestalt Psychology * may be regarded as a direct result of

the revolt against " atomism,” and case analysis is its

counterpart m the social sciences.

The Partially-total Situation.

The term ” total situation ” is obviously too broad for

any technique of research. No technique or combination

of techniques capable of reveahng the totality of any

event is as yet in existence. Case studies, it might prefer-

ably be said, aim to supplement the kind of facts which

are revealed by subdivision of units through the process of

viewing these same factsm a larger context. This approach

to the study of phenomena is, patently, arbitrary
; in

the first place, the observer selects out of some compre-

hensive totality some item which seems to him significant

;

he then utilizes whatever records are available, again a

selective procedure, and thereafter supplements the

records with answers to queries formulated by himself,

once more a selective procedure. What is finally de-

scribed as a result of case anal}^ is a partially-total

^ See particularly the wntiiigs of Kofika and K6hler.
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situation, limited by the available records and the observer’s

various gradients of perception.

The Categories of Case Analysts.

Considerable attention is now being directed toward

refining case analysis as a technique for social research.

A monograph entitled Case Study Possibilities,^ is probably

the best single piece of work in this area. This mono-

graph suggests a procedure for deriving inductive cate-

gories for case analysis and then suggests the following

terms

:

(«) The Fact Items ; the heterogeneous fact items as

collected in the case records

;

(6) The Social Facts : fact items as belonging to minor

clusters

;

(c) The Social Fact Groups • groups of minor clusters

arranged to show wider relatedness
;

(d) The T5q)e of Case • inspection of the social fact

groups indicates the general title for the case.*

It will be seen that the derivation of the above categories

involves deductive as well as inductive elements. To

impute importance to an3rthing is in itself a deductive

procedure. This is not, from our point of view, a hindrance

to research since we have all along admitted that human

purpose enters into and gives colour to all research.

^ By Ada ShefiBeld

* Gronpiiigs of the {c) vanety, and designation of the type case

should, according to Mis. Sheffield, flow from social import as imputed

by the observer " Social meaiung, therefore, is a property, not of

single fact items as a rule, but of a group of items, interpretation and
its descriptive terms should be applied to the smallest group of fact

items which has a social import " (p. 34).
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A natural classification such as the one suggested above

results, however, in one thing, a name for the case. What

is needed in Case Analysis is a set of significant categories

for the anal3^is of these aggregated fact items. But

significant facts are purposive facts and until this puipose

is stated no such set of categories is possible.

In the present study the purpose is the analysis of joint

committee procedure, problem and result. Case study

categories therefore must derive from this purpose.

Case Analysis then, consists of three major steps,

namely

:

(1) The apprehending, discovering, and amassing of

facts

;

(2) The analysis of these facts by various kinds of dis-

crimination ;

(3) The interpretation of these facts, including imputa-

tion of values.

Considered in the light of the joint committee in industry,

and as used in the present study, these three steps may
be further elaborated

;

(i) The fads to be utilized in case study method are

of three varieties

:

{a) Facts which constitute the essence of the case

;

facts within the industrial setting and the

relations between employees and management.

(6) Facts which emerge as the case is discussed or

dealt with by various committees of individuals.

(c) Facts which are descriptive of the effect upon

the case caused by its treatment by groups

and individuals.
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(The given data, the derived data, and the pre-

cipitated data. Given in the case ; derived

from discussion of the case and impinged upon

the case by the representative process

)

(2) Analysts includes the following kinds of dis-

criminations :

() Discriminations between various kinds of groups.

() Discriminations between various kinds of facts.

(c) Discriminations between various kinds of authori-

tative individuals.

{£) Discriminations between various kinds of group

processes.

{e) Discriminations between various kinds of con-

clusions.

(3) Interpretation may consist of the following ways

of ascribing values

:

() Values derived from the powers of the groups.

() Values derived from the participant character of

the representatives.

(c) Values derived from the method of conference

used.

(d) Values derived from the method of securing and

utilizing emergent facts.

(c) Values derived from the nature of the conclusion.

A Proposed Form jor Recording Case Materials.

Assuming that all the data constituting a case are in

hand, it then becomes necessary to relate this material

to the total research purpose. What is this material
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expected to reveal ? In order to reduce all case data to

comparable terms we are suggestmg a form, not usable

for all case studies of course, but one which was found

suitable for the study of joint committees

:

I. Factual

:

I Chronology of dates of significant events in develop-

ment of case.

II. Conference Progression

:

1. The nature of the problem.

(a) How is the problem recognized ?

(b) Is the question defined ?

(c) Ramifications or delimitations of the question.

2. Interest distance in the issue.

(a) Background factors giving emotional depth.

(b) Particular pomts of emotional strain

3. At what point is the validity of the factual basis

of the discussion questioned ?

() What differences are there on matters of fact ?

() What differences are there on matters of

opinion ?

(c) When are principal facts brought in ?

4. What explorations of differences of fact and what

discussion of differences of opinion ?

(a) What are the data on differences as to fact ?

(b) What can be said as to differences as to point

of view ?

5. The kinds of conference method employed at

different stages.
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III. What are the Possible Courses of Action ?

() Analysis of the factors in II. above with con-

figurated statement of the whole case.

() What is or was actual coiurse of action ?

IV. The Conclusion Reached Varied in Terms of these

Suggested Values :

() Conference method that leads to constructive

solutions ?

() Educational growth and development for the

participants ?

(c) Greater effectiveness of the conference as a

step in the industrial process ?

(d) Social ramifications of the jomt experience.

A Sample Case Analysed.

The following summarized presentation is divided mto

three major parts, namely (a) Chronology, (6) Inter-

pretation, and (c) Interpretation in terms of the four

categories of research, namely. Impulsion, Circumjacence,

Interaction, and Emergence. In this case we have fol-

lowed through, by the use of records, a case involving

both committee and extra-committee activities. The

employees initiated the case by asking for a change in

holiday schedule. From this point onward the reader

may review the case as it evolves through numerous

processes and stages.
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Cbronology Interpretation
Interpretation
in terms of

Categones

I Gen, Mgr refers to

wish of employees for

change in bohday work
schedule (To be ofi night

of hohday rather than
mght before.)

Question apparently

arose outside of com-
imttee and was brought
in by Mgt Chairman

Impulsion Employee
desire to change estab-
lished schedule
Circumjacente Evidence

of cont^ of Emp Rep
and Mgt. Chair outside
of committee meeting

2. Emp Reps meeting
separately vote for change
to night of holiday

Sitnataon earned for-

ward by employee vote
Impulsion Employees

carry matter further

3 Mgt, Chr agrees to

take up matter as decided

by emps.

Interachon : Response
takes place in meeting
following vote

4 Exchange of letters

Mgt to Mgt (I) explaln-

mg case, (2I replying that
company thonght dhange
inadvisable

Mgt decimon from out-

side committee against

employee request.

Circumjacencs • Appar-
ently It IS the custom to
make such decisions m
this manner

5 Employees' commit-
tee voice regret at not
having answer from Mgt.

Interest-distance indi-

cated. A holiday has

come and Mgt has not
answered.

Impulsion

.

(Repulsion).

6 Mgt advises Mgt
Chairman that negative

sidm^ “ unoffiaal

"

" Unofficial " appar-
ently meant that since

the matter bad been
lilted from the committee
bytheBtgt Chairman the
case could now await
further employee action

by formal use of the
comrmttee

Ctrcumjaconce

.

Appar-
ently there is a double
u^erstanding of pro-

7 Employees continue
diKiission indicatmg re-

grrt at Mgt jposition sis

Interest-distance widen-
ing Employee hostUity
evoked.

Impuision, (Repulsion)
Employees' antipathy to
Mgt. voiced.

of status of the case
Final appeal to Federal
author!^ suggested.

8. Mgt to Mgt memo,
referring to employee pro-
gisal to take question to

Federal authonty as
allowed m plan.
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Chronology Interpretation

Interpretation

in terms of

Categories

oi all emp reps and
Mgt , Pres of company
th^ght change could be
made. Vice-Pres says
pnvately that he thought

discussion of pn>£jem in

wider setting of corpora-

tion policy

ation of subject has now
reached highest company
authonty and m most

setting

Cvrtunuactiue • Pro-
cedure of cases indicated

by having important Co

sideration at employee
request

ports to ^mp committee
about hia conversations

with Gen Hgr. that there

IS no answer from the
" higher up “ mgt author-
ity with whom the case is

rating

The emp chair, is ap-
parently carrying on dis-

cussion about the case

outside of the committee

Cwcumjacmce

.

Appar-
ently there are all kinds
of informal modes of

extra committee pro-

cedure

ti Emps request in-

formation as to status of

case Emp Cbi reports

no defimte answer

They can only await

whaler Mgt decision is

Imfmltton: Employee
persistence indicated

12. Employees agam re-

quest udormation from
Emp. Chr. as to status of

case He rephes that

Gen Mgr reports no
answer from cnporation
headquarters.

Another holiday has
come and men are nn-
certam as to working
schedules Regret that

highest corporation offi-

cials have not kept
promise.

Impulsion (Repulsion)

13 Gen Mgr. reports to

employee representatives

that he has taken up
matter with corporation

officialSs for a coii~

elusion, and received as-

surance that It would be
taken care of.

Since it is a large cor-

poration with many
plants the problem is not
merely a local one but
has to be viewedm terms
of the whole corporation

and Its pobaes.

Circumjactnce Smee
the matter is not to be
decided by the local mgt
the local mgt is really a
third party

14 Gen Mgr reports to

employee committee that

matter has been decided
according to tbwr original

Conclusion is reached
by corporation officials

and reported to local

company and then passed
on to the employees.

Circumjacence

;

Con-
cludmg step in handhng
problem indicating man-
agement's conception of

procedure.



CHAPTER XIII

THE TECH>nQUE OF CHARTING

{Basic Form : The Person4o-Recori Relaiiotishtp.)

Case analysis is a technique which may be, and usually is,

employed for the purpose of clarifying historical data.

The basic material of a case is a description of an event

which has occurred so far in the past as to allow for

isolation, delimitation, and abstraction. In most instances

the person who analyses the case material is not the same

person who has had hrst-hand contact with the event

;

consequently, the analyser is compelled to construct

meanings and interpretations which eire, essentially, thnce

removed from reahty. Analysis of this sort is, obviously,

subject to the vagaries of individual gradients, since no

two persons are likely to arrive at the same conception

of meanings from the given data of any specific case.

This liability of historical case analysis has led to the

wish for techniques which might come nearer the current

event. Social scientists, as well as all other scientists,

are eager to discover ways of analysing the living present,

the fleeting event which can never be reconstructed with

fidelity once memory is called upon to intervene.

Thus, in the study of joint committees we have wished

to come closer to the actual events of a committee session

than is possible by the use of historical records. We have

already described how far direct and participant observa-

tion carries us m this direction. Another possibility was

r«3
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recognized, namely, the transference of the event to

graphic forms ^ as quickly as possible after the committee

session. In order to test this technique it became necessary

to secure verbatim records of committee meetings ; these

records were then reduced to units of communication,

and both the units and the lines of commimication were

indicated upon a chart. The reader may then follow

the progressing line of communication as it flows from

one person to another in the group, and thus see at a

glance some of the relationdiips between the problem

under discussion and the method of conference in use.

What is the Unit of Partiapatum ?

A unit of participation consists of a remark or expression

which in its primary meaning reveals that the speaker

is attempting to (a) make a statement, or (6) ask a question.

In each case, the statement or the question may be either

relevant or irrelevant to the subject under discussion.

Statements, in addition to their relevancy or irrelevancy,

may be classified according to their main purport or most

obvious intention ; thus it is found that some statements

are made in order to introduce facts into the discussion,

others are plainly argumentative and still others have to

do with the conference proceeding itself. Questions,

1 *' Simple data., as well as those that do not yield readily to such

methods of analysis, may also require careful reshufflmg or reworlong

in order to exhaust the vanous points of view from which these data

may be studied No poesibility of manipulation should be overlooked

which may lead to suggestions of meanmgs and ideas, or to the accurate

testing of difierent hypotheses . . . Their great value (graphs) lies

m their appeal to the visual sense and m the high degree of clanty with
which relationships may be brougjbt out."—How to do Research Work,
by W. C. Schhiter.
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likewise, may be classified according to their main purport,

and thus it will be found that questions are asked (a) for

the purpose of securing actual information, (b) for the

purpose of revealing opinion, (c) for the purpose of securing

a clearer understanding of a previous statement, or

(d) for the purpose of eliciting experience from others.

The above varieties of statements (factual, argumen-

tative, procedural) may be still further refined in terms

of specific implications. For example, a statement may
be made in the form of a report, it may be merely a

straightforward fact, an item of experience, a reference

to the constitution or by-laws or to rules, an announce-

ment, or a comparison. This process of refining the

classifications may, of course, be carried to such limits

as to make the categories useless for analysis. In order

to keep the categories representative of units of partici-

pation within manageable terms it seems advisable to

adhere to the smallest possible number, keeping in mind,

however, the necessity of conveying a realistic picture of

what actually takes place in a committee session. With

this delimiting principle in mind, we propose to utilize

the following categories as symbols for varying units of

participation

:

I. Statements which are either relevant or irrelevant

and

A. Factual

:

I. Purporting to present a report

:

(a) based upon investigation ;

{b) transmitted from another committee

;

(c) secured from an authority.
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2. Purporting to express a general fact

:

3. Piiiporting to relate an experience ;

4. Purporting to announce a changed policy,

practice, rule, et cetera :

5. Purporting to draw a conip>anson.

B. Aigumentative

:

1. Purporting to express an opinion :

2. Purporting to rebut a previous statement

:

3. Purporting to offer a suggestion for con-

sideration :

4 Purporting to interpret a meaning

:

5. Purporting to challenge or contend :

6. Purporting to reveal agreement :

7. Purporting to admonish.

C, Procedural:

1. Purporting to remmd members of an item

on rules of procedure, rules of order,

constitution, et cetera

:

2. Purporting to announce some fact of

procedure

:

3. Purporting to modify or alter procedure.

II. Questions which are either relevant or irrelevant

and

A. Are asked for the purpose of securing informa-

tion :

B. Are asked for the purpose of securing an opinion :

C. Are asked for the purpxise of clarifying under-

standing of a statement, decision, et cetera :
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D. Are asked for the purpose of securing statements

of experience from others,^

Substituting initials and numerals as sjmibols for the

above units of participation for chartmg purposes, we
may designate a relevant statement, factual, and pur-

portmg to give a report as : R S F—i. Thenceforth

all factual statements would be differentiated by one of

the remaining numerals in the series imder Factual.

An item representing a relevant statement, argumen-

tative, purporting to reveal an opinion would be desig-

nated : R S A

—

I, and thus onward with this series.

A unit representing an irrelevant statement would be

denoted simply asISF, orISA;in case the ap-

parently irrelevant statement proved later to have a

definite relationship to the subject under discussion,

this fact would be noted by the addition of a numeral

indicating its main purport, thus such a statement

indicating that the purport had been to relate an exper-

ience would be designated : I S F—3. Relevant

questions may be symbolized similarly ; thus, a relevant

question calling for information would be indicated as

R 0—^inf.
;

for an opinion R Q—op. ;
for clarification

R Q—cl. ; and for experience R Q—ex. In case the

query appears to have greater import than any of these

four classifications imply, a numeral may be selected from

the sub-classification of statements, thus indicating an

^ In the case of an irrelevant question it is not necessary to designate

the purport If, however, subsequent analysis reveals that what
seemed irrelevant at the moment turns out to be defimtely related, a
proper denotation needs to be made. In most instances, however,

irrelevant statements and questions are purely rhetorical, proceed

from inattention, lack of knowledge, or the felt need for release.
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affinity of purport. Thus, if one wished to indicate that

a question was not merely relevant, and not merely for

purposes of securing information, but was specifically

related to a report, the symbol might be R Q in.—i.

In order to add further meaning to the chart some

indication should be given with respect to the amount

of time devoted to each unit of participation. The above

symbols used in a chart would indicate the distribution

plus the type of participation in the discussion. Longitu-

dinal spacing on the chart would, in turn, indicate the

relative amount of time consumed by each unit of par-

ticipation. Since the units of participation have been

foimd to be almost uniform in length, we have allowed

only a single longitudinal space for each unit ; when one

person combines more than one imit in his discourse,

the units are tabulated in order and thus the chart readily

reveals the relative amount of time taken in discussion

by any one person. Before proceeding with further

analysis of the symbols utilized it may be advisable to

fiunish a sample chart. (See opposite page.)

Interpreting the Graphic Analysis,

Mere presentation of what took place in a committee

meeting is the first step in analysis. The symbohzation

and placement of units of participation provides a picture

of interaction within a committee setting. The meaning

of this interaction in terms of conference procedure must

now be deduced by fiirther steps in analysis. Reference

to this chart will indicate two additional phases of

analysis which are tentatively proposed.

Units of participation tend to group themselves about
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separate phases or periods in a discussion procedure.

The various meanings which we have ascribed to such

groupings will be found imder the heading " Methodo-

logical,” It appeared, for example, that the discussion

of this single subject (dealing with a complaint by the

workers against what they thought to be undue pressure

by the management for production) passed through five

distmct phases or periods. Each phase or period may be

designated or interpreted in terms of its relation to the

total conference procedure. Thus, the first period began

with a report presented by the Employee Chairman

;

from this point onward the Management Chairman pro-

ceeded to explain the prmaples guiding Management

with respect to problans of this sort
;

in addition he

challenged the Employee’s assumptions ; this period of

the conference involved seventeen participating units,

of which the Management Chairman’s discourse consumed

sixteen. The second phase is called " The Period of

Discovery of Uifiiculties ”, and here we find a distribution

of participation, although the Management Chairman

contributes eight umts, and Employee Representative

three, and a visitor ‘ four. The succeeding or third phase

is called “ The Penod of Solution Offered by the Manage-

ment Chairman ”, and here again we find this chairman

contributing seventeen units without any additional par-

ticipation by other members of the committee. In the

fourth phase, “ Period of Further Elaboration of Diffi-

1 In this particular company visitors are frequently invited to sit

with jomt committees, but such visitors are invanably techmcians

who possess special knowledge concermng the subject under considera-

tion. Or, they are persons who have had special and relevant expenence
although not members of this paiticnlar committee
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culties ", one notes another distribution in which, however,

only the Employee Chairman and one other Employee

Representative take part. Finally, there is a culminatmg

phase, “ The Period of Conclusion ”, in which the Manage-

ment Chairman, after one relevant statement of experience

by an employee, formulates the policy, states the manner

of disp<Ming of this item of business, and invites the

confidence of the employees.

One further reference to the diart will reveal that we
have appended an additional column of interpretations

under the title " Psychological.” ‘ In this column we

have merely attempted to indicate, in terms of the phase

or period, what appeared to be the dominant attitude,

insofar as this attitude seemedto be a part of thepurposive

element in the discourse. Thus, the complete chart, that

is, complete so far as we have developed this technique,

includes six aspects of committee interaction, namely

:

(a) the number of units of participation involved, (6) the

person participating, (c) the descnptive quahty of each

unit of participation, {d) the flow of participation from

person to person, {e) a grouping of units into conference

phases, or periods, together with some interpretation of

^ The vahdity of these psychological categones denves frankly

from inferences of language content. Smce the meetings analysed were
those of joint committees consistmg of Management and Employee
representatives, it might be feasible to postulate a set of psychological

polarities , with the aid of these, it might become a simpler task to

designate the dominant attitudes for each period of the conference.

We suggest, for example, such polar concepts as .

Dominance • • Submission

Offensive . . Defensive

Confidence . . Suspicion

Assertion

Concihation

. Denial

. Irreconahation
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the relation of these parts to the whole, and {/) a tentative

interpretation of the psychological (attitudinal) correlate

of each phase or period of the discussion.

The Methodological and Psychological columns in the

chart on page 195 bear directly upon the question of what

is or what is not " good ” conference method, and what is

or is not " good ’’ conference conduct. In our investiga-

tions we discovered that personnel officials and other

industrial officers were most eager to receive enlightenment

with respect to this vexing problem. So persistent were

their requests that we found this to be one of the most

challenging and perplexing difficidties to be encoimtered.

In short, these persons were already so sensitized to the

need for improved conference methods that they were

prepared to take didactic advice whether based upon

research or not. Since w'e made the initial assumption

that we could never arrive at trustworthy facts unless our

research piupose somehow and at various points coalesced

with the purposes of those involved in joint committees,

we could not withstand these demands entirely. But,

wherever possible we allowed our material, inadequate and

incomplete as it was, to do the teaching. Thus, a chart

such as the above which reveals that the Management

Chairman contributed forty-nine of the total of seventy-

one units of participation, that no other Management

Representative prirticipated at all, and that only three of

twelve Employee Representatives participated, is in itself

a teaching device of unmistakable implications. This

chart also reveals numerous other clues with respect to

conference method, for example, it shows that the solution

was presented by the Management Chrdrman and that his
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authority carried this unaltered solution through to

acceptance. If the members of this committee knew this

to be the characteristic method of this chairman, no wide

distribution of participation could be expected.

But, the fundamental problem of “ good ” or " valid
”

conference method is one which does not belong in a

volume concerned primarily with research h3^otheses and

techniques. The very techniques which we suggest in this

volume will, we hope, furmsh the kind of knowledge

concerning the intricacies of interaction in committees

which are needed before adequate and sound rules for

conference method may be proposed. The so-called

practical persons who wish so ardently to know how to

" run ” committees appear to reduce the problem to

absurd simplicity. They overlook, for example, the fact

that committee method is directly related to committee

purpose. Since there are, obviously, many purposes

involved in committees, there can be no single method

appropriate for all purposes A technician could, of course,

advise any given industrial concern with respect to its

complete system of managerial, employee and joint com-

mittees, providing he could be sure at the outset that all

of the persons involved in the memberriiip of these com-

mittees were aware of their purposes. So long as an

industry, for example, utilizes joint committees, to

absorb latent conflicts, to sustain morale, or to forestall

trade unionism, and is frank in stating these purposes,

there is an easy pathway to appropriate conference

method. If, however, industries actually utilize joint-

committees for true problem-solving and as an integral

part of management, then the road toward sound con-

N
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ference method is complex and difficult. All that can be

said at present is that very few industries have recognized

and stated their realistic purposes with respect to joint

committees and consequently no one can suggest to them

the " best ” conference method.

A Simpler Form of Charting.

Those who may wish to experiment with the charting

of coimmttee meetings but who are not prepared to

utilize the complex system of categories, or units of

participation, suggested above, may find use for a more

elementary form. Instead of separating the participation

into units consisting of single statements and queries,

a more generalized unit may be utilized. In this case, a

person's total and continuous discourse for any given

participation would be used as the unit
;

' this may be

described in one or more phrases and in terms of its main

purport Although less explicit and more subjective in

character, this device of charting possesses the advantage

of simplicity. In this form of chart the time element

must be taken into account by spreading the units over

a relatively larger space An illustration of a more

simplified form of charting is presented on the foUowing





CHAPTER XIV

THE PLACE OF STATISTICAL DEVICES

IN PSVCHO-SOCIAL RESEARCH

{Basic Form : Person-to-Record Situatxon)

Realistic social control, without the slightest doubt,

depends upon measurement. But, what kind of measure-

ment ? It is at this point that social scientists confront

their most difficult problem. There are some who are

wholly impatient with the refinement of categories and

with processes ; they wish to count whatever seems

objective and simple. If only a sufficient quantity of

facts may be gathered and correlated, these’ investigators

appear to be, not merely pleased, but assured of the future

utility of their work. Graduate schools, governmental

departments, and business establishments continue to

accumulate statistical enumerations of this simple variety,

but the percentage which becomes actually usable for

social control is lamentably small. Indeed, an accounting

of the sums of money already spent and now being spent

on quantitative researches which cannot possibly bear

any practical relation to human afiairs might take on the

proportions of a public scandal.^ In so far as the social

1 " The mere accumulation of measurements, of data, of tacts (which

may not really be facts after all) may be a worthless expenditure of

tune, energy, and money To be sure, there are problems which are

up to the present time susceptible of study only by the inductive

method ; but it is of the very essence of science that the investigator

have an idea, though he hold ever so hghtly to it."

—

UntverstHes, by
Abraham Flexner, p 127

196
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sciences are concerned, there appear to be sufficient

reasons for believing that the problem of measurement

needs to be re-examined. The discipline of these sciences

promises to produce, not thinkers and scholars, but skilled

manipulators of mathematical fonnul®. Whether the

final results of statistical devices are important or not

seems to matter very little so long as these may be regarded

as “ statistically vahd.” This claim for statistical validity

has been pushed so far in the direction of absurdity

that even the statisticians are beguming to profess

misgivings.

The RSle of Statistics in the Whole of Method.

Critical readers will have observed that our discussion

of research techniques began with those which are usually

considered less objective, and that we have gradually

moved toward those in which the objective element

reveals an increment. This sequence should not betray

the reader : as one advances toward the more objective

techniques one also utilizes more of abstraction. Science

is most certain when most abstract. When the units

have been thoroughly abstracted, when the cluttering

fragments of direct experience have dropped by the

wayside, then ideas seem " pure ” and uiunixed. Thus,

mathematics may serve as the ultimate example of

abstraction, £ind it is because of its " pureness ” that social

scientists have, no doubt, hurried toward its methods.'

In moving from Interviewing to Statistics we have,

therefore, been aware of the fact that our units have

1 Astronomy is, perhaps, the most accurate of the sciences, and also

the farthest removed from sensuous human experience
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become increasingly artificial. Interviewing, so to speak,

catches life on the wing ; what the interviewer sees is

mixed, scrambled, and confused but possesses the quahty

of moving experience. In like manner, the Direct Obser-

vation of a committee in session provides the investigator

with a " rough slice ” of reality. Participant Observing

and Case Analysis involve increasing increments of

abstraction until at last we come to the highest level of

abstraction, namely. Statistics.

Staiishcdl Records as Found in Industries.

Wherever joint committees exist in modem industries

it happens that considerable time and money is spent on

keeping records. Minutes of all meetmgs are recorded,

copies made and distributed. A statistician is employed

to select certain items from these minutes and he constructs

tables and charts. Where records of committee meetmgs

were reduced to enumerative categories we found that

facts of the following varieties were recorded :

(a) Number of committee meetmgs held per year

;

(fi) Number of management representatives involved
,

(c) Number of employee representatives involved ,

{d) Age of participants

;

(c) Length of service of participants
;

(/) Subjects discussed (according to private and non-

anal5dical categories) ;

(g) Kinds of settlements reached ;

(A) Decisions reached in favour of either management

or employees.
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It will be noted that the first five of these categories

represent simple and obvious facts, units of persons or

time. Such facts are, obviously, useful to management

as a part of its complete personnel record, but have very

little significance for research. The last three items,

however, are representative of the functional aspects of

committees and provide a real clue for research.

Stattstics as Applied to Sign%ficant Aspects of Committee

Process.

Social facts, then, seem to offer a choice between those

of a concrete ph5rsical existence on the one hand and of an

intangible psychic quality on the other. But it is precisely

this psychic quality which is the stuff of social reality.

In the beginning we entertained a somewhat simplified

conception of the measurable features of committee func-

tioning. We sought answers to three major queries,

namely

:

(1) What problem is the committee (Problem, or

confronting ? Subject-matter)

(2) What procedure of conferencing

is the committee following ? (Process)

(3) What kmds of results does the

committee achieve ? (Conclusion)

We believed that simple correlations might be made

with the use of these categories. For example, does the

committee achieve one kind of result with a specific kind

of procedure ? Does the committee utilize the same

procedure for all types of problems ? If the reader will

now refer to Chapter V on Interaction, he will see to
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what extent we have refined the “ process ” category,

and it now becomes necessary to indicate how, through a

similar procedure of refinements, we have dealt with the

problem of subject-matter, or committee business.

An Inductive-Deductwe Device for Deriving Subject-matter

Categor%es.

What kinds of problems do joint committees in industry

discuss ? It appears as a simple task to designate the

subjects discussed at any given meeting, but once one

begins to classify these random topics, difficulties of many
sorts arise. If an official in charge of joint committees is

asked what the committees in his company discuss, the

response is immediate ; he rephes, “ They discuss wages,

hours, and workmg conditions.” This simple answer is

also reflected in the statistical records kept by the various

companies. But closer inspection soon reveals that these

categories simply "grew” in industrial parlance and

that very little attention has been given to their ampli-

fication and clarification. One discovers ambiguities,

inconsistencies, and important omissions. When, for

example, a new type or problem is recognized it is simply

subsumed under one or the other of these traditional

categories. In short, these " frozen terms ” as found in

industrial records could not be utilized as the basis for an

accurate interpretation of what transpires in joint com-

mittees. Recognizing this difficulty, we were then, as

research agents, compelled to ask two questions, namely :

Would a standardized set of subject-matter categories

be useful to us as investigators, and to those persons in

industries responsible for the recording and anal3^sing of
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committee data ? Second : By what processes could a

standardized set of categories be derived ? The first

question was readily answered : we agreed that a more

significant and standard set of categories would supply

us with fresh meanings and would be, for our purposes,

more useful than the private and more or less accidental

classifications found in the records. The second query was

not so easily answered.

Steps Leading Toward a Classification of Subject-matter.

All categories, and all classifications, no matter how

simple, are abstractions. Any departure from the raw

sense data of experience, from the living situation, involves

an abstract procedure. On the other hand, the total

situation can never be wholly apprehended, not to say

comprehended : our perceptual capacities are not able

to register the many-sided actuahty of the living present.

What transpires after the event, to use Cassirer’s ‘ term,

is construction, or reconstruction, reformulation, and re-

arrangement according to habitual and rationalized

patterns " In our exploration of the external world,”

says Ritchie,* *' we have to reject or neglect a very large

part of what is given in experience in order to be able to

^ *' But genuine, theoretically guided induction is never satisfied

merely with estabhshing facts as given It replaces the factual co-

existence of sensuous data by another land of connection, which indeed

seems poorer in elements when considered purely materially, but which
can be more clearly surveyed accordmg to the pnnciple of construction

Every experiment we institute, and on which we base our mductive

inferences, works in this direction The real object of scientific investiga-

tion is never the raw matenal of sensuous perception , in place of

this science substitute a system of conditions constructed and defined

by itself.”—E Cassirer, Substance, Function and Einstein's Theory of

Relativity, p 253
• Scientific Method, by A D Ritchie, pp 199-200
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make use of the remainder. What we do make use of has

to be treated by very elaborate processes before the raw

material of experience is converted into the finished

product of scientific theory. When the process is all over,

it is very difiicult to see the connection between what we
started with and what we finish with. The world of

immediate experience is an affair of blurred and fiuctuating

outlines of meaningless variegation, it is full of loose ends,

of vague relations to something outside its iimnediate

content. Out of this we construct something neat and

tidy, something compact and rounded off. Yet we are

compelled to believe that the last is somehow a true

reflection of the first. It may be a distorted reflection,

but the distortion goes by rule, so that the image is

veridical even if it is not veritable,” This description of

the pathway between raw experience and refined science

represents accurately the procedure which was followed

in the present case : we began with the raw data of com-

mittee meetings as transcribed m the records
;

these we

have sifted and winnowed and examined until at last we
have arrived at a manageable set of categories which, we

believe, denote with some degree of accuracy the subject-

matter of joint committees in industry. We now proceed

to describe the pathway along which we have travelled.

An artificial classification is one based upon predeter-

mined, a priori purpose. An investigator might wish to

know, for example, how many items in a given total of

committee sessions were devoted to wages ; he would then

proceed to extract from the data, without critical examina-

tion, all those items which were either representative of

wages or not-wages. His purpose would, then, predeter-
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mine the classification. A procedure of this sort is, of

course, justifiable, especially in cases where the inves-

tigator is thoroughly familiar with the nature of the data.

It proceeds, however, from a subjective base, and is,

therefore, susceptible to all the dangers inherent in a

situation in which specific purposes guide specific inquiries.

Most investigators recognize the amazing ease with which

one may eliminate, or fail to recognize, facts which do

not fit a priori classifications.

A natural classification is one which is derived from

inductions flowing from examination of the data. It

begins by placing together things (items) which are

identical or alike. The decision concerning that which

is alike and that which is different cannot be reached by

methods which are purely inductive. (Perhaps, the use

of words in itself violates pure inductive method.) Like-

ness, according to Whewell, is not established by definition

but by properties, since “ before we can attend to several

things as like or unlike, we must be able to apprehend

each of these by itself as one thing. This unity,” he

contmues, " is given by the mind itself
, the condition

of unity of an object is that assertions concerning it shall

be possible.”' One must be able, that is, to apply many
verbs to one substantive. Whewell maintains, however,

that in setting up a natural classification as, for example,

in plants, a general knowledge of the subject is necessary

and that " other ideas must be called into action as well

as the idea of likeness.” A natural classification based

upon essential likeness and difference must not be pre-

sumed to be exclusive of all other classifications, even

' The Htstory of SctettHfic Ideas, by William Whewell, p 95
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other natural ones. Natural classifications may vary

with respect to general, but never with respect to specific,

purposes and conveniences *

Whewell, in maintaining that likeness can only be

determined by properties and not by definition, appears

to limit the adaptability of natural classifications to

those properties which are measurable. In the case of

psycho-social phenomena it is precisely the most impor-

tant of all properties and qualities which escapes measure-

ment. In anal}rsing the subjects coming before joint com-

mittees, one is dealing, not with things, but rather with

propositions. It appears, then, that in studies of this sort

discriminations between likeness and difference cannot be

based upon accurate measurement either of things or

properties. Before proceeding, therefore, ^e must be

more specific with respect to the whatness of these subjects

appearing as items of business in committee meetings.

For present purposes it may be assumed that there are

three general classes of phenomena to be observed in the

universe, namely, objects, events, and representations of

objects or events (thoughts).

This conception may be diagramed as follows :

1 " Misled, as we shall see, by the problem of classification m the

natural saences, philosophers often seem to think that in each subject
there must be one essentially natural classification which is to be
selected to the exclusion of the other This erroneous notion probably
proceeds also m part from the lumted powers of thought and mcon-
vement mechamcal conditions under which we labour.”—PnnapUs
of Science, 1874 ed , p 343, Stanley Jevons
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The subject-matter of a committee’s deliberations

appears initially, not as object, but as event. The investi-

gator’s observation is not, however, of the event but of a

representation of the event found in written, recorded

language Using this diagram as the skeletal background

for classifications, it may be said that

;

1. Objects may be classified according to measurements

;

the properties involved may also be classified by

objective measurements.

2. Events are subject to space-time measurement, but

complete and accurate denotation and description

on the part of the observer is impossible ; inference

of one sort or another most always be invoked in

defining the event.

3. Representations, or symbols of objects and events,

appear to us in language forms. In the case of the

joint committee, for example, we discover what

event has transpired, or more specifically, what

subject was deliberated upon, by readmg the

record of the meeting. But, the language form, or

mode, which represents the event is not the chief

consideration ; our aim is to discover, beyond this

form, beyond this representation, a what which has

its incidence not in language but in the operation

of a given industry.

Subjects are presented to the committee, either in

written or oral form ; the essential deposit of this event

is a proposition.* But, it is always a proposition about

* '* A verbal statement is assumed to be the expression of a pro-

position ,
this assumption impUes that there is a gennme difference

between the statement as a form of words and the proposition which
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something, representative of an essential idea. And, it is

something about which needs to be registered in categories

of likeness and sameness. Onr problem has now been

located in the field of logic ; we are hence prepared to

describe our verbal-logic events, or their representations,

by definition and not by measurement.

Before proceeding, however, it may be advisable to

state the general criteria used as tests for categories of this

sort. We have assumed that a valid set of categories

depicting the subject discussed in joint committees would •

1. Be qualitatively consistent

;

2. Admit of sharp definition :

3. Be sufSciently interrelated and indeterminate to

allow for degrees of combination and re-combina-

tion

;

4. Be sufficiently numerous to be comprehensive and

still few enough m number to be manageable, and

if necessary to be suitable for statistical tabulations

and correlations.

In addition to these primary criteria, we also assumed

that it would be desirable, if possible, to arrive at a final

set of categories of subject-matter which would ;

() Be apphcable to all jomt committees m all industries

;

() Allow for comparisons between various committees

at various periods of time ;

(c)^Be consistent with and form a definite part of a set

of categories to cover the whole of industry,

is thereby stated. The difference is analogous to the difference between
symbols and their meamngs A proposition is what the classical

tradition called an idea, a significant form , and a verbal statement,

if it is significant, is significant by reference to ideas,"

—

DtaltcHc, by
Mortimer Adler, p 143
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Inductive and Deductive Methods Conjoined.

The psychological factors which intrude themselves into

the process of forming logical concepts should be initially

recognized. There is no pure method of thought. Logic

formalizes thought but it does not wholly succeed in

eliminating wish and purpose. And, in so far as tbinlfing

is performed through the use of language, each idea will

be found to consist of a central core of relatively realistic

content, plus a periphery of subjective accumulations.

Induction and deduction are popularly presumed to be

opposite methods of reasoning, but closer scrutiny m-

variably reveals the fact that these two modes of thought

are mixed, intertwined. Or, as Bogoslovsky states,

"The old logic differentiated definitely between them.

Deduction was considered as an application of the general

principle to a particular case and induction as the opposite

process of constructing a general rule from particular

instances. As the movements run in quite opposite

directions, they were even thought to be mutually exclu-

sive for any single operation of reasoning But, as a matter

of fact, we always have, in any act of thought, both deduc-

tion and mduction, only imder certain conditions we

have the mductive element predominant, in other circum-

stances the deductive tendency prevailing.”^

The data, consistmg as it does of records of past

meetings, represents a verbal summary of events. In

each instance the investigator must ask, " What were

these persons talking about ? ” The " what
”

in recorded

data becomes the basic unit in classification, and until

^ The Technique of Controversy, pp. 104-105.
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this " whatness ” has been clarified it is useless to apply

quantitative methods of analysis.* The “whatness" of

the record cannot be measured ; it can only be reasoned

about. All that can be done to make this procedure

objective is to distinguish between likeness and difference,

but even here non-objective means are utilized ; hkeness

and difference are properties, not so much of the objects

or events in themselves as of the mind of the observer.

At every point of discrimination between likeness and

difference the observer's psychological hinterland, the

source of all general propositions, intrades itself as part

of his judgment.* Thus, when the inductive process is

* A sinular problem of categones was confronted m an analogous

study of newspaper content (The Country Newspaper WiUey

)

This investigator's task was to designate each article according to

some subject-matter category (See also News and the Newspaper, by
Kmgsbury, Hart and Clark, The New Repubhc, October 8, 1930

)

The " whatness
"
of these newspaper articles, as well as the " whatness "

of committee nunutes becomes, then, the chief elementm classification

* " The chief points of postulate theory are that no demonstration

can be made except m terms of some propositions which are not
demonstrated, though not necessarily not demonstrable , that such

nndemonstrated propositions, usually called postulates, are taken as

true without proof , that the process of defimtion requu-es the accepta-

tion of certain terms as undefinable in any given set of defiiutions
,

that such mdefinables are taken as having precise meamng though
undefined , that, in short, any logical demonstration whether called a
doctrme or a system, depends m logical ongm upon a set of primitives
—^postulates, defimtions, and mdefinables—and that withm any given

system or doctrine, these pnmitives are themselves not submitted to

the processes of demonstration
" These primitives, then, are non-rabonal elements m the process of

thinkmg and this is equally so whether that thinking be inductive or

deductive, demonstrative or argumentative They ate usually not
considered to be absolute ; that is, there is no one set of primitives obhga-

tory upon all thinking, and necessary to every system Postulates and
defimtions are the logical eqmvalents of what the psychologist calls

prejudices and wilful thinking They are chosen or selected, rather
rtiati mtellectually obhgatory and rationally unavoidable The most
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begun it already contains a deductive element, namely,

the observer's imconscious, or balf-conscious background

of assimilated concepts
;

without these he cannot make
discriminations. The inductive process, then, may be

said always to begin with the general, that which is in the

mind of the reasoner ; it then deals with the particular,

but in the end returns to the general, thus

:

From the General

:

Unconscious psychological concepts.

To Particular

:

Object of attention.

To General

:

Conscious, logical concepts.

If, then, “ induction remains at all, which is a difficult

question, it will remain merely as one of the principles

according to which deductions are effected.” ^ Final

categones, if these result from rigorous anal}^, will be

generalized abstractions. The degree of generalization

and abstraction possible in any given case will be deter-

mined by the nature of the data, and the investigator’s

wishes.* This interrelated use of inductive and deduc-

tive methods may now be set forth in terms of specific

stages. ITie total process of derivmg appropriate cate-

gories, beginning with the event and ending with concepts

suitable for research purposes, comprises seven separate

steps ; we are here excluding the first two steps, namely,

noting the event and recording it verbally, since these

general name for such elements is * tnimhve proposiHons,' when mtmtion
IS taken to mean not the manner m which we know a true proposition

but the manner in which we know a proposition taken as true."

—

DtaUche, by Mortimer Adler, pp 14-15
^ Sctenttfic Method in Philosophy, by Bertrand Russell, p 34
• For a suggestive treatment of this and the previous discussion on

psychological and logical concepts, see I. Miller, The Psychology of

Thinking, Chapters 15-19.

O
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occurred before research was initiated. Specifically stated,

the five stages through which the material was passed in

deriving subject-matter categories were :

1. Exatninationof the Maierial: T3T)e-written minutes

of committee meetings, usually in smnmary and not

verbatim form, were available. The investigators were

already familiar with this material, having utilized it

for a variety of other purposes over a period of a year

or more. In the present examination, however, atten-

tion was directed at one aspect only, namely, the

discovery of vahai was discussed in each item presented.

At this stage, verb-noun combinations or descriptive

statements lifted from the total context, and registered.

This procedure, as will be seen, constitutes a sort of

" fixing-bath ” in which subjects are caught in their

most elemental state.

2. Aggregation of the Subject Items

:

The descriptive

statements are assembled so that scrutiny is possible

to aid in the formation of groups. This is the first

formative stage in the inductive-deductive process.

They are perceived as a mass of data in the rough

without identifying elements of likeness and difference.

3. Classification of the Subject Items by Placement in

Primary Groups according to Likeness : Likeness, in this

case, meant identity wherever identity was obvious,

but it also meant correspondence or consimilarity with

respect to problem-context. For example, if the members

of the committee discuss whether wages shall be paid

by bank draft or cadi, they are not discussing wages

per se, but rather methods of payment : the problem-
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context, then, is methods-of-payment and not wages.

In each case, the question was asked. Is likeness here

greater than difference ? If difference is greater than

likeness, a new classificatory group needs to be formed.

(Note.—^There is, patently, a great deal of subjectivity

involved in these choices between likenessand difference

;

the investigator’s imconscious wishes, even his positive

or negative feeling about words, enters and colours his

choice. For this reason, this procedure is more valid

when used by more than one person, that is, by two or

more persons correcting each other’s judgments during

the process. Comparison of the various items in the

groups can best be facihtated by following some

procedure such as this

:

(a) State the points wherein the items are related ;

(b) State the salient points wherem the items are

different.

(c) If the points of likeness are more important than

the points of difference, give a generalized

statement of these points of likeness that will

serve for identifsnng the group.)

4. The AbstracUon of Titles for Groups of Subject

Items : The process of abstraction is similar to that of

comparison m that it consists of a further formation

of groups. But in this instance it is a grouping of

groups. The subordinate groupings are recombined

into a larger whole on the basis of their essential common

qualities. The point of departure for determining these

essential common qualities is in the psychological

concepts on which the study is based, that is, the
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background knowledge of the subject-matter plus the

purpose of the investigator to construct a relevant set

of categories. Abstraction proper is a decantation of the

essential, common qualities of the elements represented

in the groups and a holding of them up for separate

consideration. When this has been done for the whole

of the data, a number of these abstractions remain

which ^ould be the true coimotation of all data. The

use of terms in this and the following state is subject

to particular hazards. Specific, unambiguous meanmgs

are difficult to determine. Particular care must be

exercised in maintainmg a common co-ordinate level in

the abstractions.

5. The GeneraltzcUton of SuhjectrmaUer Terms: The

previous stage of abstraction should give a suitable set

of concepts for dealing with the massed data. For

purposes of wider usage, however, one more step toward

the intensive is important. This last or generalization

stage is valuable in showing the possible relations of

these subjects to a larger body of data that deal with

industry as a whole and not merely with such items as

come under consideration in an employee representation

plan. Subject categories that are valid for employee

representation must also be valid for industry in general.

The test for validity is to see if these final generalizations

fit co-ordinately and subordinately into such a broader

set of categories. This final step in abstraction involves

the use of knowledge plus insight. Terms of this nature

must, to some degree at least, be invented. The process

is similar to that of the archaeologist who must construct

a complete pattern, an entire pot from a few fragments.
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How successful the present investigators have been in

devising final categories is still to be determined

;

only a wide usage of these categories will indicate

whether or not they convey accurate meanings.

By using a random selection of five hundred items

presented in committees of two large mdustries the

following result was obtained :
’

Claasificabon or
Primary Grouping

Abstraction or
Secondary Grouping

Generahzation
or Fmal

Grouping

(Classifying of items) (Classifying of groups)

Methods of work.
Methods of dealing with

customer
Suggestions to management
on process

Rules for work
Tools and equipment
Elimination of dangers and

annoyances.

Ways and means of
doing work

Physical surround-
ings of the job

PEKFORumO

Quahfications for the job
Classification of the job
Preparation and traimng for

Re^nsibihty added to job
Assistance ne^ed on job

Standardizabon of

Age limit for retiring

Surplus smd deficit of work-
ing force.

Promotions, demotions, trans-
fers, disaphne

Temporary separation from
the pay-roll

Honrs of work, schedules of
overtime.

Leaves of absence without
pay.

Adjustment of per-
sonnel in number,
status and time

Regulating

1 The first and second stages are onutted for obvioas reason of bulk
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Classification or
Primary Groupmg

Abstraction or
Secondary Grouping

Generalization
or Final
Grouping

Holidays.
Vacations
Civic and military service.

I^y for time absent
nom work by per-
mission

Rates for individuals and
groups.

B^s for payment
Defining rates

Establishment and
mamtenance of

Sale of company stock
Sale of company goods.
Sale of insurance
Concessions on hospital fees
Concessions on bousing rental

Goods, services and
economics for em-

Rbwakoing

Pensions.
Death benefits.

Sickness benefits

Compensation for
sickness, accidents
and long service

Faobties for employee pur-

Fanlities foremployee saving
FamUties for employee trans-

portation
Facilities for health, medical
and dental service.

Safety and accident preven-

Method, time, period of wage
payment.

Food service
Lockers and bath faahties

Conveniences and
privileges and facil-

ities for employees

Enviromimg.

Goodwill, gratitude, tnbute
and condolence

Ei^loyee Representation
Flan and its committees

Group expressions
and activities

Miscellaneous.

Beginning, then, with five hundred random items of

business performed by joint committees in three represen-
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tative industries as stated in the record, we ended the

inductive-deductive procedure when we had arrived at

four major categories which seemed to us sufficiently

abstract to be usable as designations for aU types of

committee subject-matter. Whether these categories are

broad enough to be applicable in all industries and for

all t3T)es of joint committees can only be determined by

further experimentation. Our main objective was to

derive such categories as might be useful for statistical

purposes. The subject-matter of joint committees in

industry, then, falls into a classification of four terms,

namely, (i) Performing work, (2) Regulating work and

conditions of work, (3) Rewarding for work done or to he

done, and (4) Environing, includit^ psychological {morale)

as well as physical conditions under which work is performed.

Philosophically, these cat^ories have wide usage, but

for statistical purposes within any given industry the

thirteen sub-categories need to be used because of their

specific character.

An Abstract Formula Suitablefor Statistical Purposes.

The foregoing accomit of the theory and practice of

deriving categories represents a laborious procedure

through which we have purposely taken the reader ; our

aim has been, not merely to indicate how we arrived at

the place of selecting four major categories suitable for

research but also to emphasize the necessity of utilizing

modem logic in the various stages of research. Not many

research students who have been " bitten ” by the current

fadiion of " counting ” will be prepared to submit them-

selves to logical necessities of this sort, but we beheve that
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the emphasis should be made, nevertheless. In any case, we

may now eliminate considerable detail from the description

of the remaining phases of our statistical formula. Suffice

it to say that we concluded that simple descriptive cate-

gories were not suitable for statistical purposes and that

we needed abstract categories, terms which might be used

to denote the psycho-social process. The S-O-R formula

developed in Chapter V appeared to furnish the clue for

such categories, and we have therefore assumed that the

d3mamics of joint committee processes might be measured

in terms of Stimulus, Oiganization, and Response. Our

next task was to provide these categories with meaningful

content as related to committees. The joint committee

as function or process may, then, be reduced to quantita-

tive bases if the following facts are tabulated :

A. Stimulus

:

1. Subject-matter area. (See pages 213 and 214 for

details.)

2. The manner of introducing the subject

:

() Simple : matter-of-fact, oral pronouncement

or written announcement

;

() Amplified : simple statement or reading plus

explanation or introduction of supporting

facts

;

(c) Weighted : may be either simple or amplified

but with an additional element of argu-

ment intended to influence or condition

the attitudes of conferees.
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3. Language mode used in introducing subject

:

() Written ;

() Oral.

B. Organization

:

1. Implicit individual consideration ; unspoken.

2. Explicit individual consideration , spoken :

() Individual to individual ;
single ;

() Individual to individual ; recurrent.

3. Explicit collective consideration :

() Employee representatives only ;

() Management representatives only ;

(c) Both employee and management represen-

tatives.

C. Response

:

‘

1. Implicit, non-overt or tacit conclusion.

2. Explicit, overt conclusion :

() Acceptance of proposal, suggestion, or state-

ment :

(i) Provisional;

(ii) Tentative (with allowance for recon-

sideration) ;

(in) Apparently complete.

() Delegation of responsibility to person or

persons who are members of the joint

committee

:

(i) To management in general

;

(ii) To specific management person ;

^ As now used for statistical purposes, this term " response ’’ may be
thought of as mclnding the meanings of " result." " consummation," or
" emergence.”
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(iii) To employees in general

;

(iv) To specific employee

;

(v) To a special committee.

(c) Assumption of responsibility by person or

persons who are members of the joint

committee

:

(i) By management chairman
;

(ii) By management in general

;

(hi) By employees in general

;

(iv) By specific employee
;

(v) By a special committee.

(if) Rejection of proposal, suggestion, or state-

ment.

(e) Withdrawal of proposal, suggestion, or state-

ment.

(/) Conclusion deferred

:

(i) For further information from Manage-

ment, employee, both, jointly, et

cetera.

(ii) For investigation by management,

employees, both (separately), jomt

committee, et cetera.

(iii) For further authority.

(iv) For otha: reasons.

(g) Referred to person or persons not members of

the joint committee, but to be reported

back to the joint committee :

(i) To management

;

(ii) To employee, or employees

;
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(iii) To a committee

:

— higher in jurisdiction

;

— lower in jurisdiction

;

— special.

(iv) Other.

If the above classification of categories were now placed

across the top of a sheet of paper, with each item of

business listed in the left-hand column, statistical tabula-

tions could be made as follows

:

Item of

Business

Stimulus Orgaiuzabon Response

3 _LJ
* 3 I *

a b d a b b 1 b a b c a b d f S

1

1

3

4

5-

It \nU be noted that the above list of categones does not include

the term " purpose " It -nould be useful, obviously, to know at the

point of stimulation precisely what purpose the mtroducer of an item

of business had in mind. Such purpose is discoverable m some instances

but 18, on the whole, concealed and cannot, therefore, be utihzed

quantitatively
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Each item would then be checked as far as it carried

across the sheet. Thus, a glance would indicate the subject,

the manner of introduction, the language mode used in

introducing subject (S) ; the nature of the organization

preliminary to response (O) ; and, finally, the implicit

or explicit disposition of the item (R). Correlations might

then be made between all of the categories checked for

each item. By showing the percentage of the items of

business, going only as far as S, the research agent may
determine to what extent the committees are being

utilized for informative or routine procedures. If he

tabulates the numbers which go only as far as O, he may
determine the amoimt of simple, non-controversial, and

non-consummatory discussion engagmg the time of such

committees. Finally, by tabulating those which go all

the way to R, he may determine by ratios and correlations

the extent to which items of discussion reach a formal

conclusion.

A Sample of One Hundred Joint Committee Items Treated

Statistically

:

STIMULUS •

Subject-matter of discussion :

Ways and means of doing work . . 34

Ph3^cal Surroundings of the job . . 2

Standardization of the job . . . o

Adjustment of Personnel in number,

status, and time .... 6

Pay for time absent from work by per-

mission ..... i

Cany forward . 43
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Brought forward . 43
Establishment and maintenance of rates

of pay ..... o

Goods, services and economics for em-

ployees 3

Compensation for sickness, accidents,

and long service . . . . o

Conveniences, privileges and facilities

for employees .... 30

Group expressions and activities , . 19

Miscellaneous . . . . .5
Total . 100

Language Mode used in Introducing subject :

Oral 88

Written 12

Total . 100

Method of introducing the subject

:

Simple ...... 67

Amplified 16

Weighted 17

Total . 100

ORGANIZATION •

Implicit, individual consideration, unspoken 40

Explicit, individual ; spoken

.

Single, individual to individual . 32

Single, recurrent i

Explicit collective consideration

:

Employee representatives only . . ii

Management representatives only . . 2

Carry forward . 86
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Brought forward . 86

Both management and employee repre-

sentatives 14

Total . 100

RESPONSE

;

(Total of items receiving explicit organization) . 60

Imphcit, non-overt response or conclusion 10

Explicit, overt conclusion

:

Acceptance of proposal, suggestion, or statement

:

Provisional . ... o

Tentative 0

Apparently complete ... 13

Total . 13

Delegation of responsibility to mem-
bers of committee

:

To management generally . i

To specific management person . 9
To employees generally . , o

To specific employee . . 0

Total . 10

Assumption of responsibihty by

members of committee

:

Management person generally . o

Management persons specifically 9

Employees generally . . o

Employees specifically . . i

Total . 10

Rejection of proposal, su^estion of state-

ment o

Carry forward 43
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Brought forward . 43

Withdrawal of proposal, suggestion or

statement i

Conclusions deferred

:

For further information

:

From management . . 0

From employees ... 2

From both (mdependently) . i

From both jointly . . o

Other I

Total . 4

For mvestigatron

:

By management ... 2

By employees ... 0

By both (independently) , 0

By both ]omtly ... 0

Total . 2

For authority o

For other reason . . . . i

Conclusions referred outside committee

To management ... 9

To employees ... 0

To committees . . . o

9

Total of items concluded . . . 60

Other relevant statistical data

:

Items representing old business ... 17

Items representing new business... 83

Total . 100
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Items introduced by management represen-

tatives 43

Items introduced by employee representatives 57

Total . 100

Summary.

The items of committee business dealt with above, one

hundred in number, were selected at random from the

minutes of previous meetings and have been used, not to

prove anything by way of research results, but merely

to illustrate how the S—O—R formula might become the

basis for statistical measurement. Under the major

category " S ” we find that 34 per cent of the items

concerned specifically ways and means of performing

work, 30 per cent had to do with conveniences, pnvileges,

and facilities for employees, 19 per cent were items

deahng with employee representation itself and with its

committees ; the remaining 17 per cent of items repre-

sented scattering subjects such as physical surroimdings,

payment for time absent from work, et cetera As a part

of stimulus, we may note that 88 per cent of the items

were introduced orally, while 12 per cent arose from wntten

reports or references. Sixty-seven of the total of one

hundred items were brought before the committees by

mecins of simple statements or questions.

The " O ” column, or organization of response, reveals

considerably more of the essence of committee process,

since we note at once that 40 per cent of the items coming

before the committees receive no overt consideration of

any sort ; these items were sunply presented and were
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not disciissed. Of the remaining 60 per cent, more than

one half received consideration only by two persons and

not by the group as a whole. Thus, of the total of one

hundred items only 27, or dightly more than one-fourth,

were treated collectively, that is, by the employee repre-

sentatives and the management chauman ; only 14 of the

total received consideration by employees and management
representatives other than the chairman.

Reviewing the treatment of the total one hundred cases,

we discover that 40 per cent stopped at “ S '' or stimulus

;

these items were presented to the group as information,

suggestion, or advice and ehcited no response. Of the

remaining sixty items, fifty reached the stage of explicit

conclusion ; thirteen of these were suggestions or proposals

which the groups accepted, twenty were disposed of by

delegating responsibility, and action on sixteen was

delayed because the final conclusion was referred to other

committees or authorities. This brief summary gives

some insight into the kmd of factual material which might

be derived from a statistical study of such committees.

As a test of the adequacy of committees, this technique

would need to be carried to the stage of correlations

At this point the statistical technique would need to be

brought into relation with case analysis , when, for

example, a committee disposes of an item by reference to

another authority, this reference would hereeifter need to

be followed until an ultimate conclusion of some sort had

been reached.

p
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POSTSCRIPT

Experimentation with research techniques in the

social sciences needs to be carried to still a further

level. What is needed is a demonstration of the con-

joint use of all techniques in relation to a single

problem or situation. (A combined approach of this

sort might, of course, mclude techniques not discussed

in this volume, for example, the questionnaire.) Each

technique will presumably reveal a different quahty of

fact ;
moreover, each separate technique may reveal a

varying quality of fact when used by different investi-

gators. The statistician may not be an adept at

interviewing, and the person who is proficient in

observing may lack the skills necessary for charting.

But, if six investigators, all attempting to study a

single situation in terms of an accepted set of analyt-

ical categories, were to function co-operatively, each

separate skill would supplement the other and the net

result would be a set of facts and mterpretations

immediately usable for purposes of social change.

Dynamic social research is based upon the assumption

that fact-finding should lead to action. Its major

premise is that meaningful social action based upon

knowledge will follow when social research is founded

upon an inclusive epistemology and an expenmental

logic, that is, when its facts fall into a relativistic

scale which bears some resemblance to life itself.
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Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus. By Luivng Wittgenstein.

Introduction by Bertrand Russell, FRS. los. 6d. net.

* This IS a most important book cootauung original ideas on a large range
of topics, forming a coherent system which is of extraordinary mterest and
deserves the attention of all philosophers '—Mind '

Quite as exciting as
we had been led to suppose it to bo ’—New Statesman

The Measurement of Emotion. By W. Whately Smith, M.A

.

Foreword by William Brown, MJB., D.Sc. los. 6d. net.

‘ It should prove of great value to anyone interested m psychology and
famihar with current theories , while the precision of the author’s methods
forms an object lesson m psychological research ’—Discovery
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The Nature of Laughter. By J. C. Gregory. los. 6d. net.

' Mr Gregory, in this freA and stimnlating study, joins issue with all his
predecessors In our judgment he has made a disfanct advance in the study
of laughter ; and his remarks on wit, humour, and comedy, are most dis-

criminating ’

—

Journal of Education

The Philosophy ofMusic. By WtUtam Pole, F.R.S.. Mus. Doc.
Edited with an Introduction by Professor E. J. Dent and a
Supplementaty Essay by Dr. Hamilton Hartridge. los. 6d. net.

‘ This IS an excellent book and its le-issne should bo welcomed by all who
|

take more than a superficial mterestinmusic Dr Pole possessed not only a
wide knowledge of these matters, but also an attractive style, and this
combination has enabled him to set forth clearly and sufficiently completely I

to give the general reader a fair all-round grasp of his subject '

—

Discovery

Individual Psychology. By Alfred Adler. Second edition,

183. net.
‘ He makes a valuable contribution to psychology His thesis is extremely
simple and comprehensive mental phenomena when correctly understood
may be r^farded as leading up to an end which consists m estabhshing the
subject’s superiority ’

—

Discovery

The Philosophy of ‘ As If'. By Hans Vaihtnger. 25s. net,

' The most important contnbntioa to philoeophieal hteratnxe in a quarter
of a century Briefly, Vaihinger amasses evidence to prove that we can
arrive at theories which work pretty weU by " consciously false assump-
tions ” We know that these fictionsm no way reflect reahty, but we treat
them as if they did Among such fictions are the average man, freedom,
God, empty space, matter, the atom, infimty ’

—

Spectator

Speculations : Essa3rs on Hiunanism and the Philosophy of Art.

By T. E. Hulme. Edited by Herbert Read. Frontispiece and
Foreword by Jacob Epstein los. 6d. net.

' With its peculiar merits, this book is most unlikely to meet with the
shghtest comprehension from the usual reviewer Hulme was known as a
brilhant talker, a bnlhant amateur of metaphysics; and the author of two
or three of the most beautiful short poems m the language In thisvolume
he appears as the forerunner of a new attitude of mmd '

—

Criterion

The Nature of Intelligence. By L. L. Thurstons, Professor
of Psychology in the University of Chicago. los 6d. net.
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The Growth ofthe Miad : an Introduction to Child Psychology.
By K. KofftM, Professor in the University of Giessen Fifth
edition, revised and reset, 15s. net.

‘ His book is extremely mterestuig, and it is to be hoped tliat it will be
widely read ’

—

Ttmts Lxterary Su^lement Leonard Woolf, reviewing this
book and the following one m the Natton, writes ' Every senous student
of psychology ought to read it [T*s Apes], and ho should supplement it by
reading The Growth of the Mind, for Professor KoSka joins up the results of
Kohler's observations with theresultsof the study of child-psycholcigy.’

The Mentality of Apes. By Professor W. Koehler, of Berlin
University. Third ^tion, with 28 illustrations, los. 6d. net.

‘ May fairly be said to mark a toming-point m the history of psychology
The book is both m substance and form au altogether admirable piece of
work It IS of absorbing interest to the psychologist, and hardly less to the
layman His work will always be regarded as a classic m its kind and a
model for future studies '

—

Times LUerary Supplement

The Psychology of Religious Mysticism. By Professor James
H. Leuba. S^nd edition, 15s. net.

Based upon sohd research '

—

Ttmes Literary Supplement ‘ The book is
fascmating and stimulating even to those who do not agree with it, and it
13 scholarly as well as scientific '

—

Review of Renews
‘ The most success*

ful attempt m the EngUsh language to penetrate to the heart of
mysticism ’

—

New Yorh Nation

The Psychology ofa Musical Prodigy. By G. Revesz, Director
of the Psychological Laboratory, Amsterdam los. 6d. net.

* For the first time we have a scientific rraort on the development of a
x&nacal genius. Instead of being dependent on the vaguely mauveUous
repent oi adonzig relatives, we enter the more latiafying atmo^here of
precise tests That Erwin ts a musical gemns, nobody who reads thu
book will doubt '

—

Ttmes Literary Supplement

Principles of Literary Criticism. By 7 . A . Rtchards, Fellow of
Magdalene College, Cambridge, and Professor of English at
Pekmg University. Fourth edition, los 6d. net.

' An important contribution to the rehabilitation of English cnticism

—

perhaps because of its sustained scientific nature, the most important
contribution yet made Mr. Richards begins with an account of the present
chaos of critical theories and follow with an analysis of the fallacy in
modem aesthetics *—Crt^mow

The Meta^ysical Foundations of Modern Science. By
Professor Eavnn A . Burtt. 14s net

* Thisbook deals with a profoundly mteresting subject The critical portion
18 admirable *—Bertrand Russ^, in Natton *A history of the ongm and
development of what was, until recentiy, the metaphysic genially asso-
ciated with the scientific outlook quite admirably done *

—

Ttmes LUerary Supplement

The Psychology of Time. By Mary Sturt, M.A

.

7s. 6d. net.
' An interesting book, typical of the work of the younger psychologists of
tCHlay. The clear, concise stylo of writing adds greatly to the pleasure
of the reader ’

—

foumal of Education
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Educational Psychology. By Charles Fox, Lecturer on
Education in the University of Cambridge. Third edition,

los. 6d. net.
‘ A worthy addition to a senes of outstanding ment '—Lancet '

Certainly
one of the best books of its land '—Observer

' An extremely able book,
not only useful, but original '—Journal of Education

Emotion and Insanity. By S. Thalbttzer, Chief of the Medical

StafE, Copenhagen Asylum Preface by Professor H HOffdtng.
7s. 6d net

' Whatever the view taken of this fciscinating explanation, there is one plea
in this book which must be whole-heartedly endorsed, that psychiatnc
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Contributions to Analytical Psychology. By C G Jung.
Dr. Med. , Zurich, author of ‘ Psychological Types ’ Translated
by H. G and Cary F Baynes. i8s net.

‘ Taken as a whole, the book is extremely important and will further
consohdate his repatation as the most purely brilliant mvestigator that the
psycho-analytical movement has produced '

—

Ttmes LUerary Supplement

An Historical Introduction to Modem Psychology. By
Gardner Murphy, Ph.D. Third Edition, 21s. net

‘ That Dr Murphy should have been able to handle this mass of material
in an easy and atfaactive way is a considerable achievement He has read
widely and accurately, but his erudition is no burden to him His
summaries are always lively and acute ’

—

Ttmes Ltterary Supplement

Emotions of Normal People. By Wtlham MouUon Marston,
Lecturer in Psychology in Columbia Umversity i8s net.

' He IS an American psychologist and neurologist whose work is quite un-
known in this country He has written an important and darmg book, a
very stimulating book He has thrown down challenges which many may
consider outrageous '

—

Saturday Revtew

The Child's Conception of the World. By Jean Ptaget,

Professor at the University at Geneva, izs. 6d net.

‘ The child-nund has been largely an untapped region Professor Piaget
has made a serious and effective drive into this area, and has succeeded m
marking in a considerable outlme of the actual facts They are of interest
to all who want to understand children We know of no other source from
which the same insight can be obtained '

—

Manchester Guardian

Colour and Colour Theories. By Christine Ladd-Franklxn.
With 9 coloured plates, 12s 6d. net

' This IS a collection of the various papers in which Mrs Ladd-Franklin has
set out her theory of colour-vision—one of the best-known attempts to
make a consistent story out of this tangle of mysterious phenomena Her
theory is one of the most ingemous and compi^ensive that has been put
forward '

—

Ttmes Literary Supplement

The Psychology of Philosophers. By Alexander Herzberg,

Ph.D los 6d. net.
‘ It has been left for him to expound the points in which the psychology
[of philosophers] appears to differ both from that of 1'Homme moyen sensuel
and from that of men of gemus m other walks of life It may be admitted
freely that he puts his case with engagmg candour ’

—

Ttmes Ltterary
Supplement

Creative Imagination : Studies in the Psycholi^ of Literature

By June E. Downey, Professor of Psychology in tlie University

of Wyoming. los 6d. net.
' This IS an altogether delightful book Her psychology is not of the
dissecting-room type that destroys what it analyses The author's own
prose has a high literary quality, while she brmgs to her subject originality

and breadth of view '

—

Birmingham Post
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The Art of Interrogation. By E. R. Hamilton, M A., B.Se.,

Lecturer in Education, University College of North Wales.
Introduction by Professor C. Spearman, F.R.S. 7s. 6d. net.

* His practical advice u of the utmost possible value, and his book is to

be reconunended not only to teachers but to all parents who take any
interest in the education oi their children It sets out first principles -wiih

lucidity and fairness, and is stimulating ’

—

Saturday Revtew

The Growth of Reason : a Study of Verbal Activity. By
Frank Lorimer, Lecturer in Social Theory, Wellesley College,

los. 6d. net.

‘ A valuable book in which the relation of social to oiganic factors in thought
development is traced, the argument being that while animals may live

well by instmct, and pnmitivo commnmties by culture patterns, avilua-
tion can live well only by sjmibols and logic '

—

Lancet

The Trauma of Birth. By Otto Rank los 6d. net
‘ His thesis asserts that the neurotic patient is still shnnkmg from the pam
ofhisown birth This motive of the birth trauma Dr Rank follows in many
aspects, psychological, medical, and cultural He sees it as the root of

leUgion, art, and philosophy There can be no doubt of the illumination
which Dr Rank's thesis can cast on the nenrotic psyche '

—

Times Literary

Supptemeni

Biological Principles. By J. H. Woodger, B.Sc ,
Reader in

Biology in the University of London. 21s. net.
' The task Mr Woodger has undertaken must have been very difficult and
labonous, bnthe may be congratulated on theresnlt ’

—

Manei/sttr Guardian.
‘ No biologist who really wi&es to face fnndamental problems should omit
to read it '

—

Nature

Principles of Experimental Psychology. By H. Pieron,

Professor at the College de France. los. 6d. net.
• Treating psvchology as the science of reactions. Professor Pi6ton ranges
over the whole field m a masterly risum6 We do not know of any general
work on tiie subject which is so completely modem In its outlook As an
introductfon to the vAole subject bu botm appears to ns very valuable ’

Times Literary Supplement

The Statistical Method in Economics and Pohtical Science,

By P. Sargant Florence, M.A., Ph.D., Professor of Commerce
in the Umversity of Birmingham. 25s. net.

It sums up the work of all the best authorities, but most of it is the author’s
own, IS fresh, original, stimulating, and written in that lucid style that one
has been led to expect from him. Its breadth and tharonghness are
remarkable, for it is very much more than a mere text-book on statistical

method ’

—

Nature

Human Speech. By Str Richard Paget, BU, F.Inst P. With
numerous illustrations 25s. net.

' There IS a mugnefasdnationabonta really onginal piece of research The
process of detecting one of Nature's secrets constitutes an adventnie of the
mind almost as thnlling to read as to experience It is such an adventure
that Sir Richard Paget descnbet The gist of the theory is that speech
u a gesture of the mouth, and more rapecial^ of the tongue. We feel that
we can hardly praise it too hi^y '

—

Times Literary Supplement.
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The Foundations of Geometry and Induction. By Jean
Nicod. Introduction by Bertrand Russell, F.R.S i6s. net,

' Anyone on first reading these two essays might be tempted to nndenate
them, bnt farther study would show him hu mistake, and convince turn that
the death of their author at the age of thirty has been a most serious loss

to modem philosophy '

—

Journal of Phtlosophtcal Studies

Pleasure and Instinct : a Study m the Psychology of Human
Action. By A. H. B AUen. las. 6d. net.

* An eminently clear and readable monogr^h on Ihe much-discussed
problem of the nature of pleasure and unpleasure Smoe this work
amplifies some of the moat hnportant aspects of general psychology, the
student will find it useful to read in conjunction with his text-bmk ’

—

British Medical Journal

History of Chinese Political Thought, during the early Tsin
Period. By Liang Cki-Chao. With 2 portraits, los 6d net.

‘ For all his wide knowledge of non-Chinese poUtical systems and the breadth
of hu own opinions, he remained at hei^ a Confociamst Amidst the
drums and trumpete of the professional politicians, this great scholar's
exposition of the pohbcal foundations of the oldest civilization m the world
comes like the <unp note of some ancient temple bell ’

—

Times Literary
Supplement.

Five Types of Ethical Theory. By C £» Broad, Lxtt.D ,

Lecturer at Trinity College, Cambridge i6s. net.
‘ A book on ethics by Dr Broad u bound to be welcome to all lovers of clear
thought. There is no branch of philosophical study which stands more in
need of the special gifts which mark: all his writings, great analytical acumen,
eminent lucidity of thou^t and statement, serene detachment from
irrelevant preju^ces ’

—

Mind

The Nature of Life. By Eugenio Rtgnano, Professor of

Philosophy in the University of Milan. 7s. 6d. net.
‘ In tins learned and arresting stndy he has elaborated the arguments of
those biologists who have seSn in the activities of the simplest organisms
pniposive movements inspired by trial and error and foreshadowing the
reasoning powers of the higher animals and man It is this purposiveness
of bfe which dutinguishes it from all the morgaiuc processes '

—

New
Statesman

The Mental Development of the Child. By Kaii Bu/der,

Professor in the University of Vienna. 8s. 6d net.
‘ Ho summarizesm a masterly way all that we have really learned so far

about the mental development of the child Few psychologists show a
judgment so cool and so free from the bias of preconceived theones He
takes us with penetratmg comments through the silly age. the chimpanzee
age, the age of the grabber, the toddler, the babbler '—Times Literary
Supplement

The Child's Conception of Physical Causality. By Jean
Piaget, Professor at the University of Geneva. 12s. M net.

' Develops farther hu valuable work Here he endeavours to arrive at
some idea of the child's notions of the reasons behmd movement, and hence
to consider its primitive sjrstem of physics His results are likely to prove
useful m the study of the psychological history of the human race, and in

the understanding of primitive peoples, as well as that of the child His
method is admirable '

—

Saturday Review
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The Psychology of Men of Genius. By E. Kretschmer,
Professor in the University of Marbuiig With 42 plates, 15s. net.
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The Social Life of Monkeys and Apes. By 5. Zuckerman,
Anatomist to the Zoolo^cal Society of London. With 24
plates, 15s. net.

‘ This remarkable book discusses monkey sociology in ^eia], and that oi
the Zoo Monkey HiU m particular. The clear white light of truth which
Dr Zuckennan's tirdess research tiirowa upon the latter is particularly
wdcome This is a notable book, the result of long observation and sound
reasoning.*—E G Bonlen^, in DaiJy Taltgrapk. ' A graphic and frank
account of the amasing doings of the baboons he watched It is no exag-
geration to claim that the book marks the beginning of a new epoch in ^e
study ofa subject which is the essential foundation of the biological approach
to sociology '—Professor G Elliot Smith, F R S , m Sunday Tunes

The Development of the Sexual Impulses. By R. E. Money-
Kyrle, author of The Meaning of Sacrifice. los. 6d. net.

* Dr. Money-Kyrle has developed his theme with exceptional insight and
sense of prqpo^on. Students who wish to know w^t psycho-analysis
really impkes. and what an impressive theoretical structure it has bndt up,
could harayfind a more stimulatiag mtrodnction to Freud’s own writings
than Dr Money-Kyrle’s book ’

—

Tunes Literary Supplement

Constitution-Types in Delinquency. By W. A. WtUemse,
Lecturer in Psycholc^ at the University of Pretoria With
32 plates, 155. net.

* A valuable book which students of delmquency cannot afford to ignore,'

—Tunes Literary Supplement * A great deal of valuable material for the
cnimnologist *

—

Brain

Mencius on the Mind. By 7 A Rtchar^s, author of

Principles of Literary CrUtctsm. los. 6d. net.
* His very interestmg and suggestive book He takes certain passages
from Mencins and attempts a literal rendering, as an mtroduction to his

general theme, the difficulty of translation It well deserves readmg by all

mterested m relations between East and West '

—

New Statesman

The Sciences of Man in the Making. By Professor E. A.
Kirkpatrick. 15s. net.

' Introduces the reader to scientific method and to the pomts of view of
anthropology and ethnology, of physiology and hygiene, of eugenics and
euthenics, of economic and pohtical science, of mdividual and social

psychology, of sociology and education, of religion and ethics Should be
mterestmg to a wide public ’

—

Journal of Education

The Psychology of Consciousness. By C. Daly King.
Introduction by Dr W.M MarsUm. 12s. 6d. net.

Consciousness is not an accidental by-product of human life, but rather
constitutes the chief ppal of hvmg 'Hie degree of completeness of con-
sciousness, as distmguuhed from such criteria as happmess or pleasure, is

the one valid measure of normalcy that we possess

The Psychology ofAnimals, in Relation to Human Psychology
By P. AlveroK, Professor of Zoology, University of Marburg.
9s. net.

Shows how the psychological attitude to animal behaviour may be used to
guide experiment, arguing that animal behaviour can be mterpreted by
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Ethical Relativity. 'ByE.A.Westermarck, Ph.D., Hcm.LL D.,

author of A History of Human Marriage. 12s 6d. net
‘ This very important work It is of great advantage to have his
theoretical doctrme m this separate and considered form In these days it

IS a refreshment to have a writer who attempts to throw light on right and
wrong and good by tracing them back to their origin Psychology and
anthropology may give us vital and hopeful knowledge about the nature of
morals ’—S Alexandbh, OM , in Manchester Guardian

The Spirit of Language m Civilization By K Vossler

I2S. 6d net

Develops a profound philosophy of language, based on a distmction between
the inner language form (individual and racial) and the outer language
form (universal)

The Moral Judgment ofthe Child. 'EyJean Piaget, Professor

at the University of Geneva 12s 6d. net.

This book will appeal to an even wider circle of readers than his previous
studies How children think about behaviour is now mvesbgated—what
ideas they form of nght and wrong, of justice, of punishment, and of fairness

in their own games

The Gestalt Theory, and the Problem of Configuration By
Bruno Petermann Illustrated, 15s net

The importance of the gestalt theory in contemporary psychology cannot
be gainsaid Dr Petermann’s book reviews the whole subject, both the
theoretical enunciations and the experimental researches of Wertheimer,
Kofika, Kahler, and then colleagues

The Theory of Fictions. By Jeremy Bentham. Edited, with
an Introduction and Notes, by C K. Ogden 12s 6d net

A study of fictional influences m every branch of thought, anticipating
the entire philosophy of ‘ As If ’ and many of the findmgs of modem
linguistic psychology

NEARLY READY

The Nature of Learning. By George Humphrey, M A , Ph.D.,
Professor of Philosophy in Queen’s Umversity, Kingston
Canada About 15s net.

The Dynamics of Education. By Hilda Taba Introduction

by W. H Kdpatnck, Professor at Columbia Umversity About
I2S. fid net.

The Individual and the Community ; a Historical Analysis

of the Motivating Factors of Social Conduct. By Wen Kwei
Liao, M A , Ph.D. About 15s. net.
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VOLUMES IN PREPARATION

{Not tneludod in tho Classified Index

)

The Nature of Mathematics . . Max Black

The Psychology of Speech Defects . S M Stinchfield

The Turbulent Child .... M Wallon

Psychological Optics ... D Me L Purdy
The Theory of Hearmg H Hartndge, D Sc

Emotional Expression m Birds . F B Kirkman
The Mind as an Organism . . E Miller

Ammal Behaviour ... . H Munro Fox
The Psychology of Insects . J G. Myers
Colour-Harmony . C. K Ogden and James Wood
Gestalt . . K. Koffka
Theory of Medical Diagnosis F G Crookshank, M D , FRCP
Language as Symbol and as Expression . E Saptr

Psychology of Kmship . B Malinowski, D Sc

Social Biology —:— M Ginsberg, D Lit

The Philosophy of Law . . A L Goodhart

The Psychology of Mathematics . . E R Hamilton

Mathematics for Philosophers . G H. Hardy, F RS
The Psychology of Myths ... G Elhot Smith, F R S
The Psychology of Music . . Edward J Dent

Psychology of Primitive Peoples . . B. Malinowski, D.Sc
Development of Chmese Thought . . . Hu Shih








